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The Harrington Corporation, also known as HARCO 
Fittings, acquired Speci�ed Fittings on November 15, 
2019. HARCO was founded in 1966 and is the industry 
leader of injection molded and fabricated PVC and 
HDPE �ttings used in water and sewer pipe systems/
application. With the addition of Speci�ed Fittings, 
HARCO has �ve manufacturing plants and seven 
factory owned stocking warehouses across the USA. 
HARCO continues to o�er exceptional customer service 
while investing in expansion.



Threaded Fittings 
Specified Fittings offers a full range of threading capabilities from Small diameter to Large, Straight thread to NTS, and all other threads 
in-between! We are confident that our capabilities and resources will satisfy your threaded needs. 

Dissimilar Outlets 
Speci�ed Fittings can adapt any tee, wye, or cross to have dissimilar outlets. For example, a tee with gasketed SDR35 bells on the run 
can have a corrugated outlet, or a cross with gasketed C-900 bells on the run can have solid wall HDPE outlets. The dissimilar outlet 
possibilities are endless—If you can dream it, we can build it!
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Looking for long pattern repair couplings? Give us a call. We can make any size nominal diameter for any type 
of pipe. Whether used on PVC or HDPE these products are a great help when repair or expansion/contraction in 
place is needed.

Long Pattern Repair Couplings

We stock and distribute the full line of Certainteed couplings, and we ship same day and keep a representative 
inventory. You may combine these with any other PVC or CPVC product to obtain freight allowance.

Certainteed Couplings

Speci�ed Fittings makes internal couplings which allow continued installation when pipe is �ush with a 
surface. We make these for all sizes and IDs of pipe. This product is an inexpensive rescue product that can make 
you a hero.

Internal Couplings

Bolted Repair Couplings
These versatile �ttings are available in PIP and IPS in various sizes and lengths. Additionally,  they are made 
with zinc or stainless trim, rated in excess of 100PSI, and are stocked in both Idaho and Washington facilities. 
Competitively priced, with easy installation features, we encourage you to give them a try. Call any PVC 
salesperson in Bellingham for information!
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ADAPTER
FEMALE X MIPT

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6 __1506 $38.50 CF CF CF CF CF
8 __1508 $86.13 CF CF CF CF CF

10 __15010 $173.61 CF CF CF CF CF
12 __15012 $242.80 CF CF CF CF CF

IPS X CONCRETE
FEMALE X MALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6 __1156 $39.98 CF CF CF CF CF
8 __1158 $49.55 CF CF CF CF CF

10 __11510 $64.76 CF CF CF CF CF
12 __11512 $93.45 CF CF CF CF CF

12x14 __1151214 $98.23 CF CF CF CF CF
12x16 __1151216 $107.79 CF CF CF CF CF

IPS X VALVE ADAPTER
FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6x6 __1386 CF CF $35.04 CF CF CF
8x8 __1388 CF CF $44.03 CF CF CF

10x10 __13810 CF CF $71.04 CF CF CF
12x12 __13812 CF CF $94.09 CF CF CF

CAP  
FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6 __1906 $16.95 CF $27.66 CF $33.16 $85.62
8 __1908 $31.14 CF $34.04 CF $42.74 $145.31

10 __19010 $53.46 CF $55.20 CF $68.68 $234.56
12 __19012 $65.49 CF $96.63 CF $131.98 $354.09

COUPLING 
REPAIR
FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6 __2206 CF CF CF $74.33* CF $78.53*
8 __2208 CF CF CF $89.39* CF $112.98*

10 __22010 CF CF CF $138.79 CF $179.21
12 __22012 CF CF CF $171.39 CF $244.04

* = Molded Fitting
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COUPLING
STOP 
FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6 __2406 $16.95 CF $20.57 $74.03* $23.18 $82.87*
8 __2408 $29.41 CF $35.64 $110.54* $38.38 $120.40*

10 __24010 $34.77 CF $58.82 $156.91 $70.42 $174.87
12 __24012 $53.46 CF $91.84 $206.90 $113.30 $239.93

COUPLING 
BOLTED
FEMALE X FEMALE
12” OAL W/ STAINLESS STEEL BOLTS

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

4 __2074-IPS SS CF $239.58 CF $239.58 CF $239.58
6 __2076-12SS CF $311.09 CF $311.09 CF $311.09
8 __2078-12SS CF $375.30 CF $375.30 CF $375.30

10 __20710-12SS CF $465.42 CF $465.42 CF $465.42
12 __20712-12SS CF $531.90 CF $531.90 CF $531.90

18” OAL W/ STAINLESS STEEL BOLTS

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

4 __2074-18SS CF $288.32 CF $288.32 CF $288.32
6 __2076-18SS CF $375.83 CF $375.83 CF $375.83
8 __2078-18SS CF $429.56 CF $429.56 CF $429.56

10 __20710-18SS CF $527.95 CF $527.95 CF $527.95
12 __20712-18SS CF $615.68 CF $615.68 CF $615.68

12” OAL W/ ZINC PLATED BOLTS

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

4 __2074-12Z CF $101.87 CF $101.87 CF $101.87
6 __2076-12Z CF $173.39 CF $173.39 CF $173.39
8 __2078-12Z CF $237.59 CF $237.59 CF $237.59

10 __20710-12Z CF $293.29 CF $293.29 CF $293.29
12 __20712-12Z CF $325.36 CF $325.36 CF $325.36

BOLTED
FEMALE X FEMALE
18” OALW/ ZINC PLATED BOLTS

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

4 __2074-18Z CF $109.97 CF $109.97 CF $109.97
6 __2076-18Z CF $197.48 CF $197.48 CF $197.48
8 __2078-18Z CF $251.21 CF $251.21 CF $251.21

10 __20710-18Z CF $305.03 CF $305.03 CF $305.03
12 __20712-18Z CF $348.18 CF $348.18 CF $348.18

* = Molded Fitting
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CROSS  
FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6x2 __26062 $50.85 CF $55.34 CF $74.03 CF
6x3 __26063 $57.95 CF $69.54 CF $92.71 CF
6x4 __26064 $62.44 CF $78.53 CF $106.05 $206.69
6x5 __26065 CF CF $91.56 CF $118.22 CF

6 __2606 $74.03 CF $128.36 CF $145.31 $228.32
8x2 __26082 $65.05 CF $82.87 CF $92.71 CF
8x3 __26083 $69.54 CF $92.71 CF $101.71 CF
8x4 __26084 $79.39 CF $106.05 CF $122.14 $249.14
8x5 __26085 CF CF $128.66 CF $141.12 CF
8x6 __26086 $84.94 CF $129.38 CF $153.44 $282.03

8 __2608 $96.34 CF $166.75 CF $204.82 $340.61
10x2 __260102 $79.39 CF $115.03 CF $136.48 CF
10x3 __260103 $87.37 CF $130.25 CF $164.15 CF
10x4 __260104 $96.34 CF $145.31 CF $185.44 $285.89
10x5 __260105 CF CF $157.34 CF $207.77 CF
10x6 __260106 $107.06 CF $161.39 CF $215.87 $348.71
10x8 __260108 $122.14 CF $198.05 CF $268.47 $402.68

10 __26010 $156.04 CF $248.76 CF $349.60 $592.28
12x2 __260122 $113.30 CF $151.55 CF $221.24 CF
12x3 __260123 $124.02 CF $174.87 CF $230.07 CF
12x4 __260124 $131.98 CF $209.07 CF $257.75 $486.93
12x5 __260125 CF CF $212.55 CF $281.21 CF
12x6 __260126 $139.09 CF $217.62 CF $296.13 $557.93
12x8 __260128 $160.52 CF $254.12 CF $347.85 $645.56

12x10 __2601210 $191.68 CF $315.69 CF $441.45 $728.71
12 __26012 $243.54 CF $383.50 CF $564.61 $831.18

ELBOW
11-1/4 DEGREE
FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6 __3106 $23.18 CF $30.27 $103.45 $36.52 $129.38
8 __3108 $36.52 CF $46.36 $126.62 $56.21 $193.55

10 __31010 $51.72 CF $67.63 $216.74 $102.57 $257.75
12 __31012 $83.74 CF $115.90 $289.91 $166.75 $349.60

ELBOW
15 DEGREE
FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6 __3206 $23.18 CF $30.27 $103.45 $36.52 $129.38
8 __3208 $36.52 CF $46.36 $126.62 $56.21 $193.55

10 __32010 $51.72 CF $67.63 $216.74 $102.57 $257.75
12 __32012 $83.74 CF $115.90 $289.91 $166.75 $349.60
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22-1/2 DEGREE
FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6 __3306 $23.18 CF $30.27 $103.45 $36.52 $129.38
8 __3308 $36.52 CF $46.36 $126.62 $56.21 $193.55

10 __33010 $51.72 CF $37.64 $216.74 $102.57 $257.75
12 __33012 $83.74 CF $115.90 $289.91 $166.75 $349.60

30 DEGREE
FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6 __3406 $32.16 CF $40.12 $138.22 $45.48 $147.19
8 __3408 $47.22 CF $66.93 $170.38 $70.41 $206.90

10 __34010 $68.68 CF $102.57 $239.93 $145.31 $304.11
12 __34012 $111.56 CF $149.80 $331.77 $213.12 $441.45

45 DEGREE
FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6 __3506 $60.70 CF $78.53 $138.22* $87.37 $147.19*
8 __3508 $82.87 CF $120.40 $170.38* $143.57 $206.90*

10 __35010 $129.38 CF $102.57 $239.93 $227.46 $304.11
12 __35012 $184.58 CF $262.23 $331.77 $347.85 $441.45

60 DEGREE
FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6 __3606 CF CF CF $158.79 CF $182.83
8 __3608 CF CF CF $240.79 CF $295.27

10 __36010 CF CF CF $350.46 CF $343.37
12 __36012 CF CF CF $469.99 CF $553.88

ELBOW
90 DEGREE
FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6 __3706 $60.70 CF $78.53 $158.79* $87.37 $182.83*
8 __3708 $82.87 CF $143.57 $240.79* $143.57 $295.27*

10 __37010 $129.38 CF $227.46 $350.46 $227.46 $464.64
12 __37012 $184.58 CF $262.23 $469.99 $347.85 $553.88

All Elbows Available in Female x Male Sizes and in Custom Angles. Please 
Contact Factory for More Information.

* = Molded Fitting

* = Molded Fitting
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PLUG
MALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6 __5606 CF CF CF CF CF $42.94*
8 __5608 CF CF CF CF CF $55.56*

10 __56010 CF CF CF CF CF $89.28
12 __56012 CF CF CF CF CF $171.58

REDUCER
CONCENTRIC  
STYLE A
FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

5x4 __60054 CF CF CF CF $32.94 CF
6x4 __60064 $23.18 CF $25.78 $92.71 $29.41 $101.71
6x5 __60065 $26.92 CF $30.56 CF $39.12 CF
8x6 __60086 $30.27 CF $41.12 $133.72 $45.49 $147.19

10x8 __600108 $42.73 CF $64.22 $184.58 $73.15 $230.07
12x10 __6001210 $74.90 CF $111.56 $256.01 $139.09 $289.91

STYLE B
FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6x2 __60062 CF CF $74.33 CF $77.22 CF
6x3 __60063 CF CF $80.98 CF $81.99 CF
8x2 __60082 CF CF $83.30 CF $88.66 CF
8x3 __60083 CF CF $83.45 CF $96.34 CF
8x4 __60084 CF CF $61.37 $159.40 $68.81 $172.55
8x5 __60085 CF CF CF CF CF CF

10x2 __600102 CF CF $116.34 CF $128.66 CF
10x3 __600103 CF CF $123.01 CF $138.22 CF
10x4 __600104 CF CF $123.72 CF $157.34 CF
10x5 __600105 CF CF $126.05 CF $162.99 CF
10x6 __600106 CF CF $103.80 $216.06 $112.86 $270.78
12x2 __600122 CF CF $147.05 CF $186.90 CF
12x3 __600123 CF CF $152.42 CF $194.43 CF
12x4 __600124 CF CF $157.34 CF $202.12 CF
12x5 __600125 CF CF $162.99 CF $211.67 CF
12x6 __600126 CF CF $172.55 CF $216.45 CF
12x8 __600128 CF CF $138.05 CF $174.30 CF

* = Molded Fitting
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REDUCER
CONCENTRIC  
SMALL END BELL (SEB)
MALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6x4 __62064 CF CF CF $69.58* CF $87.37*
6x5 __62065 CF CF CF CF CF CF
8x4 __62084 CF CF CF $121.02 CF $151.55
8x5 __62085 CF CF CF CF CF CF
8x6 __62086 CF CF CF $92.71* CF $129.38*

10x4 __620104 CF CF CF CF CF CF
10x5 __620105 CF CF CF CF CF CF
10x6 __620106 CF CF CF $181.65 CF $205.88
10x8 __620108 CF CF CF $147.19 CF $174.87
12x4 __620124 CF CF CF CF CF CF
12x5 __620125 CF CF CF CF CF CF
12x6 __620126 CF CF CF CF CF CF
12x8 __620128 CF CF CF $260.47 CF $295.56

12x10 __6201210 CF CF CF $208.63 CF $251.51

LARGE END BELL (LEB)
FEMALE X MALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6x4 __64064 CF CF CF $74.03 CF $87.37
6x5 __64065 CF CF CF CF CF CF
8x4 __64084 CF CF CF $141.39 CF $151.55
8x5 __64085 CF CF CF CF CF CF
8x6 __64086 CF CF CF $106.05 CF $129.38

10x4 __640104 CF CF CF CF CF CF
10x5 __640105 CF CF CF CF CF CF
10x6 __640106 CF CF CF $181.65 CF $205.88
10x8 __640108 CF CF CF $147.19 CF $174.87
12x4 __640124 CF CF CF CF CF CF
12x5 __640125 CF CF CF CF CF CF
12x6 __640126 CF CF CF CF CF CF
12x8 __640128 CF CF CF $260.47 CF $295.56

12x10 __6401210 CF CF CF $208.63 CF $251.51

ECCENTRIC 
FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6x2 __61062 CF CF $74.33 CF $77.22 CF
6x3 __61063 CF CF $80.98 CF $81.99 CF
6x4 __61064 CF CF CF CF CF CF
6x5 __61065 CF CF CF CF CF CF
8x2 __61082 CF CF $83.30 CF $88.66 CF

8x2.5 __61082.5 CF CF CF CF CF CF
8x3 __61083 CF CF $83.45 CF $96.34 CF
8x4 __61084 CF CF CF CF CF CF
8x5 __61085 CF CF $101.99 CF $108.66 CF
8x6 __61086 CF CF CF CF CF CF

10x2 __610102 CF CF $116.34 CF $128.66 CF
10x3 __610103 CF CF $123.01 CF $138.22 CF
10x4 __610104 CF CF $123.72 CF $157.34 CF

* = Molded Fitting
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REDUCER
ECCENTRIC 
FEMALE X FEMALE (CONT’D)

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

10x5 __610105 CF CF $126.05 CF $162.99 CF
10x6 __610106 CF CF CF CF CF CF
10x8 __610108 CF CF CF CF CF CF
12x2 __610122 CF CF $147.05 CF $186.90 CF
12x3 __610123 CF CF $152.42 CF $194.43 CF
12x4 __610124 CF CF $157.34 CF $202.12 CF
12x5 __610125 CF CF $162.99 CF $211.67 CF
12x6 __610126 CF CF $172.55 CF $216.45 CF

SURFACE STYLE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6x2 __66162 $24.91 CF CF CF CF CF
6x3 __66163 $24.91 CF CF CF CF CF
6x4 __66164 $24.91 CF CF CF CF CF
6x5 __66165 $24.91 CF CF CF CF CF
8x2 __66182 $33.91 CF CF CF CF CF
8x3 __66183 $33.91 CF CF CF CF CF
8x4 __66184 $33.91 CF CF CF CF CF
8x5 __66185 $33.91 CF CF CF CF CF
8x6 __66186 $33.91 CF CF CF CF CF

10x2 __661102 $54.46 CF CF CF CF CF
10x3 __6611013 $54.46 CF CF CF CF CF
10x4 __661104 $54.46 CF CF CF CF CF
10x5 __661105 $54.46 CF CF CF CF CF
10x6 __661106 $54.46 CF CF CF CF CF
10x8 __661108 $54.46 CF CF CF CF CF
12x2 __661122 $66.93 CF CF CF CF CF
12x3 __661123 $66.93 CF CF CF CF CF
12x4 __661124 $66.93 CF CF CF CF CF
12x5 __661125 $66.93 CF CF CF CF CF
12x6 __661126 $66.93 CF CF CF CF CF
12x8 __661128 $66.93 CF CF CF CF CF

SADDLE TEE
FEMALE SLIP x FEMALE
STUB STYLE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6x2 __70162 $28.37 CF CF CF $51.95 CF
6x3 __70163 $33.30 CF CF CF $56.90 CF
6x4 __70164 $38.25 CF CF CF $63.74 CF
6x5 __70165 CF CF CF CF CF CF
8x2 __70182 $28.37 CF CF CF $51.95 CF
8x3 __70183 $33.30 CF CF CF $56.90 CF
8x4 __70184 $38.25 CF CF CF $63.74 CF
8x5 __70185 CF CF CF CF CF CF
8x6 __70186 $43.17 CF CF CF $77.45 CF

10x2 __701102 $28.37 CF CF CF $51.95 CF
10x3 __701103 $33.30 CF CF CF $56.90 CF
10x4 __701104 $38.25 CF CF CF $63.74 CF
10x5 __701105 CF CF CF CF CF CF
10x6 __701106 $43.17 CF CF CF $77.45 CF
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SADDLE TEE
FEMALE SLIP x FEMALE
STUB STYLE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

10x8 __701108 $58.82 CF CF CF $89.23 CF
12x2 __701122 $28.37 CF CF CF $51.95 CF
12x3 __701123 $33.30 CF CF CF $56.90 CF
12x4 __701124 $38.25 CF CF CF $63.74 CF
12x5 __701125 CF CF CF CF CF CF
12x6 __701126 $43.17 CF CF CF $77.45 CF
12x8 __701128 $58.82 CF CF CF $89.23 CF

12x10 __7011210 $81.42 CF CF CF $94.18 CF

TEE
STRAIGHT  
FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

4 __8204 CF CF CF CF CF $146.17*
6x2 __82062 $43.76 CF $57.95 CF $69.54 CF
6x3 __82063 $46.36 CF $65.05 CF $74.03 CF
6x4 __82064 $50.85 CF $71.42 $110.54* $82.87 $156.91*
6x5 __82065 $0.00 CF $79.11 CF $118.22 CF

6 __8206 $55.34 CF $111.56 $124.88* $124.02 $165.89*
8x2 __82082 $60.70 CF $76.63 CF $82.87 CF
8x3 __82083 $65.05 CF $85.62 CF $92.73 CF
8x4 __82084 $69.54 CF $97.21 $165.89* $106.05 $184.58*
8x5 __82085 CF CF $113.44 CF $123.01 CF
8x6 __82086 $82.87 CF $124.88 $170.38* $131.98 $208.63*

8 __8208 $92.71 CF $140.96 $221.24* $166.75 $239.06*
10x2 __820102 $82.87 CF $101.71 CF $130.25 CF
10x3 __820103 $97.21 CF $117.64 CF $153.44 CF
10x4 __820104 $110.54 CF $131.98 $247.01 $172.99 $306.72
10x5 __820105 CF CF $143.00 CF $186.90 CF
10x6 __820106 $120.40 CF $145.31 $264.84 $191.68 $320.19
10x8 __820108 $128.36 CF $168.50 $288.03 $228.32 $372.78

10 __82010 $138.22 CF $196.16 $321.92 $271.07 $404.95
12x2 __820122 $142.70 CF $153.44 CF $200.66 CF
12x3 __820123 $147.19 CF $162.27 CF $217.62 CF
12x4 __820124 $152.56 CF $181.10 $315.69 $240.79 $372.78
12x5 __820125 CF CF $203.98 CF $261.23 CF
12x6 __820126 $156.91 CF $206.90 $323.82 $271.07 $383.50
12x8 __820128 $165.89 CF $228.32 $340.61 $304.97 $460.14

12x10 __8201210 $170.38 CF $272.97 $404.95 $362.07 $490.57
12 __82012 $189.94 CF $309.47 $447.69 $406.68 $585.90

* = Molded Fitting
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TEE 
MALE X FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

4 __8304 CF CF CF CF CF $92.71
6x4 __83064 CF CF CF $110.54 CF $133.72
6x5 __83065 CF CF CF CF CF CF

6 __8306 CF CF CF $129.38 CF $138.22
8x4 __83084 CF CF CF $139.53 CF $152.56
8x5 __83085 CF CF CF CF CF CF
8x6 __83086 CF CF CF $162.27 CF $192.68

8 __83088 CF CF CF $178.77 CF $230.07
10x4 __830104 CF CF CF $208.63 CF $266.72
10x5 __830105 CF CF CF CF CF CF
10x6 __830106 CF CF CF $230.07 CF $289.91
10x8 __830108 CF CF CF $256.01 CF $321.92

10 __83010 CF CF CF $303.24 CF $368.29
12x4 __830124 CF CF CF $281.79 CF $345.11
12x5 __830125 CF CF CF CF CF CF
12x6 __830126 CF CF CF $300.64 CF $349.60
12x8 __830128 CF CF CF $332.65 CF $368.29

12x10 __8301210 CF CF CF $379.01 CF $413.79
12 __8301212 CF CF CF $424.50 CF $506.51

TEE
TAPPED
FEMALE X FEMALE X FIPT

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

4x3 __84043 CF CF CF CF CF $99.41
4 __8404 CF CF CF CF CF $118.22

6x2 __84062 CF CF $47.95 $81.99 $62.44 $131.11
6x3 __84063 CF CF $59.24 $90.11 $71.42 $140.24
6x4 __84064 CF CF $68.24 $100.69 $81.13 $149.22
8x2 __84082 CF CF $73.89 $125.90 $90.11 $163.71
8x3 __84083 CF CF $86.93 $147.05 $105.18 $172.70
8x4 __84084 CF CF $95.76 $159.22 $115.03 $187.19

10x2 __840102 CF CF $114.45 $188.34 $139.09 $254.99
10x3 __840103 CF CF $134.74 $198.92 $162.27 $268.61
10x4 __840104 CF CF $146.17 $220.07 $177.47 $296.57
12x2 __840122 CF CF $166.47 $251.66 $200.66 $345.39
12x3 __840123 CF CF $184.29 $262.23 $223.85 $377.99
12x4 __840124 CF CF $204.57 $272.81 $247.01 $395.24
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TEE  
MALE X GASKET X SOLVENT WELD BELL

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6x2 __84162 CF CF CF $118.22 CF $135.31
6x3 __84163 CF CF CF $133.44 CF $152.56
6x4 __84164 CF CF CF $145.89 CF $167.77
6x5 __84165 CF CF CF $152.56 CF $172.55
6x6 __84166 CF CF CF $162.99 CF $182.12
8x2 __84182 CF CF CF $147.79 CF $186.90
8x3 __84183 CF CF CF $157.34 CF $192.55
8x4 __84184 CF CF CF $167.77 CF $197.33
8x5 __84185 CF CF CF $177.34 CF $206.90
8x6 __84186 CF CF CF $186.90 CF $221.08
8x8 __84188 CF CF CF $206.90 CF $236.45

10x2 __841102 CF CF CF $226.88 CF $256.45
10x3 __841103 CF CF CF $236.45 CF $266.00
10x4 __841104 CF CF CF $245.86 CF $284.98
10x5 __841105 CF CF CF $250.64 CF $295.56
10x6 __841106 CF CF CF $261.23 CF $309.76
10x8 __841108 CF CF CF $280.19 CF $344.09

10x10 __8411010 CF CF CF $300.19 CF $393.65
12x2 __841122 CF CF CF $284.98 CF $344.09
12x3 __841123 CF CF CF $304.97 CF $354.52
12x4 __841124 CF CF CF $314.54 CF $364.09
12x5 __841125 CF CF CF $320.34 CF $368.87
12x6 __841126 CF CF CF $325.11 CF $373.65
12x8 __841128 CF CF CF $334.52 CF $393.65

12x10 __8411210 CF CF CF $381.32 CF $442.33
12x12 __8411212 CF CF CF $418.42 CF $541.42

MALE X FEMALE X FIPT

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

4x3 __85043 CF CF CF CF CF $93.02
4 __8504 CF CF CF CF CF $108.66

6x2 __85062 CF CF $47.95 $69.83 $62.44 $108.52
6x3 __85063 CF CF $59.24 $79.54 $71.42 $123.87
6x4 __85064 CF CF $68.24 $92.58 $81.13 $131.11
8x2 __85082 CF CF $73.89 $104.75 $90.11 $135.61
8x3 __85083 CF CF $86.93 $117.79 $105.18 $144.74
8x4 __85084 CF CF $95.76 $129.96 $115.03 $154.73

10x2 __850102 CF CF $114.45 $164.00 $139.09 $205.29
10x3 __850103 CF CF $134.74 $176.16 $162.27 $221.52
10x4 __850104 CF CF $146.17 $193.26 $177.47 $243.25
12x2 __850122 CF CF $166.47 $218.48 $200.66 $280.35
12x3 __850123 CF CF $184.29 $230.65 $223.85 $303.82
12x4 __850124 CF CF $204.57 $251.66 $247.01 $326.42

VENT CHAMBER
FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6x2 __87062 CF CF $179.21 CF $192.55 CF
8x3 __87083 CF CF $245.86 CF $295.56 CF

10x3 __870103 CF CF $311.64 CF $393.65 CF
12x4 __870124 CF CF $423.20 CF $501.44 CF
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TEE
GASKET X GASKET X SLIP

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6x1.5 __83861.5 CF CF CF CF CF CF
6x2 __83862 CF CF CF $118.22 CF $135.31
6x3 __83863 CF CF CF $133.44 CF $152.56
6x4 __83864 CF CF CF $145.89 CF $167.77
6x5 __83865 CF CF CF $152.56 CF $172.55

6 __8386 CF CF CF $162.99 CF $182.12
8x2 __83882 CF CF CF $147.79 CF $186.90
8x3 __83883 CF CF CF $157.34 CF $192.55
8x4 __83884 CF CF CF $167.77 CF $197.33
8x5 __83885 CF CF CF $177.34 CF $206.90
8x6 __83886 CF CF CF $186.90 CF $221.08

8 __8388 CF CF CF $206.90 CF $236.45
10x2 __838102 CF CF CF $226.88 CF $256.45
10x3 __838103 CF CF CF $236.45 CF $266.00
10x4 __838104 CF CF CF $245.86 CF $284.98
10x5 __838105 CF CF CF $250.64 CF $295.56
10x6 __838106 CF CF CF $261.23 CF $309.76
10x8 __838108 CF CF CF $280.19 CF $344.09

10 __83810 CF CF CF $300.19 CF $393.65
12x2 __838122 CF CF CF $284.98 CF $344.09
12x3 __838123 CF CF CF $304.97 CF $354.52
12x4 __838124 CF CF CF $314.54 CF $364.09
12x5 __838125 CF CF CF $320.34 CF $368.87
12x6 __838126 CF CF CF $325.11 CF $373.65
12x8 __838128 CF CF CF $334.52 CF $393.65

12x10 __8381210 CF CF CF $381.32 CF $442.33
12x12 __8381212 CF CF CF $418.42 CF $541.42

WYE
FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 64 SDR 41 SDR 32.5

Size PartNumber SW Bell: 
(20)

GSK Bell: 
(26)

SW Bell: 
(21)

GSK Bell: 
(27)

SW Bell: 
(22)

GSK Bell: 
(28)

6x4 __92064 CF CF CF CF CF $196.14
6x5 __92065 CF CF CF CF CF CF

6 __9206 CF CF CF CF CF $205.00
8x4 __92084 CF CF CF CF CF $230.73
8x5 __92085 CF CF CF CF CF CF
8x6 __92086 CF CF CF CF CF $260.79

8 __9208 CF CF CF CF CF $311.64
10x4 __920104 CF CF CF CF CF $383.40
10x5 __920105 CF CF CF CF CF CF
10x6 __920106 CF CF CF CF CF $400.23
10x8 __920108 CF CF CF CF CF $465.96

10 __92010 CF CF CF CF CF $494.77
12x4 __920124 CF CF CF CF CF $484.54
12x5 __920125 CF CF CF CF CF CF
12x6 __920126 CF CF CF CF CF $498.54
12x8 __920128 CF CF CF CF CF $598.19

12x10 __9201210 CF CF CF CF CF $637.74
12 __92012 CF CF CF CF CF $715.86

§ Available in Smaller and Larger Sizes.   § Available in IPS x PIP.  § Wyes Not Rated for Pressure—Contact Factory for Pressure Ratings.
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PIP: Solvent Weld- 21 -

ADAPTER

PIP X IPS

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
4 __1054-IPS $14.40 $14.84 $15.22 $18.07

6x2 __1056-2IPS $19.88 $65.91 $73.24 $94.44
6x3 __1056-3IPS $19.88 $67.65 $75.17 $96.78
6x4 __1056-4IPS $29.52 $30.43 $31.37 $38.07

6 __1056-IPS $28.21 $29.07 $29.98 $38.07
8x2 __1058-2IPS $29.31 $67.67 $75.19 $96.78
8x3 __1058-3IPS $29.31 $68.90 $76.55 $97.87
8x4 __1058-4IPS $29.31 $59.67 $66.29 $98.85
8x6 __1058-6IPS $44.97 $46.35 $47.79 $56.14

8 __1058-IPS $40.54 $41.79 $43.09 $51.37
10x2 __10510-2IPS $46.12 $87.52 $97.24 $127.63
10x3 __10510-3IPS $46.12 $92.33 $102.59 $133.86
10x4 __10510-4IPS $46.12 $97.83 $108.70 $140.97
10x8 __10510-8IPS $61.70 $63.61 $65.57 $71.37

10 __10510-IPS $67.89 $69.99 $72.15 $88.46
12x2 __10512-2IPS $67.13 $124.59 $138.44 $180.98
12x3 __10512-3IPS $67.13 $135.28 $150.31 $196.73
12x4 __10512-4IPS $67.13 $146.54 $162.82 $207.79

12x10 __10512-10IPS $89.05 $91.81 $94.64 $115.10
12 __10512-IPS $105.76 $109.03 $112.40 $117.96

15x3 __10515-3IPS $101.80 $175.80 $195.33 $256.53
15x4 __10515-4IPS $101.80 $179.39 $199.32 $266.65

15x12 __10515-12IPS $143.69 $148.13 $152.71 $204.55
15 x 16 __10515-16IPS $226.60 $237.94 $249.84 $337.29
18.7x3 __10518.7-3IPS CF $298.07 $331.20 $429.83
18.7x4 __10518.7-4IPS CF $304.80 $338.67 $439.00
21x3 __10521-3IPS CF $446.84 $496.49 $644.92
21x4 __10521-4IPS CF $456.36 $507.06 $657.99

21x20 __10521-20IPS CF $545.93 $562.83 $625.35
24x3 __10524-3IPS CF $680.70 $756.33 $984.91
24x4 __10524-4IPS CF $687.57 $763.97 $994.01

24x24 __10524-24IPS CF $785.09 $809.38 $899.30
27x3 __10527-3IPS CF $869.72 $966.36 $1,246.16
27x4 __10527-4IPS CF $887.48 $986.09 $1,268.75

FEMALE X MALE

SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __1716 $19.13 $29.01 $31.40 $37.66
8 __1718 $16.76 $44.92 $34.64 $59.95

10 __17110 $23.20 $63.51 $75.78 $89.02
12 __17112 $31.62 $78.17 $92.68 $117.04
15 __17115 $55.69 $120.86 $182.73 $212.49

18.7 __17118.7 CF $202.94 $247.36 $279.64
21 __17121 CF $296.82 $366.66 $426.10
24 __17124 CF $368.23 $567.65 $486.31
27 __17127 CF $470.96 $588.52 $735.76

AIR RELIEF VALVE ADAPTER

SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __10362 $60.92 CF $62.80 CF
8x3 __10383 $83.23 CF $63.06 CF

10x3 __103103 $102.56 $100.90 $115.13 CF
12x4 __103124 $138.14 $137.02 $156.97 CF
14x4 __103144 $217.69 $216.26 $237.25 CF
15x4 __103154 $217.69 $216.26 $249.06 CF

IPS X PIP

MALE X FEMALE (BUSHING)
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __1716-IPS CF CF  $22.46 CF
8 __1718-IPS CF CF  $31.10 CF

10 __17110-IPS CF CF $75.78 CF
12 __17112-IPS CF CF $92.68 CF

FIPT X FEMALE

FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __1306 - - $93.20 CF
8 __1308 $139.18 CF

10 __13010 $193.58 CF
12 __13012 $223.96 CF

PIP x VALVE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __1386 CF CF $33.30 CF
8 __1388 CF CF $41.86 CF

10 __13810 CF CF $67.53 CF
12 __13812 CF CF $87.54 CF
15 __13815 CF CF $165.54 CF

OD

FEMALE X FEMALE

LINEGATE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __1396 CF CF $33.30 CF
8 __1398 CF CF $41.86 CF

10 __13910 CF CF $67.53 CF
12 __13912 CF CF $89.44 CF
15 __13915 CF CF $165.54 CF

Bold price = Molded Fitting
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ADAPTER

IPS X PIP

MIPT X FEMALE

MALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __1506 CF CF $82.71 CF
8 __1508 CF CF $117.22 CF

10 __15010 CF CF $171.63 CF
12 __15012 CF CF $202.01 CF

CAP

FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __1906 $11.40 $36.58 $36.58 $47.02
8 __1908 $19.44 $51.11 $51.11 $65.67

10 __19010 $34.50 $81.39 $81.39 $87.44
12 __19012 $46.05 $96.85 $96.85 $123.68
15 __19015 $68.05 $138.57 $138.57 $237.84

18.7 __19018.7 CF $312.62 $322.29 $389.10
21 __19021 CF $478.08 $492.86 $593.65
24 __19024 CF $663.51 $684.04 $857.20
27 __19027 CF $835.10 $860.93 $1,073.14

PLUG

MALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __5606 $14.25 CF $38.57 $48.58
8 __5608 $24.30 $86.74 $88.51 $117.13

10 __56010 $43.13 $140.30 $143.17 $187.84
12 __56012 $57.57 $162.97 $166.29 $218.78
15 __56015 $85.06 $272.23 $277.78 $364.70

18.7 __56018.7 CF $387.87 $395.78 $519.42
21 __56021 CF $589.97 $602.00 $791.30
24 __56024 CF $738.48 $753.55 $994.61
27 __56027 CF $943.69 $962.95 $1,244.34

COUPLING

STOP

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __2406 $17.33 $22.20 $22.20 $31.48
8 __2408 $23.37 $31.38 $31.38 $42.80

10 __24010 $33.48 $46.81 $55.28 $69.45
12 __24012 $45.01 $70.28 $85.24 $98.81
15 __24015 $77.42 $106.79 $146.11 $166.44

18.7 __24018.7 CF $244.58 $307.32 $374.74
21 __24021 CF $325.11 $536.90 $606.17
24 __24024 CF $570.61 $717.21 $729.04
27 __24027 CF $691.78 $867.61 $1,084.48

CROSS

FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __2606-2IPS $58.11 $59.04 $68.36 $84.66
6x3 __2606-3IPS $60.52 $64.64 $76.83 $91.32
6x4 __2606-4IPS $61.75 $70.28 $82.43 $96.10

6 __2606 $65.93 $77.76 $107.73 $136.05
8x2 __2608-2IPS $76.35 $73.06 $88.02 $102.73
8x3 __2608-3IPS $79.50 $79.60 $96.49 $115.10
8x4 __2608-4IPS $81.12 $85.24 $103.07 $130.32
8x6 __26086 $85.55 $99.30 $119.01 $149.37

8 __2608 $90.01 $132.10 $157.40 $196.91
10x2 __26010-2IPS $79.80 $112.40 $117.13 $133.18
10x3 __26010-3IPS $83.07 $120.86 $136.76 $143.66
10x4 __26010-4IPS $84.78 $134.92 $146.11 $183.62
10x6 __260106 $95.25 $152.71 $163.94 $205.49
10x8 __260108 $119.30 $178.95 $199.56 $251.15

10 __26010 $160.11 $223.92 $270.77 $319.64
12x2 __26012-2IPS $96.52 $168.65 $172.40 $221.69
12x3 __26012-3IPS $100.51 $186.44 $188.35 $237.84
12x4 __26012-4IPS $102.56 $190.20 $206.13 $259.71
12x6 __260126 $113.02 $204.25 $226.74 $285.42
12x8 __260128 $132.91 $237.99 $264.20 $333.00

12x10 __2601210 $178.95 $280.15 $318.57 $399.59
12 __26012 $213.46 $347.60 $409.45 $513.76

15x3 __26015-3IPS $155.87 $241.75 $284.85 $342.94
15x4 __26015-4IPS $159.06 $252.99 $291.42 $356.03
15x6 __260156 $172.66 $278.25 $322.29 $369.19
15x8 __260158 $191.51 $328.91 $369.19 $504.10

15x10 __2601510 $243.85 $380.38 $459.10 $610.90
15x12 __2601512 $264.76 $447.88 $536.90 $698.07

15 __26015 $321.27 $581.87 $705.54 $899.53
18.7x3 __26018.7-3IPS CF $365.41 $436.65 $573.44
18.7x4 __26018.7-4IPS CF $378.55 $446.01 $609.01
18.7x6 __26018.76 CF $405.69 $481.62 $671.81
18.7x8 __26018.78 CF $449.72 $526.59 $760.82

18.7x10 __26018.710 CF $496.58 $570.61 $873.29
18.7x12 __26018.712 CF $579.99 $705.54 $989.47
18.7x15 __26018.715 CF $702.75 $917.36 $1,175.02

18.7 __26018.7 CF $1,007.26 $1,141.28 $1,454.22
21x3 __26021-3IPS CF $688.48 $829.98 $988.14
21x4 __26021-4IPS CF $703.32 $847.34 $1,009.06
21x6 __260216 CF $744.29 $1,029.45 $1,155.18
21x8 __260218 CF $795.54 $1,061.46 $1,204.24

21x10 __2602110 CF $847.31 $1,101.63 $1,261.68
21x12 __2602112 CF $930.05 $1,112.30 $1,565.56
21x14 __2602114 CF $1,004.21 $1,248.96 $1,756.28
21x15 __2602115 CF $1,024.28 $1,275.07 $1,792.63

21x18.7 __2602118.7 CF $1,195.02 $1,456.65 $2,044.04
21 __26021 CF $1,487.05 $1,879.65 $2,237.56

24x3 __26024-3IPS CF $964.35 $1,152.22 $1,235.46
24x4 __26024-4IPS CF $985.06 $1,176.55 $1,261.68
24x6 __260246 CF $1,039.38 $1,262.12 $1,343.11
24x8 __260248 CF $1,105.79 $1,342.17 $1,458.28

24x10 __2602410 CF $1,138.85 $1,459.57 $1,566.11
24x12 __2602412 CF $1,232.85 $1,566.82 $1,681.30
24x15 __2602415 CF $1,352.46 $1,709.07 $1,849.00

24x18.7 __2602418.7 CF $1,540.54 $1,931.92 $2,100.41
24x21 __2602421 CF $1,734.29 $2,071.39 $2,493.72

24 __26024 CF $2,126.07 $2,505.57 $3,445.45
27x3 __26027-3IPS CF $1,167.68 $1,467.33 $1,713.48

Bold price = Molded Fitting

Bold price = Molded Fitting
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CROSS

FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE

ELBOW

11-1/4 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __3106 $19.88 $25.30 $29.98 $37.10
8 __3108 $29.25 $41.21 $44.97 $56.14

10 __31010 $42.23 $74.00 $85.24 $108.46
12 __31012 $58.54 $104.90 $119.01 $149.37
15 __31015 $100.68 $163.01 $199.56 $259.54

18.7 __31018.7 CF $280.15 $331.70 $412.24
21 __31021 CF $467.55 $533.14 $694.34
24 __31024 CF $628.73 $694.34 $749.61
27 __31027 CF $788.30 $841.79 $1,095.02

15 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __3206 $19.88 $25.30 $29.98 $37.10
8 __3208 $29.25 $41.21 $44.97 $56.14

10 __32010 $42.23 $74.00 $85.24 $108.46
12 __32012 $58.54 $104.90 $119.01 $149.37
15 __32015 $100.68 $163.01 $199.56 $259.54

18.7 __32018.7 CF $280.15 $331.70 $412.24
21 __32021 CF $467.55 $533.14 $694.34
24 __32024 CF $628.73 $694.34 $749.61
27 __32027 CF $788.30 $841.79 $1,095.02

22-1/2 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __3306 $19.88 $25.30 $29.98 $37.10
8 __3308 $29.25 $41.21 $44.97 $56.14

10 __33010 $42.23 $74.00 $85.24 $108.46
12 __33012 $58.54 $104.90 $119.01 $149.37
15 __33015 $100.68 $163.01 $199.56 $259.67

18.7 __33018.7 CF $280.15 $331.70 $412.24
21 __33021 CF $467.55 $533.14 $694.34
24 __33024 CF $628.73 $694.34 $749.61
27 __33027 CF $788.30 $841.85 $1,095.02

30 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __3406 $33.48 $38.40 $40.26 $52.32
8 __3408 $34.93 $58.09 $70.28 $88.46

10 __34010 $61.75 $89.91 $105.85 $134.17
12 __34012 $102.91 $129.28 $157.40 $196.91
15 __34015 $165.66 $204.25 $244.58 $302.63

18.7 __34018.7 CF $333.57 $407.58 $510.65
21 __34021 CF $539.72 $657.78 $828.31
24 __34024 CF $1,539.54 $1,789.67 $1,878.72
27 __34027 CF $1,696.98 $1,909.12 $2,103.08

45 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __3506 $33.48 $38.67 $40.67 $52.32
8 __3508 $35.15 $58.50 $58.50 $88.46

10 __35010 $61.75 $90.44 $90.44 $134.17
12 __35012 $102.91 $130.17 $130.17 $196.91
15 __35015 $165.66 $204.25 $244.58 $302.63

18.7 __35018.7 CF $333.57 $407.58 $510.65
21 __35021 CF $539.72 $657.78 $828.31
24 __35024 CF $1,539.54 $1,789.67 $1,878.72
27 __35027 CF $1,696.98 $1,909.12 $2,103.08

60 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __3606 $93.14 $99.72 $108.67 $136.98
8 __3608 $113.02 $146.28 $171.47 $198.83

10 __36010 $186.27 $217.81 $241.75 $304.44
12 __36012 $248.03 $265.13 $339.17 $377.69
15 __36015 $341.16 $442.24 $525.64 $601.57

18.7 __36018.7 CF $665.27 $783.32 $1,029.76
21 __36021 CF $1,041.00 $1,262.13 $1,550.76
24 __36024 CF $2,326.61 $2,774.53 $2,922.53
27 __36027 CF $2,478.58 $2,957.30 $3,253.52

90 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __3696 $93.14 $101.41 $101.41 $136.98
8 __3698 $113.02 $149.64 $149.64 $198.83

10 __36910 $186.27 $219.35 $219.35 $304.44
12 __36912 $248.03 $266.98 $266.98 $377.69
15 __36915 $341.16 $442.24 $525.64 $601.57

18.7 __37018.7 CF $665.27 $783.32 $1,029.76
21 __37021 CF $1,041.00 $1,262.13 $1,550.76
24 __37024 CF $2,326.61 $2,774.53 $2,922.53
27 __37027 CF $2,478.58 $2,957.30 $3,253.52

SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
27x4 __26027-4IPS CF $1,192.44 $1,498.04 $1,748.85
27x6 __260276 CF $1,258.64 $1,613.19 $2,017.59
27x8 __260278 CF $1,341.02 $1,730.47 $2,159.87

27x10 __2602710 CF $1,380.57 $1,846.35 $2,309.55
27x12 __2602712 CF $1,491.83 $1,995.22 $2,493.95
27x15 __2602715 CF $1,545.48 $2,195.28 $2,745.04

27x18.7 __2602718.7 CF $1,867.91 $2,490.67 $3,111.71
27x21 __2602721 CF $2,099.32 $2,650.19 $3,312.26
27x24 __2602724 CF $2,680.13 $3,272.69 $4,089.77

27 __26027 CF $3,219.10 $3,793.37 $4,930.44

Bold price = Molded Fitting

Bold price = Molded Fitting
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FLANGE

IPS X PIP

FLANGE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6 __5306 $105.05 $108.58 $108.58 $108.58
8 __5308 $159.06 $187.69 $187.69 $187.69

10 __53010 $223.66 $223.66 $228.22 $285.28
12 __53012 $341.55 $341.55 $348.51 $435.64

16x15 __5301615 $981.11 $981.11 $1,001.14 $1,251.41
18x18.7 __5301818.7 CF $1,496.39 $1,526.93 $1,908.66
20x21 __5302021 CF $2,279.36 $2,325.87 $2,907.35
22X21 __5302221 CF $2,808.68 $2,866.01 $3,582.50

24 __53024 CF $3,338.01 $3,406.13 $4,257.66
24x27 __5302427 CF $3,648.61 $3,912.31 $4,889.80

FLANGE X MALE

SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x6 __52066 $139.95 $139.95 $142.39 $158.22
8X8 __52088 $206.17 $206.17 $209.25 $231.89

10x10 __5201010 $305.44 $305.44 $310.77 $345.12
12x12 __5201212 $460.03 $460.03 $469.24 $520.39
16x15 __5201615 $1,113.22 $1,113.22 $1,135.93 $1,262.02

18x18.7 __5201818.7 CF $1,726.82 $1,761.85 $1,957.55
20x20.4 __5202020.4 CF $2,652.37 $2,705.28 $3,005.09
20x21 __5202021 CF $2,652.37 $2,705.28 $3,005.09
22X21 __5202221 CF $3,659.79 $3,734.17 $4,149.07
24x24 __5202424 CF $3,852.92 $3,931.54 $4,370.06
24x27 __5202427 CF $3,648.61 $3,912.31 $4,889.80

REDUCER

FLUSH

IPS X PIP
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
4 __6054 $20.92 $20.92 $20.92 $20.92
6 __6056 $30.36 $30.36 $30.36 $30.36
8 __6058 $33.48 $33.48 $33.48 $33.48

10 __60510 $48.07 $48.07 $48.07 $48.07
12 __60512 $73.37 $73.37 $73.37 $73.37

CONCENTRIC

LARGE END BELL (LEB)

FEMALE X MALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __6406-2IPS $28.62 $94.91 $105.46 $131.83
6x3 __6406-3IPS $28.62 $97.41 $108.23 $135.29
6x4 __6406-4IPS $28.62 $61.56 $45.17 $54.82
8x2 __6408-2IPS $42.20 $83.36 $92.63 $115.78
8x3 __6408-3IPS $42.20 $85.06 $94.51 $110.98
8x4 __6408-4IPS $42.20 $85.91 $95.47 $117.86
8x6 __64086 $42.20 $61.94 $68.81 $80.84

10x2 __64010-2IPS $66.41 $118.16 $131.29 $142.50
10x3 __64010-3IPS $66.41 $120.56 $133.96 $149.30
10x4 __64010-4IPS $66.41 $121.77 $135.31 $156.18
10x6 __640106 $66.41 $124.26 $138.06 $156.86
10x8 __640108 $66.41 $84.99 $94.42 $102.77
12x2 __64012-2IPS $96.66 $169.93 $188.81 $201.35
12x3 __64012-3IPS $96.66 $173.40 $192.67 $217.81
12x4 __64012-4IPS $96.66 $175.16 $194.62 $237.02
12x6 __640126 $96.66 $178.72 $198.58 $242.49
12x8 __640128 $96.66 $180.53 $200.59 $250.25

12x10 __6401210 $96.66 $122.66 $136.29 $165.75
15x3 __64015-3IPS $146.60 $253.15 $281.27 $290.21
15x4 __64015-4IPS $146.60 $258.32 $287.01 $295.90
15x6 __640156 $146.60 $268.96 $298.85 $308.23
15x8 __640158 $146.60 $274.45 $304.93 $338.38

15x10 __6401510 $146.60 $280.05 $311.17 $417.25
15x12 __6401512 $146.60 $197.91 $219.90 $294.55
18.7x3 __64018.7-3IPS CF $464.22 $515.79 $618.95
18.7x4 __64018.7-4IPS CF $438.92 $487.68 $585.22
18.7x6 __64018.76 CF $461.28 $512.53 $615.05
18.7x8 __64018.78 CF $451.29 $501.42 $601.71

18.7x10 __64018.710 CF $558.18 $620.20 $744.24
18.7x12 __64018.712 CF $457.33 $508.14 $609.77
18.7x15 __64018.715 CF $360.62 $400.69 $480.83

21x3 __64021-3IPS CF $643.45 $714.94 $857.92
21x4 __64021-4IPS CF $657.15 $730.17 $876.20
21x6 __640216 CF $679.36 $754.84 $905.82
21x8 __640218 CF $696.62 $774.01 $928.82

21x10 __6402110 CF $722.53 $802.80 $963.37
21x12 __6402112 CF $780.48 $867.19 $1,040.64
21x15 __6402115 CF $838.43 $931.60 $1,023.65

21x18.7 __6402118.7 CF $412.87 $459.84 $692.37
24x3 __64024-3IPS CF $980.21 $1,089.12 $1,306.94
24x4 __64024-4IPS CF $990.10 $1,100.11 $1,320.14
24x6 __640246 CF $1,003.65 $1,115.16 $1,338.20
24x8 __640248 CF $1,020.88 $1,134.32 $1,361.18

24x10 __6402410 CF $1,035.70 $1,150.78 $1,380.92
24x12 __6402412 CF $1,056.67 $1,174.09 $1,408.90
24x15 __6402415 CF $1,083.80 $1,204.22 $1,445.06

24x18.7 __6402418.7 CF $1,139.27 $1,918.38 $2,133.54
24x21 __6402421 CF $731.05 $1,743.98 $1,939.54
27x3 __64027-3IPS CF $1,252.41 $1,391.56 $1,669.87
27x4 __64027-4IPS CF $1,277.97 $1,419.96 $1,703.95
27x6 __640276 CF $1,290.34 $1,433.71 $1,720.44
27x8 __640278 CF $1,305.23 $1,450.27 $1,740.32

27x10 __6402710 CF $1,331.19 $1,479.09 $1,774.92
27x12 __6402712 CF $1,365.91 $1,517.67 $1,821.20
27x15 __6402715 CF $1,442.65 $1,602.94 $1,923.54

27x18.7 __6402718.7 CF $1,496.33 $1,662.58 $1,995.11
27x21 __6402721 CF $1,552.89 $1,725.43 $2,070.52
27x24 __6402724 CF $1,582.59 $1,758.44 $2,110.14

Bold price = Molded Fitting
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REDUCER

CONCENTRIC

FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x4 __60064 $46.12 $30.58 $30.58 $108.93
8x6 __60086 $29.31 $46.59 $46.59 $56.14

10x6 __600106 $46.12 $86.29 $95.88 $108.93
10x8 __600108 $46.12 $59.01 $65.57 $71.37
12x6 __600126 $67.13 $151.27 $168.08 $218.15
12x8 __600128 $67.13 $125.37 $139.30 $173.79

12x10 __6001210 $67.13 $85.18 $94.64 $115.10
15x6 __600156 $101.80 $186.78 $207.53 $276.23
15x8 __600158 $101.80 $210.74 $234.16 $304.61

15x10 __6001510 $101.80 $194.48 $216.09 $289.75
15x12 __6001512 $101.80 $137.44 $152.71 $204.55
18.7x6 __60018.76 CF $306.58 $340.64 $443.45
18.7x8 __60018.78 CF $313.39 $348.22 $450.79

18.7x10 __60018.710 CF $387.62 $430.70 $558.92
18.7x12 __60018.712 CF $317.59 $352.87 $440.25
18.7x15 __60018.715 CF $250.43 $278.25 $338.55

21x6 __600216 CF $471.77 $524.20 $680.86
21x8 __600218 CF $483.75 $537.52 $698.86

21x10 __6002110 CF $501.75 $557.50 $725.38
21x12 __6002112 CF $541.99 $602.22 $782.32
21x15 __6002115 CF $582.25 $646.94 $710.87

21x18.7 __6002118.7 CF $344.88 $383.20 $480.82
24x6 __600246 CF $696.98 $774.41 $1,006.16
24x8 __600248 CF $708.95 $787.72 $1,024.30

24x10 __6002410 CF $719.23 $799.15 $1,039.51
24x12 __6002412 CF $733.80 $815.33 $1,061.82
24x15 __6002415 CF $752.64 $836.26 $1,088.88

24x18.7 __6002418.7 CF $791.16 $879.06 $1,028.88
24x21 __6002421 CF $507.67 $564.09 $676.90
27x6 __600276 CF $896.06 $995.63 $1,295.06
27x8 __600278 CF $906.41 $1,007.13 $1,311.09

27x10 __6002710 CF $924.43 $1,027.15 $1,336.12
27x12 __6002712 CF $948.54 $1,053.94 $1,370.99
27x15 __6002715 CF $1,001.84 $1,113.16 $1,448.28

27x18.7 __6002718.7 CF $1,057.75 $1,175.28 $1,529.76
27x21 __6002721 CF $1,099.02 $1,221.14 $1,594.71
27x24 __6002724 CF $761.10 $845.66 $1,054.89

SMALL END BELL (SEB)

MALE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __6206-2IPS $23.85 $79.10 $87.89 $109.85
6x3 __6206-3IPS $23.85 $81.17 $90.19 $112.74
6x4 __6206-4IPS $23.85 $33.88 $37.64 $45.68
8x2 __6208-2IPS $35.17 $69.47 $77.19 $96.49
8x3 __6208-3IPS $35.17 $70.89 $78.76 $92.48
8x4 __6208-4IPS $35.17 $71.60 $79.56 $98.21
8x6 __62086 $35.17 $51.61 $57.35 $67.37

10x2 __62010-2IPS $55.35 $98.46 $109.40 $118.74
10x3 __62010-3IPS $55.35 $100.46 $111.63 $124.42
10x4 __62010-4IPS $55.35 $101.48 $112.76 $130.15
10x6 __620106 $55.35 $103.54 $115.05 $130.72
10x8 __620108 $55.35 $70.82 $78.70 $85.63
12x2 __62012-2IPS $80.55 $141.61 $157.35 $167.80
12x3 __62012-3IPS $80.55 $144.50 $160.56 $181.51
12x4 __62012-4IPS $80.55 $145.97 $162.18 $197.52
12x6 __620126 $80.55 $148.94 $165.48 $202.07
12x8 __620128 $80.55 $150.44 $167.15 $208.54

12x10 __6201210 $80.55 $102.21 $113.57 $138.12
15x3 __62015-3IPS $122.16 $210.96 $234.40 $241.85
15x4 __62015-4IPS $122.16 $215.26 $239.18 $246.58
15x6 __620156 $122.16 $224.13 $249.04 $256.86
15x8 __620158 $122.16 $228.70 $254.11 $281.98

15x10 __6201510 $122.16 $233.37 $259.30 $347.71
15x12 __6201512 $122.16 $164.92 $183.25 $245.46
18.7x3 __62018.7-3IPS CF $386.84 $429.83 $515.79
18.7x4 __62018.7-4IPS CF $365.77 $406.40 $487.68
18.7x6 __62018.76 CF $384.41 $427.11 $512.53
18.7x8 __62018.78 CF $376.07 $417.85 $501.42

18.7x10 __62018.710 CF $465.15 $516.84 $620.20
18.7x12 __62018.712 CF $381.11 $423.46 $508.14
18.7x15 __62018.715 CF $300.52 $333.91 $400.69

21x3 __62021-3IPS CF $536.21 $595.79 $714.94
21x4 __62021-4IPS CF $547.63 $608.47 $730.17
21x6 __620216 CF $566.14 $629.04 $754.84
21x8 __620218 CF $580.51 $645.01 $774.01

21x10 __6202110 CF $602.11 $669.01 $802.80
21x12 __6202112 CF $650.40 $722.67 $867.19
21x15 __6202115 CF $698.70 $776.33 $853.04

21x18.7 __6202118.7 CF $413.86 $383.20 $576.98
24x3 __62024-3IPS CF $816.84 $907.60 $1,089.12
24x4 __62024-4IPS CF $825.08 $916.77 $1,100.11
24x6 __620246 CF $836.37 $929.31 $1,115.16
24x8 __620248 CF $850.73 $945.27 $1,134.32

24x10 __6202410 CF $863.08 $958.98 $1,150.78
24x12 __6202412 CF $880.57 $978.40 $1,174.09
24x15 __6202415 CF $903.17 $1,003.51 $1,204.22

24x18.7 __6202418.7 CF $949.39 $1,494.41 $1,777.95
24x21 __62024\21 CF $609.21 $1,453.31 $1,616.28
27x3 __62027-3IPS CF $1,043.67 $1,159.63 $1,391.56
27x4 __62027-4IPS CF $1,064.98 $1,183.30 $1,419.96
27x6 __620276 CF $1,075.28 $1,194.75 $1,433.71
27x8 __620278 CF $1,087.69 $1,208.55 $1,450.27

27x10 __6202710 CF $1,109.33 $1,232.58 $1,479.09
27x12 __6202712 CF $1,138.25 $1,264.73 $1,517.67
27x15 __6202715 CF $1,202.21 $1,335.78 $1,602.95

27x18.7 __6202718.7 CF $1,269.30 $1,410.33 $1,692.39
27x20.4 __6202720.4 CF $1,294.06 $1,437.86 $1,725.43
27x21 __6202721 CF $1,318.83 $1,465.37 $1,758.44
27x24 __6202724 CF $1,344.31 $2,019.90 $1,794.03

Bold price = Molded Fitting
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REDUCER

CONCENTRIC

SURFACE STYLE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __6616-2IPS $17.89 $59.32 $65.91 $82.39
6x3 __6616-3IPS $17.89 $60.88 $67.65 $84.55
6x4 __6616-4IPS $17.89 $25.41 $28.23 $34.26
8x2 __6618-2IPS $26.38 $52.10 $57.90 $72.36
8x3 __6618-3IPS $26.38 $53.17 $59.07 $69.37
8x4 __6618-4IPS $26.38 $53.70 $59.67 $73.66
8x6 __66186 $26.38 $38.71 $43.00 $50.52

10x2 __66110-2IPS $41.51 $73.84 $82.05 $89.05
10x3 __66110-3IPS $41.51 $75.35 $83.72 $93.32
10x4 __66110-4IPS $41.51 $76.11 $84.57 $97.61
10x6 __661106 $41.51 $77.66 $86.29 $98.04
10x8 __661108 $41.51 $53.12 $59.01 $64.23
12x2 __66112-2IPS $60.41 $106.21 $118.01 $125.85
12x3 __66112-3IPS $60.41 $108.37 $120.41 $136.13
12x4 __66112-4IPS $60.41 $109.47 $121.64 $148.14
12x6 __661126 $60.41 $111.71 $124.11 $151.56
12x8 __661128 $60.41 $112.83 $125.37 $156.41

12x10 __6611210 $60.41 $76.66 $85.18 $103.59
15x3 __66115-3IPS $91.62 $158.22 $175.80 $181.39
15x4 __66115-4IPS $91.62 $161.44 $179.39 $184.93
15x6 __661156 $91.62 $168.10 $186.78 $192.65
15x8 __661158 $91.62 $171.53 $190.58 $211.49

15x10 __6611510 $91.62 $175.02 $194.48 $260.78
15x12 __6611512 $91.62 $123.69 $137.44 $184.10
18.7x3 __66118.7-3IPS CF $290.14 $322.37 $386.84
18.7x4 __66118.7-4IPS CF $274.32 $304.80 $365.77
18.7x6 __66118.76 CF $288.29 $320.34 $384.41
18.7x8 __66118.78 CF $282.05 $313.39 $376.07

18.7x10 __66118.710 CF $348.86 $387.62 $465.15
18.7x12 __66118.712 CF $285.83 $317.59 $381.11
18.7x15 __66118.715 CF $225.39 $250.43 $300.52

21x3 __66121-3IPS CF $402.16 $446.84 $536.21
21x4 __66121-4IPS CF $410.72 $456.36 $547.63
21x6 __661216 CF $424.60 $471.77 $566.14
21x8 __661218 CF $435.38 $483.75 $580.51

21x10 __6612110 CF $451.58 $501.75 $602.11
21x12 __6612112 CF $487.79 $541.99 $650.40
21x15 __6612115 CF $524.03 $582.25 $639.77

21x18.7 __6612118.7 CF $310.39 $344.88 $432.73
24x3 __66124-3IPS CF $612.63 $680.70 $816.84
24x4 __66124-4IPS CF $618.82 $687.57 $825.08
24x6 __661246 CF $627.28 $696.98 $836.37
24x8 __661248 CF $638.05 $708.95 $850.73

24x10 __6612410 CF $647.31 $719.23 $863.08
24x12 __6612412 CF $660.42 $733.80 $880.57
24x15 __6612415 CF $677.38 $752.64 $903.17

24x18.7 __6612418.7 CF $712.04 $791.16 $926.00
24x21 __6612421 CF $456.90 $507.67 $609.21
27x3 __66127-3IPS CF $782.76 $869.72 $1,043.67
27x4 __66127-4IPS CF $798.73 $887.48 $1,064.96
27x6 __661276 CF $806.45 $896.06 $1,075.28
27x8 __661278 CF $815.77 $906.41 $1,087.70

27x10 __6612710 CF $832.00 $924.43 $1,109.33
27x12 __6612712 CF $853.69 $948.54 $1,138.25
27x15 __6612715 CF $901.66 $1,001.84 $1,202.21

27x18.7 __6612718.7 CF $951.97 $1,057.75 $1,269.29
27x24 __6612724 CF $989.12 $1,099.02 $1,318.83

ECCENTRIC

FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __6106-2IPS $21.87 $65.91 $73.24 $94.44
6x3 __6106-3IPS $21.87 $67.65 $75.15 $96.78
6x4 __6106-4IPS $21.87 $28.23 $31.36 $38.07
8x2 __6108-2IPS $32.23 $67.67 $75.19 $97.76
8x3 __6108-3IPS $32.23 $68.90 $76.55 $98.85
8x4 __6108-4IPS $32.23 $59.66 $66.30 $81.84
8x6 __61086 $32.23 $43.02 $47.79 $56.14

10x2 __61010-2IPS $50.73 $87.74 $97.24 $127.63
10x3 __61010-3IPS $50.73 $92.33 $102.59 $133.86
10x4 __61010-4IPS $50.73 $97.83 $108.70 $140.97
10x6 __610106 $50.73 $86.30 $95.88 $108.93
10x8 __610108 $50.73 $56.64 $65.57 $71.37
12x2 __61012-2IPS $80.54 $124.59 $138.44 $180.98
12x3 __61012-3IPS $80.54 $13.95 $150.31 $196.73
12x4 __61012-4IPS $80.54 $146.54 $162.82 $207.79
12x6 __610126 $80.54 $151.27 $168.08 $218.15
12x8 __610128 $80.54 $125.36 $139.30 $173.79

12x10 __6101210 $80.54 $85.18 $94.64 $115.10
15x3 __61015-3IPS $111.99 $175.79 $195.33 $256.53
15x4 __61015-4IPS $111.99 $179.38 $199.32 $266.65
15x6 __610156 $111.99 $186.79 $207.54 $276.23
15x8 __610158 $111.99 $210.74 $234.16 $304.61

15x10 __6101510 $111.99 $194.48 $216.09 $289.75
15x12 __6101512 $111.99 $137.44 $152.70 $204.54
18.7x3 __61018.7-3IPS CF $298.07 $331.20 $429.83
18.7x4 __61018.7-4IPS CF $304.81 $338.67 $439.00
18.7x6 __61018.76 CF $306.58 $340.64 $443.45
18.7x8 __61018.78 CF $313.39 $348.20 $450.79

18.7x10 __61018.710 CF $387.62 $430.70 $558.92
18.7x12 __61018.712 CF $317.59 $352.89 $440.25
18.7x15 __61018.715 CF $250.42 $278.25 $338.55

21x3 __61021-3IPS CF $446.84 $496.48 $644.92
21x4 __61021-4IPS CF $456.36 $507.06 $657.99
21x6 __610216 CF $471.77 $524.20 $680.86
21x8 __610218 CF $483.77 $537.50 $698.86

21x10 __6102110 CF $501.76 $557.50 $725.50
21x12 __6102112 CF $541.99 $602.22 $782.32
21x15 __6102115 CF $582.25 $646.94 $710.87

21x18.7 __6102118.7 CF $344.88 $624.66 $480.82
24x3 __61024-3IPS CF $680.70 $756.33 $984.91
24x4 __61024-4IPS CF $687.57 $763.96 $994.01
24x6 __610246 CF $696.98 $774.43 $1,006.16
24x8 __610248 CF $708.95 $787.72 $1,024.30

24x10 __6102410 CF $719.23 $799.15 $1,039.51
24x12 __6102412 CF $733.80 $815.34 $1,061.82
24x15 __6102415 CF $752.64 $836.26 $1,088.88

24x18.7 __6102418.7 CF $791.16 $879.06 $1,028.88
24x21 __6102421 CF $507.67 $564.07 $676.90
27x3 __61027-3IPS CF $869.72 $966.37 $1,246.16
27x4 __61027-4IPS CF $887.48 $986.09 $1,268.75
27x6 __610276 CF $896.06 $995.63 $1,295.06
27x8 __610278 CF $906.41 $1,007.13 $1,311.09

27x10 __6102710 CF $924.43 $1,027.15 $1,336.12
27x12 __6102712 CF $948.54 $1,053.93 $1,370.99
27x15 __6102715 CF $1,001.84 $1,113.16 $1,448.28

27x18.7 __6102718.7 CF $1,057.75 $1,175.26 $1,529.76
27x21 __6102721 CF $1,099.02 $1,221.13 $1,594.71
27x24 __6102724 CF $761.09 $845.66 $1,054.89
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SMALL END BELL (SEB)

MALE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __6306-2IPS $26.23 $87.00 $96.67 $120.84
6x3 __6306-3IPS $26.23 $89.29 $99.22 $124.02
6x4 __6306-4IPS $26.23 $37.27 $41.42 $50.24
8x2 __6308-2IPS $38.69 $76.42 $84.90 $106.14
8x3 __6308-3IPS $38.69 $77.97 $86.64 $101.74
8x4 __6308-4IPS $38.69 $78.76 $87.51 $108.03
8x6 __63086 $38.69 $56.77 $63.08 $74.10

10x2 __63010-2IPS $60.88 $108.31 $120.35 $130.61
10x3 __63010-3IPS $60.88 $110.52 $122.79 $136.86
10x4 __63010-4IPS $60.88 $111.63 $124.03 $143.17
10x6 __630106 $60.88 $113.90 $126.55 $143.78
10x8 __630108 $60.88 $77.91 $86.55 $94.21
12x2 __63012-2IPS $88.60 $155.78 $173.08 $184.57
12x3 __63012-3IPS $88.60 $158.94 $176.61 $199.66
12x4 __63012-4IPS $88.60 $160.56 $178.40 $217.26
12x6 __630126 $88.60 $163.83 $182.03 $222.27
12x8 __630128 $88.60 $165.49 $183.88 $229.40

12x10 __6301210 $88.60 $112.43 $124.93 $151.93
15x3 __63015-3IPS $134.37 $232.05 $257.83 $266.03
15x4 __63015-4IPS $134.37 $236.79 $263.09 $271.24
15x6 __630156 $134.37 $246.55 $273.94 $282.55
15x8 __630158 $134.37 $251.57 $279.53 $310.19

15x10 __6301510 $134.37 $256.71 $285.24 $382.48
15x12 __6301512 $134.37 $181.42 $201.57 $270.01
18.7x3 __63018.7-3IPS CF $425.53 $472.81 $567.37
18.7x4 __63018.7-4IPS CF $402.34 $447.04 $536.45
18.7x6 __63018.76 CF $422.84 $469.82 $563.78
18.7x8 __63018.78 CF $413.68 $459.64 $551.57

18.7x10 __63018.710 CF $511.66 $568.51 $682.22
18.7x12 __63018.712 CF $419.22 $465.79 $558.96
18.7x15 __63018.715 CF $330.57 $367.31 $440.76

21x3 __63021-3IPS CF $589.82 $655.36 $786.43
21x4 __63021-4IPS CF $602.39 $669.32 $803.18
21x6 __630216 CF $622.75 $691.93 $830.33
21x8 __630218 CF $638.56 $709.52 $851.41

21x10 __6302110 CF $662.32 $735.91 $883.09
21x12 __6302112 CF $715.44 $794.93 $953.91
21x15 __6302115 CF $768.57 $853.97 $938.34

21x18.7 __6302118.7 CF $455.24 $505.84 $634.68
24x3 __63024-3IPS CF $898.53 $998.36 $1,198.04
24x4 __63024-4IPS CF $907.60 $1,008.44 $1,210.12
24x6 __630246 CF $920.02 $1,022.24 $1,226.68
24x8 __630248 CF $935.81 $1,039.79 $1,247.75

24x10 __6302410 CF $949.39 $1,054.87 $1,265.84
24x12 __6302412 CF $968.62 $1,076.24 $1,291.49
24x15 __6302415 CF $993.48 $1,103.87 $1,324.65

24x18.7 __6302418.7 CF $1,044.34 $1,758.51 $1,955.75
24x21 __6302421 CF $1,438.78 $1,598.65 $1,777.92
27x3 __63027-3IPS CF $1,148.04 $1,275.59 $1,530.72
27x4 __63027-4IPS CF $1,171.47 $1,301.63 $1,561.96
27x6 __630276 CF $1,182.81 $1,314.23 $1,577.07
27x8 __630278 CF $1,196.46 $1,329.40 $1,595.30

27x10 __6302710 CF $1,220.26 $1,355.84 $1,627.00
27x12 __6302712 CF $1,252.08 $1,391.19 $1,669.44
27x15 __6302715 CF $1,322.43 $1,469.37 $1,763.24

27x18.7 __6302718.7 CF $1,396.23 $1,551.36 $1,861.63
27x21 __6302721 CF $1,450.72 $1,611.90 $1,934.29
27x24 __6302724 CF $1,999.69 $2,221.88 $2,774.81

SADDLE TEE

STUB STYLE

SLIP X FEMALE
SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __7016-2IPS $40.38 $41.43 $46.00 $57.51
6x3 __7016-3IPS $57.33 $58.79 $60.55 $81.62
6x4 __7016-4IPS $53.17 $54.53 $65.29 $75.70
8x2 __7018-2IPS $42.42 $43.51 $48.32 $60.39
8x3 __7018-3IPS $57.33 $58.79 $65.29 $81.62
8x4 __7018-4IPS $66.25 $67.95 $75.46 $94.33
8x6 __70186 $81.90 $84.00 $93.28 $116.61

10x2 __70110-2IPS $52.11 $53.45 $59.35 $74.18
10x3 __70110-3IPS $57.33 $58.79 $65.29 $81.62
10x4 __70110-4IPS $66.25 $67.95 $75.46 $94.33
10x6 __701106 $81.90 $84.00 $93.28 $116.61
10x8 __701108 $107.22 $109.97 $122.12 $152.66
12x2 __70112-2IPS $52.11 $53.45 $59.35 $74.18
12x3 __70112-3IPS $57.33 $58.79 $65.29 $81.62
12x4 __70112-4IPS $66.25 $67.95 $75.46 $94.33
12x6 __701126 $81.90 $84.00 $93.28 $116.61
12x8 __701128 $107.22 $109.97 $122.12 $152.66

12x10 __7011210 $116.15 $119.12 $132.29 $165.36
15x3 __70115-3IPS $83.38 $85.52 $94.97 $118.72
15x4 __70115-4IPS $87.11 $89.36 $99.23 $124.04
15x6 __701156 $90.08 $92.39 $102.60 $128.25
15x8 __701158 $107.22 $109.97 $122.12 $152.66

15x10 __7011510 $123.60 $126.77 $140.79 $175.98
15x12 __7011512 $163.07 $167.24 $185.73 $232.17
18.7x3 __70118.7-3IPS $125.83 $129.06 $143.33 $179.17
18.7x4 __70118.7-4IPS $151.90 $155.79 $173.01 $216.26
18.7x6 __70118.76 $193.62 $198.58 $220.53 $275.66
18.7x8 __70118.78 $206.99 $212.30 $235.77 $294.72

18.7x10 __70118.710 $238.28 $244.39 $271.41 $339.27
18.7x12 __70118.712 $274.78 $281.83 $312.99 $391.23
18.7x15 __70118.715 $384.37 $394.23 $437.81 $547.27
18.7x16 __70118.716 $422.80 $433.64 $481.60 $601.98

21x3 __70121-3IPS $372.33 $381.88 $424.10 $530.12
21x4 __70121-4IPS $379.02 $388.73 $431.71 $539.64
21x6 __701216 $399.03 $409.25 $454.50 $568.12
21x8 __701218 $461.33 $473.15 $525.46 $656.84

21x10 __7012110 $496.95 $509.68 $566.04 $707.54
21x12 __7012112 $501.40 $514.25 $571.11 $713.89
21x15 __7012115 $575.56 $590.32 $655.58 $819.47

21x18.7 __7012118.7 $656.40 $673.23 $747.66 $934.58
24x3 __70124-3IPS $493.24 $505.87 $561.81 $702.26
24x4 __70124-4IPS $530.32 $543.92 $604.06 $755.07
24x6 __701246 $568.89 $583.48 $647.98 $809.98
24x8 __701248 $605.99 $621.52 $690.24 $862.80

24x10 __7012410 $656.41 $673.25 $747.67 $934.59
24x12 __7012412 $706.85 $724.98 $805.13 $1,006.41
24x15 __7012415 $770.64 $790.40 $877.79 $1,097.24

24x18.7 __7012418.7 $827.93 $849.17 $943.05 $1,178.81
24x21 __7012421 $933.82 $957.76 $1,063.64 $1,329.55
27x3 __70127-3IPS $617.84 $633.67 $703.73 $879.67
27x4 __70127-4IPS $663.07 $680.07 $755.26 $944.08
27x6 __701276 $712.03 $730.28 $811.03 $1,013.79
27x8 __701278 $757.29 $776.71 $862.57 $1,078.21

27x10 __7012710 $821.08 $842.13 $935.24 $1,169.05
27x12 __7012712 $883.38 $906.03 $1,006.21 $1,257.76
27x15 __7012715 $964.22 $988.95 $1,098.28 $1,372.85

27x18.7 __7012718.7 $1,086.60 $1,114.47 $1,147.49 $1,547.09
27x21 __7012721 $1,168.19 $1,198.15 $1,330.61 $1,663.26
27x24 __7012724 $1,216.41 $1,247.60 $1,385.53 $1,731.92
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SADDLE TEE

SURFACE STYLE

SLIP X FEMALE

SDR81: 
 50 PSI

SDR51: 
 80 PSI

SDR41: 
 100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
 125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __6996-2IPS - $31.05 $34.50 $43.13
6x3 __6996-3IPS $44.07 $48.97 $61.22
6x4 __6996-4IPS $40.87 $45.42 $56.77
8x2 __6998-2IPS $32.61 $36.24 $45.30
8x3 __6998-3IPS $44.07 $48.97 $61.22
8x4 __6998-4IPS $50.94 $56.60 $70.74
8x6 __69986 $62.97 $69.96 $87.45

10x2 __69910-2IPS $40.06 $44.51 $55.64
10x3 __69910-3IPS $44.07 $48.97 $61.22
10x4 __69910-4IPS $50.94 $56.60 $70.74
10x6 __699106 $62.97 $69.96 $87.45
10x8 __699108 $82.44 $91.60 $114.50
12x2 __69912-2IPS $40.06 $44.51 $55.64
12x3 __69912-3IPS $44.07 $48.97 $61.22
12x4 __69912-4IPS $50.94 $56.60 $70.74
12x6 __699126 $62.97 $69.96 $87.45
12x8 __699128 $82.44 $91.60 $114.50

12x10 __6991210 $89.29 $99.22 $124.03
15X3 __69915-3IPS $64.11 $71.22 $89.04
15x4 __69915-4IPS $66.98 $74.43 $93.03
15X6 __699156 $69.26 $76.95 $96.20
15x8 __699158 $82.44 $91.60 $114.50

15x10 __6991510 $95.03 $105.59 $131.98
15x12 __6991512 $125.37 $139.30 $174.13
18.7x3 __69918.7-3IPS $96.75 $107.50 $134.37
18.7x4 __69918.7-4IPS $116.78 $129.75 $162.19
18.7x6 __69918.76 $148.85 $165.39 $206.75
18.7x8 __69918.78 $159.15 $176.83 $221.04

18.7x10 __69918.710 $183.20 $203.56 $254.45
18.7x12 __69918.712 $211.26 $234.74 $293.42
18.7x15 __69918.715 $295.52 $328.35 $410.44

21x3 __69921-3IPS $286.27 $318.07 $397.59
21x4 __69921-4IPS $291.40 $323.78 $404.73
21x6 __699216 $306.79 $340.88 $426.10
21x8 __699218 $354.69 $394.10 $492.62

21x10 __6992110 $382.08 $424.52 $530.66
21x12 __6992112 $385.50 $428.33 $535.40
21x15 __6992115 $442.51 $491.69 $614.60

21x18.7 __6992118.7 $504.67 $560.75 $700.93
24x3 __69924-3IPS $407.74 $453.05 $566.31
24x4 __69924-4IPS $422.57 $469.52 $586.90
24x6 __699246 $465.91 $517.67 $647.10
24x8 __699248 $504.69 $560.76 $700.95

24x10 __6992410 $543.46 $603.85 $754.82
24x12 __6992412 $567.98 $631.09 $788.87
24x15 __6992415 $614.54 $682.81 $853.51

24x18.7 __6992418.7 $717.96 $797.73 $997.16
24x21 __6992421 $717.96 $797.73 $997.16
27x3 __69927-3IPS $475.02 $527.80 $659.75
27x4 __69927-4IPS $509.80 $566.45 $708.06
27x6 __699276 $547.45 $608.27 $760.33
27x8 __699278 $582.23 $646.93 $808.66

27x10 __6992710 $631.28 $701.43 $876.78
27x12 __6992712 $679.19 $754.66 $943.31
27x15 __6992715 $741.34 $823.71 $1,029.64

27x18.7 __6992718.7 $835.43 $928.25 $1,160.32
27x21 __6992721 $898.16 $997.96 $1,247.45
27x24 __6992724 $935.24 $1,039.14 $1,298.93

SADDLE WYE

STUB STYLE

SLIP X FEMALE
SDR81: 
50 PSI

SDR51: 
80 PSI

SDR41: 
100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __7416-2IPS $51.75 $51.75 $57.51 $71.88
6x3 __7416-3IPS $73.46 $73.46 $81.62 $102.03
6x4 __7416-4IPS $59.13 $59.13 $75.70 $94.62
8x2 __7418-2IPS $54.36 $54.36 $60.39 $75.51
8x3 __7418-3IPS $73.46 $73.46 $81.62 $102.03
8x4 __7418-4IPS $70.96 $70.96 $94.33 $117.90
8x6 __74186 $92.91 $92.91 $116.61 $145.75

10x2 __74110-2IPS $66.77 $66.77 $74.18 $92.74
10x3 __74110-3IPS $73.46 $73.46 $81.62 $102.03
10x4 __74110-4IPS $94.62 $94.62 $105.13 $117.90
10x6 __741106 $108.14 $108.14 $116.61 $145.75
10x8 __741108 $125.02 $125.02 $152.66 $190.83
12x2 __74112-2IPS $66.77 $66.77 $74.18 $92.74
12x3 __74112-3IPS $73.46 $73.46 $81.62 $102.03
12x4 __74112-4IPS $134.31 $134.31 $149.24 $186.56
12x6 __741126 $157.12 $157.12 $174.59 $218.23
12x8 __741128 $174.88 $174.88 $194.31 $242.89

12x10 __7411210 $188.40 $188.40 $209.33 $261.66
15x3 __74115-3IPS $106.84 $106.84 $118.72 $148.39
15x4 __74115-4IPS $248.24 $248.24 $275.04 $343.80
15x6 __741156 $261.04 $261.04 $290.05 $362.56
15x8 __741158 $314.26 $314.26 $349.17 $436.52

15x10 __7411510 $348.92 $348.92 $387.69 $484.65
15x12 __7411512 $387.78 $387.78 $430.87 $538.59
18.7x3 __74118.7-3IPS $161.25 $161.25 $179.17 $223.96
18.7x4 __74118.7-4IPS $440.99 $440.99 $489.99 $612.49
18.7x6 __74118.76 $479.86 $479.86 $533.17 $666.47
18.7x8 __74118.78 $517.89 $517.89 $575.44 $719.29

18.7x10 __74118.710 $561.81 $561.81 $624.23 $780.31
18.7x12 __74118.712 $607.43 $607.43 $674.92 $843.65
18.7x15 __74118.715 $614.20 $614.20 $682.44 $853.10

21x3 __74121-3IPS $465.24 $465.24 $516.92 $646.15
21x4 __74121-4IPS $477.11 $477.11 $530.12 $662.65
21x6 __741216 $498.50 $498.50 $553.89 $692.36
21x8 __741218 $511.32 $511.32 $568.12 $710.16

21x10 __7412110 $591.15 $591.15 $656.84 $821.04
21x12 __7412112 $636.79 $636.79 $707.54 $884.43
21x15 __7412115 $690.01 $690.01 $766.68 $958.34

21x18.7 __7412118.7 $841.13 $841.13 $934.58 $1,168.23
24x3 __74124-3IPS $632.04 $632.04 $702.26 $877.82
24x4 __74124-4IPS $679.56 $679.56 $755.07 $943.83
24x6 __741246 $728.98 $728.98 $809.98 $1,012.48
24x8 __741248 $776.51 $776.51 $862.80 $1,078.50

24x10 __7412410 $841.14 $841.14 $934.59 $1,168.24
24x12 __7412412 $905.77 $905.77 $1,006.41 $1,258.02
24x15 __7412415 $987.51 $987.51 $1,097.24 $1,371.55

24x18.7 __7412418.7 $1,060.93 $1,060.93 $1,178.81 $1,473.50
24x21 __7412421 $1,196.60 $1,196.60 $1,329.55 $1,661.94
27x3 __74127-3IPS $791.70 $791.70 $879.67 $1,099.59
27x4 __74127-4IPS $849.68 $849.68 $944.08 $1,180.10
27x6 __741276 $912.40 $912.40 $1,013.79 $1,267.23
27x8 __741278 $970.39 $970.39 $1,078.21 $1,347.77

27x10 __7412710 $1,052.15 $1,052.15 $1,169.05 $1,461.32
27x12 __7412712 $1,131.98 $1,131.98 $1,257.76 $1,572.20
27x15 __7412715 $1,235.56 $1,235.56 $1,372.85 $1,716.05

27x18.7 __7412718.7 $1,392.38 $1,392.38 $1,547.09 $1,933.86
27x21 __7412721 $1,496.93 $1,496.93 $1,663.26 $2,079.08
27x24 __7412724 $1,558.72 $1,558.72 $1,731.92 $2,164.89
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TEE

FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR81: 
50 PSI

SDR51: 
80 PSI

SDR41: 
100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __8206-2IPS $39.60 $47.79 $55.28 $62.80
6x3 __8206-3IPS $40.40 $51.52 $59.04 $67.53
6x4 __8206-4IPS $40.81 $54.02 $54.02 $70.39

6 __8206 $62.80 $68.37 $68.37 $83.73
8x2 __8208-2IPS $51.77 $59.04 $68.36 $95.14
8x3 __8208-3IPS $52.83 $65.57 $74.00 $103.69
8x4 __8208-4IPS $53.36 $74.00 $80.59 $112.25
8x6 __82086 $62.80 $89.06 $89.06 $138.90

8 __8208 $75.35 $120.87 $120.87 $167.46
10x2 __82010-2IPS $69.08 $86.18 $94.64 $132.24
10x3 __82010-3IPS $77.42 $94.64 $120.86 $168.39
10x4 __82010-4IPS $78.50 $109.61 $123.64 $173.13
10x6 __820106 $88.97 $123.45 $123.45 $190.27
10x8 __820108 $98.38 $139.59 $168.65 $235.92

10 __82010 $127.69 $185.54 $185.54 $250.21
12x2 __82012-2IPS $98.45 $114.28 $136.76 $207.34
12x3 __82012-3IPS $100.45 $134.92 $163.94 $229.28
12x4 __82012-4IPS $106.73 $152.71 $181.77 $253.05
12x6 __820126 $120.33 $167.67 $167.67 $276.85
12x8 __820128 $138.14 $190.20 $233.28 $326.30

12x10 __8201210 $147.58 $219.25 $268.89 $375.81
12 __82012 $177.91 $249.25 $249.25 $436.69

15x3 __82015-3IPS $129.75 $222.08 $259.54 $328.91
15x4 __82015-4IPS $139.18 $228.63 $270.77 $340.12
15x6 __820156 $162.21 $248.26 $297.96 $385.08
15x8 __820158 $175.81 $286.68 $333.57 $443.20

15x10 __8201510 $192.55 $325.11 $394.48 $500.61
15x12 __8201512 $211.41 $371.96 $443.20 $588.60

15 __82015 $275.23 $452.55 $532.08 $691.52
18.7x3 __82018.7-3IPS CF $366.76 $410.36 $546.26
18.7x4 __82018.7-4IPS CF $417.88 $451.62 $581.87
18.7x6 __82018.76 CF $430.05 $981.31 $595.93
18.7x8 __82018.78 CF $447.88 $487.22 $665.27

18.7x10 __82018.710 CF $473.15 $523.76 $727.13
18.7x12 __82018.712 CF $523.76 $622.18 $817.03
18.7x15 __82018.715 CF $607.18 $752.39 $951.04

18.7 __82018.7 CF $700.88 $817.03 $1,163.78
21x3 __82021-3IPS CF $550.96 $671.81 $772.10
21x4 __82021-4IPS CF $562.19 $679.33 $805.84
21x6 __820216 CF $595.93 $823.61 $923.90
21x8 __820218 CF $636.21 $847.98 $962.29

21x10 __8202110 CF $678.40 $879.84 $1,007.26
21x12 __8202112 CF $743.04 $888.25 $1,252.78
21x15 __8202115 CF $818.96 $1,018.52 $1,431.76

21x18.7 __8202118.7 CF $955.72 $1,163.78 $1,633.21
21 __82021 CF $1,293.08 $1,521.71 $1,734.39

24x3 __82024-3IPS CF $753.94 $873.29 $939.80
24x4 __82024-4IPS CF $789.83 $939.80 $1,007.26
24x6 __820246 CF $830.19 $1,007.26 $1,073.83
24x8 __820248 CF $884.53 $1,073.83 $1,163.78

24x10 __8202410 CF $910.74 $1,163.78 $1,252.78
24x12 __8202412 CF $984.83 $1,252.78 $1,342.73
24x15 __8202415 CF $1,081.28 $1,365.25 $1,476.74

24x18.7 __8202418.7 CF $1,231.23 $1,544.21 $1,678.22
24x21 __8202421 CF $1,384.88 $1,654.75 $1,991.15

24 __82024 CF $1,765.34 $2,036.16 $2,112.99
27x3 __82027-3IPS CF $944.05 $1,185.28 $1,480.40
27x4 __82027-4IPS CF $953.59 $1,197.25 $1,495.36
27x6 __820276 CF $1,006.15 $1,288.96 $1,610.97
27x8 __820278 CF $1,071.11 $1,379.75 $1,725.65

27x10 __8202710 CF $1,103.61 $1,475.30 $1,845.10
27x12 __8202712 CF $1,192.47 $1,593.77 $1,992.23
27x15 __8202715 CF $1,309.07 $1,754.32 $2,193.85

27x18.7 __8202718.7 CF $1,491.56 $1,989.37 $2,486.71
27x21 __8202721 CF $1,677.89 $2,116.45 $2,644.45
27x24 __8202724 CF $2,139.38 $2,613.33 $3,265.91

27 __82027 CF $2,674.45 $3,135.98 $3,920.44

TEE

MALE X FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR81: 
50 PSI

SDR51: 
80 PSI

SDR41: 
100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)

6x2 __8306-2IPS $39.20 $47.31 $54.72 $62.17
6x3 __8306-3IPS $40.00 $51.00 $58.45 $66.85
6x4 __8306-4IPS $40.40 $52.86 $61.21 $69.68
6x6 __83066 $62.17 $67.68 $67.68 $82.89
8x2 __8308-2IPS $51.26 $58.45 $67.68 $94.19
8x3 __8308-3IPS $52.29 $64.92 $73.26 $102.65
8x4 __8308-4IPS $52.83 $73.26 $79.77 $111.12
8x6 __83086 $62.17 $87.15 $98.32 $137.50
8x8 __83088 $74.60 $119.65 $119.65 $165.78

10x2 __83010-2IPS $68.39 $85.32 $93.70 $130.92
10x3 __83010-3IPS $76.65 $93.70 $119.65 $166.70
10x4 __83010-4IPS $77.71 $108.52 $122.40 $171.41
10x6 __830106 $88.07 $119.65 $125.24 $188.38
10x8 __830108 $97.40 $138.19 $166.96 $233.56

10x10 __8301010 $126.42 $184.47 $192.03 $247.70
12x2 __83012-2IPS $97.47 $113.13 $135.39 $205.27
12x3 __83012-3IPS $99.46 $133.57 $162.30 $226.98
12x4 __83012-4IPS $105.67 $151.18 $179.96 $250.53
12x6 __830126 $119.13 $159.51 $195.70 $274.08
12x8 __830128 $136.76 $188.29 $230.96 $323.04

12x10 __8301210 $146.11 $217.07 $266.20 $372.05
12x12 __8301212 $176.13 $239.34 $306.07 $432.32
15x3 __83015-3IPS $128.45 $219.84 $256.95 $325.62
15x4 __83015-4IPS $137.78 $226.31 $268.07 $336.72
15x6 __830156 $160.59 $245.74 $294.98 $381.24
15x8 __830158 $174.04 $283.78 $330.23 $438.76

15x10 __8301510 $190.63 $321.82 $390.54 $495.60
15x12 __8301512 $209.30 $368.19 $438.76 $582.70
15x15 __8301515 $228.97 $447.95 $526.83 $684.51
18.7x3 __83018.7-3IPS CF $373.77 $406.20 $540.72
18.7x4 __83018.7-4IPS CF $413.64 $447.03 $575.97
18.7x6 __83018.76 CF $425.71 $462.82 $589.89
18.7x8 __83018.78 CF $443.35 $482.30 $694.94

18.7x10 __83018.710 CF $468.56 $518.45 $719.79
18.7x12 __83018.712 CF $518.45 $615.87 $807.04
18.7x15 __83018.715 CF $601.03 $744.77 $941.42

21x3 __83021-3IPS CF $545.45 $665.10 $764.38
21x4 __83021-4IPS CF $556.58 $672.54 $797.77
21x6 __830216 CF $589.97 $815.38 $914.66
21x8 __830218 CF $629.84 $839.50 $952.68

21x10 __8302110 CF $671.61 $871.05 $997.18
21x12 __8302112 CF $735.61 $879.38 $1,240.26
21x15 __8302115 CF $810.65 $1,008.20 $1,417.24
21x18 __8302118 CF $946.04 $1,151.98 $1,616.66
21x21 __8302121 CF $1,280.00 $1,506.34 $1,716.83
24x3 __83024-3IPS CF $738.26 $864.45 $930.29
24x4 __83024-4IPS CF $780.05 $930.29 $997.06
24x6 __830246 CF $821.78 $997.06 $1,062.95
24x8 __830248 CF $875.57 $1,062.95 $1,151.98

24x10 __8302410 CF $901.50 $1,151.98 $1,240.09
24x12 __8302412 CF $962.87 $1,240.09 $1,329.13
24x15 __8302415 CF $1,070.31 $1,351.22 $1,461.78
24x18 __8302418 CF $1,218.77 $1,528.55 $1,661.21
24x21 __8302421 CF $1,370.83 $1,637.98 $1,970.99
24x24 __8302424 CF $1,747.46 $2,015.53 $2,091.57
27x3 __83027-3IPS CF $934.50 $1,173.26 $1,465.40
27x4 __83027-4IPS CF $943.93 $1,185.12 $1,480.21
27x6 __830276 CF $995.96 $1,275.91 $1,594.64
27x8 __830278 CF $1,060.27 $1,365.76 $1,708.17

27x10 __8302710 CF $1,092.43 $1,497.56 $1,826.41
27x12 __8302712 CF $1,180.41 $1,577.62 $1,972.05
27x15 __8302715 CF $1,295.80 $1,736.54 $2,171.62
27x18 __8302718 CF $1,476.46 $1,969.23 $2,461.07
27x21 __8302721 CF $1,660.75 $2,095.01 $2,618.07
27x24 __8302724 CF $2,117.70 $2,586.86 $3,232.82
27x27 __8302727 CF $2,647.36 $3,104.22 $3,880.73

Bold price = Molded Fitting
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TEE

PIPxPIPxIPS

FEMALE X FEMALE X FIPT
SDR81: 
50 PSI

SDR51: 
80 PSI

SDR41: 
100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __8406-2IPS - $49.46 $51.52 $65.76
6x3 __8406-3IPS $60.25 $62.76 $80.65
6x4 __8406-4IPS $67.47 $70.28 $90.91
8x2 __8408-2IPS $83.63 $87.11 $111.10
8x3 __8408-3IPS $88.12 $91.79 $118.51
8x4 __8408-4IPS $95.33 $99.30 $128.07

10x2 __84010-2IPS $114.24 $119.01 $153.38
10x3 __84010-3IPS $140.28 $146.11 $189.19
10x4 __84010-4IPS $150.20 $156.46 $201.50
12x2 __84012-2IPS $174.50 $181.77 $235.22
12x3 __84012-3IPS $193.35 $201.40 $260.17
12x4 __84012-4IPS $221.28 $230.50 $298.20
15x3 __84015-3IPS $311.02 $323.99 $418.82
15x4 __84015-4IPS $328.07 $341.74 $443.68

18.7x3 __84018.7-3IPS $532.05 $591.15 $637.97
18.7x4 __84018.7-4IPS $540.49 $600.53 $655.43
21x3 __84021-3IPS $807.96 $897.74 $1,004.91
21x4 __84021-4IPS $827.85 $919.83 $1,043.38
24x3 __84024-3IPS $1,127.48 $1,151.75 $1,439.68
24x4 __84024-4IPS $1,142.75 $1,165.82 $1,457.28
27x3 __84027-3IPS $1,418.78 $1,413.92 $1,767.40
27x4 __84027-4IPS $1,458.45 $1,431.32 $1,789.16

REINFORCED

FEMALE X FEMALE X FIPT
SDR81: 
50 PSI

SDR51: 
80 PSI

SDR41: 
100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __8406-2IPSR - $75.21 $76.74 $89.03
6x3 __8406-3IPSR $91.64 $93.50 $108.47
6x4 __8406-4IPSR $102.61 $104.70 $121.46
8x2 __8408-2IPSR $127.25 $129.85 $150.62
8x3 __8408-3IPSR $134.06 $136.79 $158.68
8x4 __8408-4IPSR $145.03 $147.99 $171.66

10x2 __84010-2IPSR $173.79 $177.34 $205.72
10x3 __84010-3IPSR $213.42 $217.79 $252.63
10x4 __84010-4IPSR $228.51 $233.16 $270.48
12x2 __84012-2IPSR $260.12 $265.43 $307.91
12x3 __84012-3IPSR $279.81 $285.51 $331.19
15x2 __84015-2IPSR $437.49 $446.43 $516.58
15x3 __84015-3IPSR $465.38 $474.88 $544.54
15x4 __84015-4IPSR $499.07 $509.26 $558.41

REINFORCED

MALE X FEMALE X FIPT
SDR81: 
50 PSI

SDR51: 
80 PSI

SDR41: 
100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __8506-2IPSR - $69.79 $71.21 $82.61
6x3 __8506-3IPSR $82.09 $83.76 $97.18
6x4 __8506-4IPSR $95.78 $97.74 $113.37
8x2 __8508-2IPSR $112.19 $114.47 $132.80
8x3 __8508-3IPSR $123.13 $125.64 $145.75
8x4 __8508-4IPSR $134.06 $136.79 $158.68

10x2 __85010-2IPSR $166.85 $170.25 $197.48
10x3 __85010-3IPSR $203.89 $208.05 $241.34
10x4 __85010-4IPSR $216.17 $220.59 $255.88
12x2 __85012-2IPSR $249.00 $254.08 $294.73
12x3 __85012-3IPSR $284.58 $290.39 $336.85
12x4 __85012-4IPSR $325.37 $332.01 $385.13
15x3 __85015-3IPSR $461.11 $470.52 $537.56
15x4 __85015-4IPSR $491.19 $501.22 $551.49

PIPxPIPxIPS

MALE X FEMALE X FIPT
SDR81: 
50 PSI

SDR51: 
80 PSI

SDR41: 
100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __8506-2IPS $41.42 $41.97 $47.22 $61.73
6x3 __8506-3IPS $43.43 $50.61 $56.22 $72.13
6x4 __8506-4IPS $45.05 $59.01 $65.57 $84.21
8x2 __8508-2IPS $53.59 $73.76 $76.83 $99.03
8x3 __8508-3IPS $55.86 $75.86 $84.30 $108.55
8x4 __8508-4IPS $57.61 $88.12 $91.79 $118.50

10x2 __85010-2IPS $70.90 $117.67 $114.28 $146.11
10x3 __85010-3IPS $80.45 $146.56 $139.59 $179.77
10x4 __85010-4IPS $82.73 $151.90 $148.04 $191.27
12x2 __85012-2IPS $100.27 $175.41 $170.49 $220.24
12x3 __85012-3IPS $103.48 $210.24 $194.90 $251.60
12x4 __85012-4IPS $110.99 $214.54 $222.08 $287.25
15x3 __85015-3IPS $132.78 $303.11 $315.74 $409.10
15x4 __85015-4IPS $143.43 $322.89 $336.36 $435.81

18.7x3 __85018.7-3IPS CF $512.00 $527.84 $607.01
18.7x4 __85018.7-4IPS CF $515.88 $531.84 $611.61
21x3 __85021-3IPS CF $773.93 $797.86 $917.54
21x4 __85021-4IPS CF $780.50 $804.64 $925.33
24x3 __85024-3IPS CF $1,112.14 $1,146.53 $1,318.51
24x4 __85024-4IPS CF $1,145.10 $1,180.52 $1,357.60
27x3 __85027-3IPS CF $1,391.10 $1,434.13 $1,649.24
27x4 __85027-4IPS CF $1,424.76 $1,468.82 $1,689.14
30x3 __85030-3IPS CF $4,094.77 $4,221.40 $4,854.61
30x4 __85030-4IPS CF $4,299.50 $4,432.47 $5,097.35
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PIP: Solvent Weld- 31 -

VENT CHAMBER

HUBxHUBxHUB
SDR81: 
50 PSI

SDR51: 
80 PSI

SDR41: 
100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x4x2 __8706-42IPS $184.86 $187.87 $138.92 $181.61
6x6x2 __8706-62IPS $188.63 $189.76 $141.76 $183.45
8x6x3 __8708-63IPS $192.48 $193.93 $185.17 $254.76
8x8x3 __8708-83IPS $196.40 $197.58 $188.95 $245.67

10x8x3 __87010-83IPS $243.07 $201.61 $212.22 $265.28
10x10x3 __87010-103IPS $248.03 $241.30 $254.01 $273.48
12x10x4 __87012-104IPS $290.94 $284.67 $299.65 $452.14
12x12x4 __87012-124IPS $333.86 $340.73 $358.67 $466.11
15x12x4 __87015-124IPS $390.36 $507.91 $625.94 $876.73
15x15x4 __87015-154IPS $413.38 $546.84 $695.49 $903.85
18x15x4 __87018-154IPS $454.72 $698.59 $735.36 $919.20
18x18x4 __87018-184IPS $500.19 $720.20 $758.11 $947.62

§ Available in Larger Sizes. § Available with Dissimilar Outlets.

WYE

FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR81: 
50 PSI

SDR51: 
80 PSI

SDR41: 
100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
6x2 __9206-2IPS $52.66 $54.13 $73.52 $83.52
6x3 __9206-3IPS $53.72 $55.22 $78.53 $89.82
6x4 __9206-4IPS $54.27 $55.77 $82.22 $93.61

6 __9206 $52.45 $61.72 $90.93 $111.35
8x2 __9208-2IPS $68.86 $78.53 $90.93 $126.54
8x3 __9208-3IPS $70.25 $87.22 $98.43 $137.90
8x4 __9208-4IPS $70.97 $98.03 $107.17 $149.30
8x6 __92086 $83.52 $105.67 $132.08 $184.73

8 __9208 $100.22 $138.62 $160.75 $222.72
10x2 __92010-2IPS $91.87 $114.01 $125.87 $175.87
10x3 __92010-3IPS $102.97 $116.33 $160.75 $223.96
10x4 __92010-4IPS $104.39 $117.50 $164.44 $230.28
10x6 __920106 $118.32 $132.71 $168.24 $253.06
10x8 __920108 $130.86 $155.52 $224.31 $313.77

10 __92010 $169.83 $202.03 $257.96 $332.78
12x2 __92012-2IPS $130.94 $160.75 $181.90 $275.77
12x3 __92012-3IPS $133.61 $164.02 $218.05 $304.93
12x4 __92012-4IPS $141.95 $165.66 $241.76 $336.56
12x6 __920126 $160.05 $199.40 $262.91 $368.20
12x8 __920128 $183.73 $222.79 $310.27 $433.98

12x10 __9201210 $196.28 $240.14 $357.63 $499.81
12 __92012 $236.62 $326.84 $411.20 $580.80

15x3 __92015-3IPS $186.59 $295.37 $402.38 $437.45
15x4 __92015-4IPS $190.40 $312.97 $406.44 $452.36
15x6 __920156 $215.74 $331.19 $428.73 $512.17
15x8 __920158 $233.83 $400.28 $518.32 $589.45

15x10 __9201510 $256.10 $443.01 $574.46 $665.81
15x12 __9201512 $281.18 $489.84 $635.86 $782.83

15 __92015 $366.07 $688.37 $894.65 $919.71
18.7x3 __92018.7-3IPS CF $487.79 $719.23 $726.52
18.7x4 __92018.7-4IPS CF $559.20 $726.50 $773.88
18.7x6 __92018.76 CF $606.00 $787.60 $792.58
18.7x8 __92018.78 CF $655.42 $648.01 $884.81

18.7x10 __92018.710 CF $712.62 $696.60 $967.08
18.7x12 __92018.712 CF $771.59 $827.50 $1,086.65
18.7x15 __92018.715 CF $897.31 $1,000.68 $1,264.89

21x3 __92021-3IPS CF $732.78 $893.52 $1,026.90

FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR81: 
50 PSI

SDR51: 
80 PSI

SDR41: 
100 PSI

SDR32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (03) (05) (06) (07)
21x4 __92021-4IPS CF $747.72 $903.51 $1,071.76
21x6 __920216 CF $792.58 $1,095.42 $1,228.78
21x8 __920218 CF $846.15 $1,127.81 $1,279.85

21x10 __9202110 CF $902.26 $1,170.18 $1,339.66
21x12 __9202112 CF $988.23 $1,181.39 $1,666.20
21x15 __9202115 CF $1,089.21 $1,354.63 $1,904.24

21x18.7 __9202118.7 CF $1,271.11 $1,547.82 $2,172.16
21 __92021 CF $1,719.80 $2,023.87 $2,306.75

24x3 __92024-3IPS CF $1,002.75 $1,161.47 $1,249.93
24x4 __92024-4IPS CF $903.85 $1,249.93 $1,339.66
24x6 __920246 CF $1,079.98 $1,309.77 $1,428.20
24x8 __920248 CF $1,149.18 $1,379.82 $1,547.82

24x10 __9202410 CF $1,185.35 $1,512.78 $1,666.20
24x12 __9202412 CF $1,281.08 $1,629.97 $1,785.84
24x15 __9202415 CF $1,405.35 $1,775.43 $1,964.07

24x18.7 __9202418.7 CF $1,602.20 $2,008.91 $2,232.03
24x21 __9202421 CF $1,802.36 $2,153.87 $2,648.23

24 __92024 CF $2,297.75 $2,757.71 $2,810.28
27x3 __92027-3IPS CF $1,255.60 $1,576.42 $1,968.94
27x4 __92027-4IPS CF $1,268.27 $1,592.34 $1,988.83
27x6 __920276 CF $1,338.18 $1,714.32 $2,142.59
27x8 __920278 CF $1,424.58 $1,835.06 $2,295.12

27x10 __9202710 CF $1,467.80 $1,962.14 $2,453.99
27x12 __9202712 CF $1,586.00 $2,119.71 $2,649.68
27x15 __9202715 CF $1,741.06 $2,333.23 $2,917.83

27x18.7 __9202718.7 CF $1,983.78 $2,645.87 $331.63
27x21 __9202721 CF $2,231.59 $2,814.89 $3,517.12
27x24 __9202724 CF $2,845.37 $3,475.72 $4,343.66

27 __92027 CF $3,557.02 $4,170.85 $5,214.19

Speci�ed Fittings is your source for a 
variety of valve products: PVC end �ap 
gates, backwater valves, sheer gates, 
PVC butter�y and HDPE backwater 
valves are just a sample of styles and 
types we fabricate. 



(360) 398-7700

For Our Farmers...
Does Your Soil Easily Corrode Steel Pipe? 
You’re not alone. Fortunately, Speci�ed Fittings provides a 
number of plastic pipe �ttings that are resistant to corrosion.

“Z Pipe,” “Z Drop,” “In Dive,” “Out Dive,” “O�set...”
Aptly named, the Z-Drop is a great replacement for the standard 
steel pipe that is commonly used to tie in a pivot from an 
underground mainline. Certain soil conditions are very corrosive 
to steel, and thus their lifespan is signi�cantly shortened. A 
UV resistant HDPE Z-Drop is a perfect �t for these types of 
installations.

We stock these �ttings in our Idaho warehouse with a standard 48” centerline, 2”AV/3”PRV outlets on top, 
and a 2” MIPT drain outlet on the bottom. All sizes are comprised of heavy duty DR11 HDPE.

Top: HDPE Z-Drop in its entirety.
Right: A Z-Drop in the works. 

These unique �ttings can be ordered by contacting us at (360) 398-7700.
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ADAPTER

PIP X IPS

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __1056-2IPS $93.15 $103.49 $129.37
6x3 __1056-3IPS $95.04 $105.60 $131.99
6x4 __1056-4IPS $57.60 $59.39 $76.14

6 __1056-IPS $70.83 $73.02 $92.26
8x2 __1058-2IPS $117.93 $131.03 $163.79
8x3 __1058-3IPS $120.33 $133.70 $167.12
8x4 __1058-4IPS $121.55 $135.06 $179.45
8x6 __1058-6IPS $82.77 $85.33 $109.39

8 __1058-IPS $96.37 $99.35 $126.53
10x2 __10510-2IPS $191.97 $213.30 $266.63
10x3 __10510-3IPS $195.87 $217.63 $272.04
10x4 __10510-4IPS $197.85 $219.83 $274.79
10x8 __10510-8IPS $117.67 $121.31 $155.53

10 __10510-IPS $140.83 $145.18 $184.51
12x2 __10512-2IPS $262.21 $291.34 $364.18
12x3 __10512-3IPS $267.53 $297.26 $371.57
12x4 __10512-4IPS $270.24 $300.26 $375.33

12x10 __10512-10IPS $186.05 $191.80 $245.90
12 __10512-IPS $234.52 $241.78 $307.28

15x3 __10515-3IPS $386.34 $429.26 $536.58
15x4 __10515-4IPS $394.22 $438.02 $547.53

15x12 __10515-12IPS $381.11 $392.90 $490.94
15 x 16 __10515-16IPS $594.86 $624.60 $691.41

16x3 __10516-3IPS $612.25 $680.28 $850.36
16x4 __10516-4IPS $593.36 $659.29 $824.14

18.7x3 __10518.7-3IPS $838.17 $931.30 $1,117.56
18.7x4 __10518.7-4IPS $792.48 $880.54 $1,056.65
21x3 __10521-3IPS $1,161.78 $1,290.86 $1,549.04
21x4 __10521-4IPS $1,186.52 $1,318.36 $1,582.03
24x3 __10524-3IPS $1,769.82 $1,966.47 $2,359.76
24x4 __10524-4IPS $1,787.68 $1,986.31 $2,383.58

24x24 __10524-24IPS $953.39 $982.88 $1,260.10
27x3 __10527-3IPS $2,261.28 $2,512.54 $3,015.04
27x4 __10527-4IPS $2,307.44 $2,563.82 $3,076.59

FEMALE X MALE

SDR 51: 80 
PSI

SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)

6 __1716 $48.36 $49.59 $62.76
8 __1718 $74.86 $76.79 $99.92

10 __17110 $105.85 $112.36 $148.37
12 __17112 $130.28 $152.71 $195.07
15 __17115 $201.43 $304.55 $354.14
16 __17116 $269.84 $358.41 $410.10

18.7 __17118.7 $338.23 $412.27 $466.06
21 __17121 $494.70 $611.11 $710.17
24 __17124 $613.71 $946.09 $810.52
27 __17127 $784.93 $980.88 $1,226.28

CAP

FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6 __1906 $86.27 $88.93 $99.35
8 __1908 $126.94 $130.87 $157.61

10 __19010 $204.79 $211.12 $246.55
12 __19012 $274.37 $282.85 $355.44
15 __19015 $393.88 $406.06 $574.39

18.7 __19018.7 $740.63 $763.53 $932.73
21 __19021 $1,072.36 $1,105.52 $1,478.18
24 __19024 $1,500.61 $1,547.02 $1,871.81
27 __19027 $1,677.63 $1,729.51 $1,970.29

PLUG

MALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6 __5606 $37.80 $38.57 $48.59
8 __5608 $86.73 $88.50 $117.13

10 __56010 $140.30 $143.16 $187.85
12 __56012 $162.97 $166.29 $218.78
15 __56015 $272.23 $277.78 $364.70
16 __56016 $330.05 $336.78 $442.07

18.7 __56018.7 $387.87 $395.78 $519.42
21 __56021 $589.96 $602.00 $791.30
24 __56024 $738.48 $753.56 $994.61
27 __56027 $943.69 $962.94 $1,244.35
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COUPLING

REPAIR 

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6 __2206 $82.29 $86.62 $111.31
8 __2208 $116.63 $122.77 $157.57

10 __22010 $184.51 $196.96 $253.76
12 __22012 $255.96 $270.27 $350.87
15 __22015 $383.35 $402.44 $521.97
16 __22016 $540.93 $569.40 CF

18.7 __22018.7 $638.44 $736.34 $958.02
21 __22021 $882.84 $1,177.84 $1,532.13
24 __22024 $1,226.28 $1,471.82 $1,928.00
27 __22027 $1,569.72 $1,961.76 $2,555.05

STOP

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6 __2406 $51.96 $62.61 $82.13
8 __2408 $85.45 $102.95 $134.77

10 __24010 $114.10 $147.79 $198.83
12 __24012 $165.57 $183.36 $263.77
15 __24015 $266.65 $397.67 $422.40
16 __24016 $359.95 $433.68 $518.86

18.7 __24018.7 $445.39 $469.68 $615.30
21 __24021 $556.73 $759.33 $890.50
24 __24024 $836.12 $1,012.83 $1,266.04
27 __24027 $1,078.78 $1,222.66 $1,583.31

REPAIR, BOLTED

FEMALE X FEMALE

12” OAL with Stainless Steel Bolts
SDR 41: 100 PSI

Size PartNumber (15)
6 __2076-12SS $267.02
8 __2078-12SS $361.17

10 __20710-12SS $366.17
12 __20712-12SS $569.38
15 __20715-12SS $643.66
16 __20716-12SS CF

18.7 __20718.7-12SS CF
21 __20721-12SS CF
24 __20724-12SS CF
27 __20727-12SS CF

12” OAL with Zinc Plated Bolts

SDR 41: 100 PSI
Size PartNumber (15)

6 __2076-12Z $128.32
8 __2078-12Z $161.27

10 __20710-12Z $194.37
12 __20712-12Z $223.84
15 __20715-12Z $406.41
16 __20716-12Z CF

18.7 __20718.7-12Z CF
21 __20721-12Z CF
24 __20724-12Z CF
27 __20727-12Z CF

18” OAL with Stainless Steel Bolts

SDR 41: 100 PSI
Size PartNumber (15)

6 __2076-18SS $326.22
8 __2078-18SS $360.82

10 __20710-18SS $477.26
12 __20712-18SS $533.16
15 __20715-18SS $769.29
16 __20716-18SS CF

18.7 __20718.7-18SS CF
21 __20721-18SS CF
24 __20724-18SS CF
27 __20727-18SS CF

18” OAL with Zinc Plated Bolts

SDR 41: 100 PSI
Size PartNumber (15)

6 __2076-18Z $146.29
8 __2078-18Z $184.39

10 __20710-18Z $253.87
12 __20712-18Z $265.02
15 __20715-18Z $463.70
16 __20716-18Z CF

18.7 __20718.7-18Z CF
21 __20721-18Z CF
24 __20724-18Z CF
27 __20727-18Z CF
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CROSS

FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __2606-2IPS $157.04 $174.49 $231.88
6x3 __2606-3IPS $163.52 $181.69 $242.57
6x4 __2606-4IPS $166.87 $185.41 $248.52

6 __2606 $173.75 $193.05 $260.47
8x2 __2608-2IPS $221.82 $246.47 $329.38
8x3 __2608-3IPS $230.97 $256.64 $343.65
8x4 __2608-4IPS $235.68 $261.87 $350.83
8x6 __26086 $245.39 $272.66 $367.43

8 __2608 $250.40 $278.22 $375.44
10x2 __26010-2IPS $335.32 $351.72 $469.76
10x3 __26010-3IPS $349.59 $366.22 $491.09
10x4 __26010-4IPS $357.41 $373.69 $501.80
10x6 __260106 $373.37 $389.10 $523.22
10x8 __260108 $381.70 $397.05 $533.90

10 __26010 $390.00 $405.15 $545.91
12x2 __26012-2IPS $384.08 $394.02 $539.85
12x3 __26012-3IPS $400.72 $410.27 $564.91
12x4 __26012-4IPS $409.05 $418.64 $576.73
12x6 __260126 $428.11 $435.90 $601.68
12x8 __260128 $437.58 $444.80 $614.76

12x10 __2601210 $447.04 $453.88 $628.06
12 __26012 $559.26 $581.90 $786.11

15x3 __26015-3IPS $613.90 $682.11 $940.57
15x4 __26015-4IPS $626.43 $696.03 $960.78
15x6 __260156 $652.26 $724.73 $1,001.21
15x8 __260158 $665.57 $739.52 $1,022.64

15x10 __2601510 $679.15 $754.61 $1,044.02
15x12 __2601512 $693.01 $770.01 $1,065.42

15 __26015 $873.29 $1,007.34 $1,360.08
18.7x3 __26018.7-3IPS $824.99 $916.65 $1,423.35
18.7x4 __26018.7-4IPS $841.82 $935.36 $1,453.07
18.7x6 __26018.76 $876.53 $973.93 $1,513.71
18.7x8 __26018.78 $894.42 $993.80 $1,544.63

18.7x10 __26018.710 $912.68 $1,014.09 $1,576.73
18.7x12 __26018.712 $931.30 $1,034.78 $1,610.03
18.7x15 __26018.715 $969.70 $1,077.45 $1,677.80

18.7 __26018.7 $1,342.69 $1,521.71 $2,057.16
21x3 __26021-3IPS $1,391.26 $2,272.35 $3,070.23
21x4 __26021-4IPS $1,419.77 $2,319.26 $3,133.26
21x6 __260216 $1,479.23 $2,415.04 $3,262.86
21x8 __260218 $1,510.23 $2,464.98 $3,330.04

21x10 __2602110 $1,541.06 $2,516.11 $3,398.42
21x12 __2602112 $1,573.17 $2,568.53 $3,468.57
21x15 __2602115 $1,639.75 $2,676.64 $3,612.45

21x18.7 __2602118.7 $1,744.39 $2,844.30 $3,840.89
21 __26021 $2,222.62 $3,622.58 $4,528.23

24x3 __26024-3IPS $3,123.74 $3,736.12 $5,047.77
24x4 __26024-4IPS $3,187.95 #VALUE! $5,151.13
24x6 __260246 $3,319.94 $3,971.58 $5,365.17
24x8 __260248 $3,387.72 $4,053.61 $5,475.79

24x10 __2602410 $3,457.87 $4,136.84 $5,587.53
24x12 __2602412 $3,529.22 $4,222.46 $5,701.70
24x15 __2602415 $3,675.47 $4,397.25 $5,937.12

24x18.7 __2602418.7 $3,907.36 $4,674.31 $6,309.31
24x21 __2602421 $4,070.75 $4,868.42 $6,570.75

24 __26024 $4,778.59 $5,713.92 $7,730.92
27x3 __26027-3IPS $4,262.92 $6,127.38 $8,274.87
27x4 __26027-4IPS $4,350.88 $6,253.42 $8,444.91
27x6 __260276 $4,531.62 $6,512.64 $8,793.34
27x8 __260278 $4,624.37 $6,645.82 $8,972.87

27x10 __2602710 $4,719.50 $6,782.57 $9,156.25
27x12 __2602712 $4,816.32 $6,921.69 $9,343.86
27x15 __2602715 $5,015.58 $7,208.26 $9,730.32

27x18.7 __2602718.7 $5,330.69 $7,660.11 $10,340.32
27x21 __2602721 $5,551.86 $7,977.60 $10,768.39
27x24 __2602724 $5,665.54 $8,141.55 $10,989.07

27 __26027 $6,649.38 $9,556.02 $12,929.31

ELBOW

11-1/4 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6 __3106 $82.64 $91.82 $108.02
8 __3108 $122.33 $135.92 $161.52

10 __31010 $182.78 $201.43 $237.00
12 __31012 $248.28 $290.51 $343.01
15 __31015 $437.58 $479.81 $567.88
16 __31016 $565.49 $637.22 $941.28

18.7 __31018.7 $693.39 $794.62 $952.14
21 __31021 $1,024.11 $1,101.92 $1,432.78
24 __31024 $1,695.09 $1,926.32 $2,407.87
27 __31027 $2,192.84 $2,480.47 $3,010.89

15 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6 __3206 $82.64 $91.82 $98.20
8 __3208 $122.33 $135.92 $146.84

10 __32010 $182.78 $201.43 $215.46
12 __32012 $248.28 $290.51 $311.82
15 __32015 $437.58 $479.81 $516.25
16 __32016 $573.50 $637.22 $695.15

18.7 __32018.7 $693.39 $794.62 $858.70
21 __32021 $1,051.23 $1,101.92 $1,302.52
24 __32024 $1,695.09 $1,926.32 $2,188.97
27 __32027 $2,192.84 $2,484.88 $2,737.17
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ELBOW

22-1/2 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6 __3306 $82.64 $91.82 $108.02
8 __3308 $122.33 $135.92 $161.52

10 __33010 $182.78 $201.43 $237.00
12 __33012 $248.28 $290.51 $343.01
15 __33015 $437.58 $479.81 $567.88
16 __33016 $573.50 $637.22 $764.67

18.7 __33018.7 $693.39 $794.62 $944.57
21 __33021 $1,051.23 $1,101.92 $1,432.78
24 __33024 $1,695.09 $1,926.32 $2,407.87
27 __33027 $2,192.84 $2,485.15 $3,010.89

30 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6 __3406 $96.95 $107.72 $130.87
8 __3408 $137.44 $152.71 $184.38

10 __34010 $197.68 $219.22 $260.86
12 __34012 $266.07 $312.06 $372.66
15 __34015 $541.55 $631.50 $705.54
16 __34016 $651.17 $763.17 $912.19

18.7 __34018.7 $760.78 $894.83 $1,118.84
21 __34021 $1,133.72 $1,348.33 $1,593.01
24 __34024 $1,819.32 $2,067.75 $2,583.72
27 __34027 $2,457.62 $2,795.86 $3,358.41

45 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6 __3496 $96.95 $107.72 $130.87
8 __3498 $137.44 $152.71 $184.38

10 __34910 $197.68 $219.22 $260.86
12 __34912 $266.07 $312.06 $372.66
15 __35015 $541.55 $631.50 $705.54
16 __35016 $651.17 $763.17 $912.19

18.7 __35018.7 $760.78 $894.83 $1,118.84
21 __35021 $1,133.72 $1,348.33 $1,593.01
24 __35024 $1,819.32 $2,067.75 $2,583.72
27 __35027 $2,457.62 $2,795.86 $3,358.27

60 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6 __3606 $108.81 $121.76 $153.71
8 __3608 $175.43 $194.92 $237.00

10 __36010 $265.20 $300.78 $366.87
12 __36012 $360.79 $427.32 $526.52
15 __36015 $691.52 $873.29 $984.78
16 __36016 $925.78 $1,107.99 $1,175.02

18.7 __36018.7 $1,160.05 $1,342.69 $1,365.25
21 __36021 $1,681.07 $2,015.55 $2,434.33
24 __36024 $2,683.06 $3,049.06 $3,948.03
27 __36027 $3,640.52 $4,216.64 $5,012.56

90 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6 __3696 $108.81 $121.76 $153.71
8 __3698 $175.43 $194.92 $237.00

10 __36910 $265.20 $300.78 $366.87
12 __36912 $360.79 $427.32 $526.52
15 __36915 $691.52 $873.29 $984.78
16 __37016 $925.78 $1,107.99 $1,175.02

18.7 __37018.7 $1,160.05 $1,342.69 $1,365.25
21 __37021 $1,681.07 $2,015.55 $2,434.33
24 __37024 $2,683.06 $3,049.06 $3,948.03
27 __37027 $3,640.52 $4,216.64 $5,012.56

FLANGE

IPS X PIP

FLANGE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6 __5306 $138.47 $141.29 $176.61
8 __5308 $203.23 $207.38 $259.23

10 __53010 $300.53 $306.66 $383.33
12 __53012 $451.07 $460.28 $575.34

16x15 __5301615 $1,090.12 $1,112.37 $1,390.46
16 __53016 $1,308.32 $1,335.02 $1,668.77

18x18.7 __5301818.7 $1,691.27 $1,725.79 $2,157.23
20x21 __5302021 $2,594.22 $2,647.16 $3,308.96
22X21 __5302221 $3,180.38 $3,245.29 $4,056.61

24 __53024 $3,766.54 $3,843.41 $4,804.26
24x27 __5302427 $4,239.93 $4,410.34 $5,512.27
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§ Available in Larger Sizes.

EXPANSION JOINT

FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 51: 80 
PSI

SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x18 __480618 $91.62 $96.44 $128.27
6x31 __480631 $93.97 $98.91 $131.55
6x48 __480648 $117.46 $147.45 $191.88
8x18 __480818 $136.62 $143.81 $191.27
8x31 __480831 $140.13 $147.50 $196.18
8x48 __480848 $175.29 $218.60 $288.37

10x18 __4801018 $182.43 $192.04 $255.41
10x31 __4801031 $187.11 $196.96 $261.95
10x48 __4801048 $233.89 $295.96 $382.83
12x18 __4801218 $227.29 $239.25 $318.21
12x31 __4801231 $233.13 $245.40 $326.38
12x48 __4801248 $291.40 $366.66 $478.28
15x18 __4801518 $318.12 $334.86 $445.36
15x31 __4801531 $326.27 $343.44 $456.78
15x48 __4801548 $407.83 $514.26 $668.22

18.7x18 __48018.718 $420.71 $442.85 $589.00
18.7x31 __48018.731 $431.50 $454.22 $604.11
18x7x48 __48018.748 $539.38 $680.16 $886.66

21x18 __4802118 $525.90 $553.58 $736.26
21x31 __4802131 $539.38 $627.94 $706.50
21x48 __4802148 $674.23 $943.76 $1,061.03
24x18 __4802418 $657.37 $691.97 $920.31
24x31 __4802431 $674.23 $776.75 $891.34
24x48 __4802448 $842.79 $1,163.78 $1,338.15
27x18 __4802718 $821.71 $864.95 $1,150.39
27x31 __4802731 $842.79 $1,012.34 $1,238.69
27x48 __4802748 $1,053.49 $1,519.18 $1,858.80

REDUCER

CONCENTRIC

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
8x6 __60086 $108.80 $120.89 $156.41

10x6 __600106 $201.86 $224.29 $280.39
10x8 __600108 $172.95 $193.92 $246.55
12x6 __600126 $275.72 $306.36 $382.95
12x8 __600128 $278.51 $309.45 $372.94

12x10 __6001210 $234.12 $266.07 $340.12
15x6 __600156 $410.48 $456.08 $570.11
15x8 __600158 $418.85 $465.39 $581.74

15x10 __6001510 $427.40 $474.89 $594.34
15x12 __6001512 $344.89 $386.97 $483.57
18.7x6 __60018.76 $832.87 $925.41 $1,110.49
18.7x8 __60018.78 $814.82 $905.35 $1,086.42

18.7x10 __60018.710 $678.20 $753.56 $904.27
18.7x12 __60018.712 $679.33 $751.30 $902.64
18.7x15 __60018.715 $616.32 $676.47 $773.08
18.7x16 __60018.716 $608.82 $676.47 $811.76

21x6 __600216 $1,226.62 $1,362.91 $1,635.49
21x8 __600218 $1,257.77 $1,397.53 $1,677.03

21x10 __6002110 $1,304.57 $1,449.52 $1,739.42
21x12 __6002112 $1,409.19 $1,565.77 $1,878.92
21x15 __6002115 $1,066.56 $1,185.06 $1,481.80

21x18.7 __6002118.7 $941.85 $1,063.44 $1,183.48
24x6 __600246 $1,812.14 $2,013.49 $2,416.19
24x8 __600248 $1,843.26 $2,048.07 $2,457.68

24x10 __6002410 $1,870.01 $2,077.78 $2,493.34
24x12 __6002412 $1,907.88 $2,119.87 $2,543.84
24x15 __6002415 $1,956.86 $2,174.29 $2,609.15

24x18.7 __6002418.7 $1,765.20 $1,961.33 $2,438.53
24x21 __6002421 $1,604.72 $1,783.02 $2,216.85
27x6 __600276 $2,329.77 $2,588.64 $3,106.37
27x8 __600278 $2,356.68 $2,618.53 $3,142.23

27x10 __6002710 $2,403.53 $2,670.59 $3,204.71
27x12 __6002712 $2,466.22 $2,740.24 $3,288.29
27x15 __6002715 $2,604.79 $2,894.21 $3,473.05

27x18.7 __6002718.7 $2,750.14 $3,055.71 $3,666.86
27x21 __6002721 $2,857.46 $3,174.96 $3,809.95
27x24 __6002724 $2,019.89 $2,241.71 $2,857.03
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REDUCER

CONCENTRIC

LARGE END BELL (LEB)

FEMALE X MALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __6406-2IPS $134.13 $149.03 $186.29
6x3 __6406-3IPS $136.85 $152.06 $190.07
6x4 __6406-4IPS $119.00 $68.40 $98.20
8x2 __6408-2IPS $169.81 $188.68 $235.85
8x3 __6408-3IPS $97.61 $108.46 $132.60
8x4 __6408-4IPS $97.61 $108.46 $140.65
8x6 __64086 $87.71 $97.46 $128.53

10x2 __64010-2IPS $276.44 $307.15 $383.94
10x3 __64010-3IPS $282.05 $313.39 $391.74
10x4 __64010-4IPS $284.90 $316.56 $395.69
10x6 __640106 $141.34 $157.04 $223.99
10x8 __640108 $133.18 $140.56 $195.52
12x2 __64012-2IPS $377.58 $419.54 $524.42
12x3 __64012-3IPS $385.25 $428.05 $535.07
12x4 __64012-4IPS $389.14 $432.38 $540.47
12x6 __640126 $397.04 $441.16 $551.45
12x8 __640128 $207.19 $230.21 $280.94

12x10 __6401210 $186.66 $206.20 $251.32
15x3 __64015-3IPS $556.32 $618.14 $772.67
15x4 __64015-4IPS $567.68 $630.75 $788.44
15x6 __640156 $591.09 $656.76 $820.95
15x8 __640158 $603.15 $670.16 $837.71

15x10 __6401510 $345.02 $383.35 $431.94
15x12 __6401512 $295.00 $343.01 $386.97
18.7x3 __64018.7-3IPS $1,206.96 $1,341.07 $1,609.28
18.7x4 __64018.7-4IPS $1,141.18 $1,267.98 $1,521.57
18.7x6 __64018.76 $1,199.33 $1,332.59 $1,599.11
18.7x8 __64018.78 $1,173.34 $1,303.71 $1,564.45

18.7x10 __64018.710 $976.61 $1,085.12 $1,302.14
18.7x12 __64018.712 $655.55 $728.39 $755.43
18.7x15 __64018.715 $564.11 $652.18 $676.47

21x3 __64021-3IPS $1,672.96 $1,858.85 $2,230.61
21x4 __64021-4IPS $1,708.59 $1,898.44 $2,278.12
21x6 __640216 $1,766.33 $1,962.59 $2,355.11
21x8 __640218 $1,811.19 $2,012.44 $2,414.93

21x10 __6402110 $1,878.57 $2,087.31 $2,504.77
21x12 __6402112 $2,029.23 $2,254.70 $2,705.64
21x15 __6402115 $1,020.09 $1,133.44 $1,222.37

21x18.7 __6402118.7 $835.59 $1,015.03 $1,113.16
24x3 __64024-3IPS $2,548.54 $2,831.72 $3,398.06
24x4 __64024-4IPS $2,574.26 $2,860.29 $3,432.35
24x6 __640246 $2,609.48 $2,899.43 $3,479.31
24x8 __640248 $2,654.30 $2,949.22 $3,539.06

24x10 __6402410 $2,692.81 $2,992.01 $3,590.41
24x12 __6402412 $2,747.35 $3,052.61 $3,663.14
24x15 __6402415 $2,817.88 $3,130.98 $3,757.18

24x18.7 __6402418.7 $1,454.32 $1,699.58 $2,050.11
24x21 __6402421 $1,226.28 $1,544.99 $1,863.72
27x3 __64027-3IPS $3,256.25 $3,618.05 $4,341.66
27x4 __64027-4IPS $3,322.72 $3,691.91 $4,430.29
27x6 __640276 $3,354.88 $3,727.64 $4,473.17
27x8 __640278 $3,393.61 $3,770.68 $4,524.82

27x10 __6402710 $3,461.09 $3,845.65 $4,614.78
27x12 __6402712 $3,551.35 $3,945.95 $4,735.14
27x15 __6402715 $3,750.89 $4,167.66 $5,001.19

27x18.7 __6402718.7 $3,890.45 $4,322.72 $5,187.27
27x21 __6402721 $4,037.50 $4,486.11 $5,383.33
27x24 __6402724 $1,717.22 $2,158.72 $2,575.33

SMALL END BELL (SEB)

MALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __6206-2IPS $111.77 $124.19 $155.24
6x3 __6206-3IPS $114.04 $126.72 $158.39
6x4 __6206-4IPS $65.72 $73.02 $86.03
8x2 __6208-2IPS $141.51 $157.23 $196.54
8x3 __6208-3IPS $144.40 $160.44 $200.55
8x4 __6208-4IPS $117.00 $130.00 $132.60
8x6 __62086 $82.64 $91.82 $99.35

10x2 __62010-2IPS $230.37 $255.96 $319.95
10x3 __62010-3IPS $235.04 $261.16 $326.45
10x4 __62010-4IPS $237.42 $263.80 $329.75
10x6 __620106 $242.23 $202.30 $223.99
10x8 __620108 $123.21 $145.18 $177.72
12x2 __62012-2IPS $314.65 $349.61 $437.02
12x3 __62012-3IPS $321.04 $356.71 $445.89
12x4 __62012-4IPS $324.28 $360.31 $450.39
12x6 __620126 $330.87 $367.63 $459.54
12x8 __620128 $258.34 $287.04 $316.83

12x10 __6201210 $177.72 $193.92 $251.32
15x3 __62015-3IPS $463.60 $515.12 $643.89
15x4 __62015-4IPS $473.07 $525.63 $657.04
15x6 __620156 $492.57 $547.30 $684.13
15x8 __620158 $502.62 $558.47 $698.09

15x10 __6201510 $373.00 $414.44 $496.43
15x12 __6201512 $261.88 $299.91 $425.43
18.7x3 __62018.7-3IPS $1,005.80 $1,117.56 $1,341.07
18.7x4 __62018.7-4IPS $950.98 $1,056.65 $1,267.98
18.7x6 __62018.76 $999.44 $1,110.49 $1,332.59
18.7x8 __62018.78 $977.78 $1,086.42 $1,303.71

18.7x10 __62018.710 $813.84 $904.27 $1,085.12
18.7x12 __62018.712 $594.90 $661.00 $790.86
18.7x15 __62018.715 $513.07 $580.03 $676.47

21x3 __62021-3IPS $1,394.13 $1,549.04 $1,858.85
21x4 __62021-4IPS $1,423.83 $1,582.03 $1,898.44
21x6 __620216 $1,471.95 $1,635.49 $1,962.59
21x8 __620218 $1,509.33 $1,677.03 $2,012.44

21x10 __6202110 $1,565.48 $1,739.42 $2,087.31
21x12 __6202112 $1,691.03 $1,878.92 $2,254.70
21x15 __6202115 $927.17 $1,030.19 $1,287.73

21x18.7 __6202118.7 $344.88 $874.29 $1,014.85
24x3 __62024-3IPS $2,123.79 $2,359.76 $2,831.72
24x4 __62024-4IPS $2,145.22 $2,383.58 $2,860.29
24x6 __620246 $2,174.57 $2,416.19 $2,899.43
24x8 __620248 $2,211.92 $2,457.68 $2,949.22

24x10 __6202410 $2,244.01 $2,493.34 $2,992.01
24x12 __6202412 $2,289.46 $2,543.84 $3,052.61
24x15 __6202415 $2,348.24 $2,609.15 $3,130.98

24x18.7 __6202418.7 $1,211.94 $1,600.95 $1,780.81
24x21 __62024\21 $1,206.75 $1,457.41 $1,618.52
27x3 __62027-3IPS $2,713.54 $3,015.04 $3,618.05
27x4 __62027-4IPS $2,768.93 $3,076.59 $3,691.91
27x6 __620276 $2,795.73 $3,106.37 $3,727.64
27x8 __620278 $2,828.01 $3,142.23 $3,770.68

27x10 __6202710 $2,884.24 $3,204.71 $3,845.65
27x12 __6202712 $2,959.46 $3,288.29 $3,945.95
27x15 __6202715 $3,125.74 $3,473.05 $4,167.66

27x18.7 __6202718.7 $3,300.17 $3,666.86 $4,400.23
27x21 __6202721 $3,428.96 $3,809.95 $4,571.94
27x24 __6202724 $1,686.57 $2,690.06 $2,525.95
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REDUCER

CONCENTRIC

SURFACE STYLE

FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 51: 80 
PSI

SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __6616-2IPS $83.83 $93.15 $116.43
6x3 __6616-3IPS $85.53 $95.04 $118.80
6x4 __6616-4IPS $74.38 $82.64 $106.59
8x2 __6618-2IPS $106.13 $117.93 $147.41
8x3 __6618-3IPS $108.30 $120.33 $150.41
8x4 __6618-4IPS $109.39 $121.55 $161.51
8x6 __66186 $97.92 $108.80 $140.77

10x2 __66110-2IPS $172.77 $191.97 $239.96
10x3 __66110-3IPS $176.28 $195.87 $244.84
10x4 __66110-4IPS $178.06 $197.85 $247.31
10x6 __661106 $181.67 $201.86 $252.35
10x8 __661108 $155.65 $174.53 $221.89
12x2 __66112-2IPS $235.99 $262.21 $327.76
12x3 __66112-3IPS $240.78 $267.53 $334.42
12x4 __66112-4IPS $243.21 $270.24 $337.80
12x6 __661126 $248.15 $275.72 $344.65
12x8 __661128 $250.66 $278.51 $335.65

12x10 __6611210 $210.71 $239.46 $306.11
15x3 __66115-3IPS $347.70 $386.34 $482.92
15x4 __66115-4IPS $354.80 $394.22 $492.78
15x6 __661156 $369.43 $410.48 $513.09
15x8 __661158 $376.97 $418.85 $523.57

15x10 __6611510 $384.66 $427.40 $534.91
15x12 __6611512 $310.40 $348.28 $435.21
18.7x3 __66118.7-3IPS $754.35 $838.17 $1,005.80
18.7x4 __66118.7-4IPS $713.24 $792.48 $950.98
18.7x6 __66118.76 $749.58 $832.87 $999.44
18.7x8 __66118.78 $733.34 $814.82 $977.78

18.7x10 __66118.710 $610.38 $678.20 $813.84
18.7x12 __66118.712 $547.94 $608.82 $812.38
18.7x15 __66118.715 $554.69 $608.82 $695.77

21x3 __66121-3IPS $1,045.60 $1,161.78 $1,394.13
21x4 __66121-4IPS $1,067.87 $1,186.52 $1,423.83
21x6 __661216 $1,103.96 $1,226.62 $1,471.95
21x8 __661218 $1,132.00 $1,257.77 $1,509.33

21x10 __6612110 $1,174.11 $1,304.57 $1,565.48
21x12 __6612112 $1,268.27 $1,409.19 $1,691.03
21x15 __6612115 $959.90 $1,066.56 $1,333.62

21x18.7 __6612118.7 $847.66 $957.10 $1,065.13
24x3 __66124-3IPS $1,592.84 $1,769.82 $2,123.79
24x4 __66124-4IPS $1,608.91 $1,787.68 $2,145.22
24x6 __661246 $1,630.93 $1,812.14 $2,174.57
24x8 __661248 $1,658.94 $1,843.26 $2,211.92

24x10 __6612410 $1,683.01 $1,870.01 $2,244.01
24x12 __6612412 $1,717.10 $1,907.88 $2,289.46
24x15 __6612415 $1,761.18 $1,956.86 $2,348.24

24x18.7 __6612418.7 $1,588.67 $1,765.19 $2,194.68
24x21 __6612421 $1,444.25 $1,604.72 $1,995.16
27x3 __66127-3IPS $2,035.16 $2,261.28 $2,713.54
27x4 __66127-4IPS $2,076.70 $2,307.44 $2,768.93
27x6 __661276 $2,096.80 $2,329.77 $2,795.73
27x8 __661278 $2,121.01 $2,356.68 $2,828.01

27x10 __6612710 $2,163.18 $2,403.53 $2,884.24
27x12 __6612712 $2,219.60 $2,466.22 $2,959.46
27x15 __6612715 $2,344.31 $2,604.79 $3,125.74

27x18.7 __6612718.7 $2,475.13 $2,750.14 $3,300.17
27x24 __6612724 $2,571.72 $2,857.46 $3,428.96

REDUCER

ECCENTRIC

FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __6106-2IPS $93.15 $103.50 $129.37
6x3 __6106-3IPS $95.04 $105.60 $131.99
6x4 __6106-4IPS $82.64 $91.83 $118.44
8x2 __6108-2IPS $117.93 $131.03 $163.79
8x3 __6108-3IPS $120.33 $133.70 $167.13
8x4 __6108-4IPS $121.55 $135.06 $179.46
8x6 __61086 $108.80 $120.89 $156.41

10x2 __61010-2IPS $191.98 $213.30 $266.62
10x3 __61010-3IPS $195.87 $217.63 $272.03
10x4 __61010-4IPS $197.85 $219.84 $274.79
10x6 __610106 $201.85 $224.29 $280.38
10x8 __610108 $172.95 $193.92 $246.55
12x2 __61012-2IPS $262.21 $291.34 $364.18
12x3 __61012-3IPS $267.53 $297.26 $371.58
12x4 __61012-4IPS $270.24 $300.26 $375.33
12x6 __610126 $275.72 $306.36 $382.95
12x8 __610128 $278.51 $309.45 $372.94

12x10 __6101210 $234.12 $266.06 $340.12
15x3 __61015-3IPS $386.33 $429.26 $536.58
15x4 __61015-4IPS $394.22 $438.02 $547.53
15x6 __610156 $410.48 $456.09 $570.11
15x8 __610158 $418.85 $465.39 $581.74

15x10 __6101510 $427.40 $474.90 $594.34
15x12 __6101512 $344.90 $386.98 $483.57
18.7x3 __61018.7-3IPS $838.17 $931.30 $1,117.55
18.7x4 __61018.7-4IPS $792.49 $880.54 $1,056.65
18.7x6 __61018.76 $832.87 $925.41 $1,110.49
18.7x8 __61018.78 $814.82 $905.36 $1,086.43

18.7x10 __61018.710 $678.21 $753.55 $904.27
18.7x12 __61018.712 $679.33 $751.30 $902.64
18.7x15 __61018.715 $608.83 $676.47 $773.08

21x3 __61021-3IPS $1,161.78 $1,290.87 $1,549.04
21x4 __61021-4IPS $1,186.52 $1,318.36 $1,582.03
21x6 __610216 $1,226.62 $1,362.91 $1,635.50
21x8 __610218 $1,257.78 $1,397.53 $1,677.03

21x10 __6102110 $1,304.56 $1,449.52 $1,739.42
21x12 __6102112 $1,409.19 $1,565.76 $1,878.92
21x15 __6102115 $1,066.55 $1,185.06 $1,481.80

21x18.7 __6102118.7 $940.63 $1,063.45 $1,183.47
24x3 __61024-3IPS $1,769.83 $1,966.47 $2,359.76
24x4 __61024-4IPS $1,787.69 $1,986.31 $2,383.58
24x6 __610246 $1,812.15 $2,013.49 $2,416.19
24x8 __610248 $1,843.26 $2,048.07 $2,457.69

24x10 __6102410 $1,870.00 $2,077.79 $2,493.34
24x12 __6102412 $1,907.88 $2,119.87 $2,543.85
24x15 __6102415 $1,956.86 $2,174.30 $2,609.15

24x18.7 __6102418.7 $1,765.20 $1,961.33 $2,438.53
24x21 __6102421 $1,604.72 $1,783.03 $2,216.85
27x3 __61027-3IPS $2,261.28 CF $3,015.04
27x4 __61027-4IPS $2,307.44 $2,563.82 $3,076.59
27x6 __610276 $2,329.78 $2,588.64 $3,106.36
27x8 __610278 $2,356.68 $2,618.53 $3,142.24

27x10 __6102710 $2,403.54 $2,670.59 $3,204.70
27x12 __6102712 $2,466.22 $2,740.24 $3,288.29
27x15 __6102715 $2,604.78 $2,894.21 $3,473.05

27x18.7 __6102718.7 $2,750.15 $3,055.77 $3,666.86
27x21 __6102721 $2,857.47 $3,174.97 $3,809.95
27x24 __6102724 $2,019.90 $2,241.71 $2,857.03
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SMALL END BELL (SEB)

MALE X FEMALE

Size PartNumber
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

(14) (15) (16)

6x2 __6306-2IPS $122.95 $136.61 $170.77
6x3 __6306-3IPS $125.45 $139.39 $174.23
6x4 __6306-4IPS $109.08 $121.20 $156.33
8x2 __6308-2IPS $155.66 $172.96 $216.20
8x3 __6308-3IPS $158.84 $176.48 $220.60
8x4 __6308-4IPS $160.45 $178.27 $222.83
8x6 __63086 $143.62 $159.57 $199.46

10x2 __63010-2IPS $253.40 $281.56 $351.95
10x3 __63010-3IPS $258.55 $287.27 $359.09
10x4 __63010-4IPS $261.16 $290.18 $362.72
10x6 __630106 $266.45 $296.20 $370.84
10x8 __630108 $135.53 $159.70 $195.49
12x2 __63012-2IPS $346.12 $384.57 $480.72
12x3 __63012-3IPS $353.14 $392.38 $490.48
12x4 __63012-4IPS $356.71 $396.35 $495.43
12x6 __630126 $363.95 $404.39 $505.49
12x8 __630128 $367.63 $408.49 $510.62

12x10 __6301210 $195.49 $213.31 $276.45
15x3 __63015-3IPS $509.96 $566.63 $708.28
15x4 __63015-4IPS $520.37 $578.19 $722.74
15x6 __630156 $541.83 $602.03 $752.54
15x8 __630158 $552.89 $614.32 $767.90

15x10 __6301510 $564.17 $626.86 $783.57
15x12 __6301512 $288.07 $329.90 $467.98
18.7x3 __63018.7-3IPS $1,106.38 $1,229.31 $1,475.17
18.7x4 __63018.7-4IPS $1,046.08 $1,162.31 $1,394.77
18.7x6 __63018.76 $1,099.39 $1,221.54 $1,465.85
18.7x8 __63018.78 $1,075.56 $1,195.07 $1,434.08

18.7x10 __63018.710 $895.22 $994.69 $1,193.63
18.7x12 __63018.712 $803.65 $892.93 $1,116.24
18.7x15 __63018.715 $564.37 $638.03 $744.12

21x3 __63021-3IPS $1,533.55 $1,703.94 $2,044.73
21x4 __63021-4IPS $1,566.21 $1,740.23 $2,088.28
21x6 __630216 $1,619.14 $1,799.04 $2,158.85
21x8 __630218 $1,660.26 $1,844.73 $2,213.68

21x10 __6302110 $1,722.03 $1,913.36 $2,296.04
21x12 __6302112 $1,860.13 $2,066.81 $2,480.17
21x15 __6302115 $1,407.85 $1,564.28 $1,955.36

21x18.7 __6302118.7 $867.09 $961.72 $1,116.34
24x3 __63024-3IPS $2,336.17 $2,595.74 $3,114.89
24x4 __63024-4IPS $2,359.74 $2,621.94 $3,146.32
24x6 __630246 $2,392.03 $2,657.81 $3,189.37
24x8 __630248 $2,433.11 $2,703.45 $3,244.14

24x10 __6302410 $2,468.41 $2,742.67 $3,291.21
24x12 __6302412 $2,518.41 $2,798.23 $3,357.87
24x15 __6302415 $2,583.06 $2,870.07 $3,444.08

24x18.7 __6302418.7 $1,333.13 $2,588.95 $3,218.87
24x21 __6302421 $1,327.43 $2,353.59 $2,926.24
27x3 __63027-3IPS $2,984.89 $3,316.55 $3,979.86
27x4 __63027-4IPS $3,045.82 $3,384.25 $4,061.10
27x6 __630276 $3,075.30 $3,417.00 $4,100.40
27x8 __630278 $3,110.81 $3,456.46 $4,147.75

27x10 __6302710 $3,172.66 $3,525.18 $4,230.22
27x12 __6302712 $3,255.41 $3,617.12 $4,340.54
27x15 __6302715 $3,438.32 $3,820.35 $4,584.42

27x18.7 __6302718.7 $3,630.19 $4,033.54 $4,840.25
27x21 __6302721 $3,771.85 $4,190.95 $5,029.14
27x24 __6302724 $1,855.22 $2,959.06 $3,771.28

SADDLE TEE

STUB STYLE

SLIP X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __7016-2IPS $72.46 $80.51 $100.63
6x3 __7016-3IPS $102.85 $114.27 $142.84
6x4 __7016-4IPS $95.38 $105.97 $132.47
8x2 __7018-2IPS $76.10 $84.56 $105.70
8x3 __7018-3IPS $102.85 $114.27 $142.84
8x4 __7018-4IPS $118.85 $132.06 $165.07
8x6 __70186 $146.92 $163.24 $204.05

10x2 __70110-2IPS $93.48 $103.86 $129.83
10x3 __70110-3IPS $102.85 $114.27 $142.84
10x4 __70110-4IPS $118.85 $132.06 $165.07
10x6 __701106 $146.92 $163.24 $204.05
10x8 __701108 $192.35 $213.73 $267.16
12x2 __70112-2IPS $93.48 $103.86 $129.83
12x3 __70112-3IPS $102.85 $114.27 $142.84
12x4 __70112-4IPS $118.85 $132.06 $165.07
12x6 __701126 $146.92 $163.24 $204.05
12x8 __701128 $192.35 $213.73 $267.16

12x10 __7011210 $208.36 $231.51 $289.39
15x3 __70115-3IPS $149.58 $166.20 $207.76
15x4 __70115-4IPS $156.29 $173.65 $217.06
15x6 __701156 $161.60 $179.55 $224.44
15x8 __701158 $192.35 $213.73 $267.16

15x10 __7011510 $221.74 $246.38 $307.97
15x12 __7011512 $292.53 $325.03 $406.29
18.7x3 __70118.7-3IPS $225.75 $250.84 $313.54
18.7x4 __70118.7-4IPS $272.49 $302.77 $378.46
18.7x6 __70118.76 $347.34 $385.93 $482.41
18.7x8 __70118.78 $371.35 $412.61 $515.76

18.7x10 __70118.710 $427.47 $474.97 $593.71
18.7x12 __70118.712 $492.95 $547.72 $684.65
18.7x15 __70118.715 $689.55 $766.17 $957.71

21x3 __70121-3IPS $667.95 $742.17 $927.71
21x4 __70121-4IPS $679.95 $755.50 $944.37
21x6 __701216 $715.84 $795.38 $994.23
21x8 __701218 $827.61 $919.57 $1,149.46

21x10 __7012110 $863.55 $959.50 $1,199.37
21x12 __7012112 $899.49 $999.43 $1,249.29
21x15 __7012115 $1,032.53 $1,147.26 $1,434.07

21x18.7 __7012118.7 $1,177.57 $1,308.41 $1,635.51
24x3 __70124-3IPS $884.85 $983.16 $1,228.96
24x4 __70124-4IPS $951.39 $1,057.10 $1,321.38
24x6 __701246 $1,020.58 $1,133.98 $1,417.47
24x8 __701248 $1,087.12 $1,207.92 $1,509.89

24x10 __7012410 $1,177.59 $1,308.44 $1,635.54
24x12 __7012412 $1,268.08 $1,408.98 $1,761.22
24x15 __7012415 $1,382.51 $1,536.13 $1,920.16

24x18.7 __7012418.7 $1,485.30 $1,650.33 $2,062.91
24x21 __7012421 $1,675.24 $1,861.37 $2,326.72
27x3 __70127-3IPS $1,108.38 $1,231.53 $1,539.42
27x4 __70127-4IPS $1,189.54 $1,321.71 $1,652.14
27x6 __701276 $1,277.36 $1,419.29 $1,774.12
27x8 __701278 $1,358.55 $1,509.50 $1,886.87

27x10 __7012710 $1,473.00 $1,636.67 $2,045.84
27x12 __7012712 $1,584.77 $1,760.86 $2,201.07
27x15 __7012715 $1,729.79 $1,921.99 $2,402.48

27x18.7 __7012718.7 $1,949.34 $2,165.93 $2,707.42
27x21 __7012721 $2,095.71 $2,328.57 $2,910.71
27x24 __7012724 $2,182.21 $2,424.68 $3,030.85

REDUCER

ECCENTRIC
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SADDLE WYE

STUB STYLE

SLIP X FEMALE

SDR 51: 80 
PSI

SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __7416-2IPS $90.57 $100.63 $125.79
6x3 __7416-3IPS $128.56 $142.84 $178.55
6x4 __7416-4IPS $119.22 $132.47 $165.58
8x2 __7418-2IPS $95.13 $105.70 $132.13
8x3 __7418-3IPS $128.56 $142.84 $178.55
8x4 __7418-4IPS $148.56 $165.07 $206.34
8x6 __74186 $183.65 $204.05 $255.06

10x2 __74110-2IPS $116.85 $129.83 $162.29
10x3 __74110-3IPS $128.56 $142.84 $178.55
10x4 __74110-4IPS $148.56 $165.07 $206.34
10x6 __741106 $183.65 $204.05 $255.06
10x8 __741108 $240.44 $267.16 $333.95
12x2 __74112-2IPS $116.85 $129.83 $162.29
12x3 __74112-3IPS $128.56 $142.84 $178.55
12x4 __74112-4IPS $148.56 $165.07 $206.34
12x6 __741126 $183.65 $204.05 $255.06
12x8 __741128 $240.44 $267.16 $333.95

12x10 __7411210 $260.45 $289.39 $361.73
15x3 __74115-3IPS $186.98 $207.76 $259.69
15x4 __74115-4IPS $434.27 $482.53 $603.16
15x6 __741156 $457.97 $508.86 $636.08
15x8 __741158 $551.33 $612.58 $765.77

15x10 __7411510 $612.14 $680.15 $850.19
15x12 __7411512 $680.30 $755.89 $944.87
18.7x3 __74118.7-3IPS $282.19 $313.54 $391.93
18.7x4 __74118.7-4IPS $773.67 $859.63 $1,074.55
18.7x6 __74118.76 $841.87 $935.41 $1,169.26
18.7x8 __74118.78 $908.58 $1,009.53 $1,261.91

18.7x10 __74118.710 $985.63 $1,095.14 $1,368.93
18.7x12 __74118.712 $1,065.67 $1,184.08 $1,480.10
18.7x15 __74118.715 $1,077.54 $1,197.26 $1,496.58

21x3 __74121-3IPS $814.16 $904.62 $1,130.78
21x4 __74121-4IPS $834.94 $927.71 $1,159.64
21x6 __741216 $872.37 $969.30 $1,211.62
21x8 __741218 $894.80 $994.23 $1,242.78

21x10 __7412110 $1,034.51 $1,149.46 $1,436.82
21x12 __7412112 $1,079.44 $1,199.37 $1,499.22
21x15 __7412115 $1,207.51 $1,341.68 $1,677.10

21x18.7 __7412118.7 $1,471.96 $1,635.51 $2,044.39
24x3 __74124-3IPS $1,106.06 $1,228.96 $1,536.19
24x4 __74124-4IPS $1,189.24 $1,321.38 $1,651.72
24x6 __741246 $1,275.73 $1,417.47 $1,771.84
24x8 __741248 $1,358.91 $1,509.89 $1,887.37

24x10 __7412410 $1,471.99 $1,635.54 $2,044.43
24x12 __7412412 $1,585.10 $1,761.22 $2,201.53
24x15 __7412415 $1,728.14 $1,920.16 $2,400.20

24x18.7 __7412418.7 $1,856.62 $2,062.91 $2,578.64
24x21 __7412421 $2,094.05 $2,326.72 $2,908.40
27x3 __74127-3IPS $1,385.48 $1,539.42 $1,924.27
27x4 __74127-4IPS $1,486.93 $1,652.14 $2,065.18
27x6 __741276 $1,596.71 $1,774.12 $2,217.65
27x8 __741278 $1,698.18 $1,886.87 $2,358.59

27x10 __7412710 $1,841.25 $2,045.84 $2,557.30
27x12 __7412712 $1,980.96 $2,201.07 $2,751.34
27x15 __7412715 $2,162.23 $2,402.48 $3,003.10

27x18.7 __7412718.7 $2,436.67 $2,707.42 $3,384.27
27x21 __7412721 $2,619.64 $2,910.71 $3,638.39
27x24 __7412724 $2,727.76 $3,030.85 $3,788.56

STRAPS

STAINLESS STEEL

Size PartNumber (81)
4 __7554 CF
8 __7558 CF

10 __75510 CF
12 __75512 CF
15 __75515 CF
18 __75518 CF

20-21 __7552021 CF

As an industry leader of 
molded PVC �ttings for 
over 50 years, HARCO 
Fittings has learned 
the art of engineering 
products unsurpassed 
in functionality, ease of 

use, durability and life. With the guidance of these principles, 
HARCO Fittings o�ers molded PIP Gasketed Riser Tees. 
Features of the HARCO PIP Gasketed Riser Tee include the 
extra-long spigot end, full depth FIPT threads, molded boss, 
and removable/replaceable gasket.
Your end user will thank you for the bold yet subtle di�erences 
found in our PIP Gasketed Riser Tee. 
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TEE

FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __8206-2IPS $118.70 $131.89 $143.12
6x3 __8206-3IPS $121.11 $134.56 $146.03
6x4 __8206-4IPS $122.33 $135.92 $147.50

6 __8206 $130.66 $145.18 $157.61
8x2 __8208-2IPS $143.96 $159.96 $172.44
8x3 __8208-3IPS $146.88 $163.21 $175.94
8x4 __8208-4IPS $148.37 $164.85 $177.72
8x6 __82086 $156.82 $174.25 $207.37

8 __8208 $174.53 $193.92 $237.00
10x2 __82010-2IPS $211.14 $234.60 $249.47
10x3 __82010-3IPS $215.42 $239.36 $254.54
10x4 __82010-4IPS $232.10 $241.78 $257.11
10x6 __820106 $236.72 $252.05 $285.74
10x8 __820108 $261.01 $270.84 $310.62

10 __82010 $265.79 $295.14 $355.44
12x2 __82012-2IPS $265.95 $295.50 $334.65
12x3 __82012-3IPS $271.35 $301.50 $341.44
12x4 __82012-4IPS $270.41 $304.55 $344.89
12x6 __820126 $277.93 $314.81 $369.76
12x8 __820128 $321.90 $351.32 $394.63

12x10 __8201210 $331.14 $357.91 $443.37
12 __82012 $366.72 $400.99 $493.11

15x3 __82015-3IPS $429.77 $454.53 $598.28
15x4 __82015-4IPS $434.11 $459.12 $604.32
15x6 __820156 $439.75 $532.30 $642.78
15x8 __820158 $463.18 $541.55 $667.22

15x10 __8201510 $498.60 $555.73 $700.91
15x12 __8201512 $531.44 $604.32 $748.63

15 __82015 $585.66 $725.21 $869.52
18.7x3 __82018.7-3IPS $557.61 $622.46 $765.35
18.7x4 __82018.7-4IPS $563.24 $628.75 $773.08
18.7x6 __82018.76 $603.45 $676.47 $846.10
18.7x8 __82018.78 $616.60 $763.67 $918.26

18.7x10 __82018.710 $685.73 $797.37 $990.42
18.7x12 __82018.712 $743.86 $846.10 $1,039.15
18.7x15 __82018.715 $777.55 $893.97 $1,111.31

18.7 __82018.7 $933.73 $1,086.87 $1,400.82
21x3 __82021-3IPS $865.12 $1,052.81 $1,267.12
21x4 __82021-4IPS $873.86 $1,063.44 $1,279.92
21x6 __820216 $883.27 $1,086.87 $1,304.36
21x8 __820218 $929.97 $1,145.00 $1,367.12

21x10 __8202110 $959.04 $1,160.05 $1,411.09
21x12 __8202112 $1,052.60 $1,232.20 $1,546.15
21x15 __8202115 $1,139.66 $1,279.92 $1,666.89

21x18.7 __8202118.7 $1,289.33 $1,546.15 $1,884.39
21 __82021 $1,469.80 $1,811.22 $2,212.36

24x3 __82024-3IPS $2,277.99 $2,581.21 $3,226.37
24x4 __82024-4IPS $2,301.00 $2,607.28 $3,258.96
24x6 __820246 $2,347.72 $2,660.22 $3,325.13
24x8 __820248 $2,470.92 $2,758.55 $3,497.20

24x10 __8202410 $2,597.02 $2,808.29 $3,694.03
24x12 __8202412 $2,737.58 $2,880.55 $3,891.85
24x15 __8202415 $2,880.89 $3,005.11 $4,088.66

24x18.7 __8202418.7 $3,029.97 $3,152.18 $4,285.47
24x21 __8202421 $3,190.49 $3,350.00 $4,532.03

24 __82024 $3,357.66 $3,497.20 $4,768.03
27x3 __82027-3IPS $2,847.24 $3,226.37 $4,062.63
27x4 __82027-4IPS $2,876.00 $3,258.96 $4,103.67
27x6 __820276 $2,934.40 $3,325.13 $4,186.99
27x8 __820278 $3,088.26 $3,497.20 $4,383.94

27x10 __8202710 $3,246.89 $3,694.03 $4,580.77
27x12 __8202712 $3,422.59 $3,891.85 $4,802.45
27x15 __8202715 $3,602.34 $4,088.66 $4,975.40

27x18.7 __8202718.7 $3,788.60 $4,310.34 $5,369.03
27x21 __8202721 $3,988.30 $4,532.03 $5,664.31
27x24 __8202724 $4,198.57 $4,728.84 $5,984.33

27 __82027 $4,827.18 $5,540.96 $7,019.15

GASKETxGASKETxSOLVENT WELD BELL

SDR 51: 80 
PSI

SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __8386-2IPS $118.70 $99.45 $130.00
6x3 __8386-3IPS $121.11 $106.48 $138.06
6x4 __8386-4IPS $122.33 $110.91 $141.82

6 __8386 $130.66 $122.12 $198.01
8x2 __8388-2IPS $143.96 $136.71 $201.81
8x3 __8388-3IPS $146.88 $147.68 $207.07
8x4 __8388-4IPS $148.37 $164.85 $220.11
8x6 __8388-6IPS $156.82 $174.25 $230.62

8 __8388 $174.53 $193.92 $281.05
10x2 __83810-2IPS $197.64 $231.91 $290.79
10x3 __83810-3IPS $215.42 $239.36 $308.24
10x4 __83810-4IPS $232.10 $241.78 $321.77
10x6 __838106 $236.72 $266.34 $334.91
10x8 __838108 $246.04 $270.84 $310.62

10 __83810 $255.42 $295.14 $355.44
12x2 __83812-2IPS $265.95 $276.45 $379.60
12x3 __83812-3IPS $279.27 $284.02 $386.36
12x4 __83812-4IPS $284.03 $294.30 $401.73
12x6 __838126 $294.55 $314.81 $449.46
12x8 __838128 $304.33 $343.17 $472.81

12x10 __8381210 $314.51 $357.91 $501.35
12 __83812 $344.36 $400.99 $594.95

15x3 __83815-3IPS $338.20 $443.74 $648.33
15x4 __83815-4IPS $343.55 $459.12 $676.59
15x6 __838156 $370.22 $492.39 $700.28
15x8 __838158 $394.28 $516.68 $734.89

15x10 __8381510 $442.66 $514.68 $777.69
15x12 __8381512 $466.32 $604.32 $824.14

15 __83815 $565.46 $689.04 $1,064.49
18.7x3 __83818.7-3IPS $501.87 $591.16 $971.26
18.7x4 __83818.7-4IPS $516.74 $615.35 $976.00
18.7x6 __83818.76 $541.90 $739.10 $1,007.70
18.7x8 __83818.78 $565.65 $837.45 $1,195.69

18.7x10 __83818.710 $615.94 $936.48 $1,433.69
18.7x12 __83818.712 $684.98 $1,035.66 $1,520.20
18.7x15 __83818.715 $715.99 $1,084.89 $1,611.80

18.7 __83818.7 $860.80 $1,133.91 $2,008.43
21x3 __83821-3IPS $748.31 $921.73 $1,630.65
21x4 __83821-4IPS $763.06 $936.02 $1,744.54
21x6 __838216 $770.25 $984.51 $1,785.91
21x8 __838218 $813.03 $1,108.01 $1,855.37

21x10 __8382110 $836.69 $1,355.37 $1,978.04
21x12 __8382112 $919.17 $1,481.16 $2,115.56
21x15 __8382115 $980.45 $1,577.93 $2,348.35

21x18.7 __8382118.7 $1,044.07 $1,675.55 $2,657.85
21 __83821 $1,283.89 $1,972.20 $3,185.13

24x3 __83824-3IPS $1,911.15 $2,565.81 $3,207.28
24x4 __83824-4IPS $1,931.57 $2,592.24 $3,239.70
24x6 __838246 $1,972.57 $2,646.18 $3,307.28
24x8 __838248 $2,071.71 $2,791.47 $3,491.04

24x10 __8382410 $2,172.10 $2,931.19 $3,665.03
24x12 __8382412 $2,270.12 $3,038.23 $3,798.47
24x15 __8382415 $2,367.71 $3,246.23 $4,056.08

24x18.7 __8382418.7 $2,467.74 $3,433.51 $4,292.65
24x21 __8382421 $2,713.23 $3,609.82 $4,512.04

24 __83824 $3,009.86 $3,746.19 $4,682.55
27x3 __83827-3IPS $2,824.07 $3,207.29 $4,010.88
27x4 __83827-4IPS $2,852.90 $3,239.70 $4,051.72
27x6 __838276 $2,911.84 $3,306.93 $4,135.29
27x8 __838278 $3,058.54 $3,490.92 $4,363.87

27x10 __8382710 $3,207.29 $3,665.27 $4,579.75
27x12 __8382712 $3,331.93 $3,797.25 $4,747.73
27x15 __8382715 $3,577.85 $4,056.19 $5,070.16

27x18.7 __8382718.7 $3,775.15 $4,292.56 $5,365.69
27x21 __8382721 $3,947.81 $4,512.92 $5,652.61
27x24 __8382724 $4,144.89 $4,684.33 $5,799.14

27 __83827 $4,910.72 $5,619.91 $6,911.50
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MALE X FEMALE X FEMALE
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __8306-2IPS $117.51 $130.57 $128.81
6x3 __8306-3IPS $119.90 $133.22 $131.42
6x4 __8306-4IPS $121.11 $135.92 $134.09
6x6 __83066 $129.36 $145.18 $143.29
8x2 __8308-2IPS $142.52 $158.36 $155.20
8x3 __8308-3IPS $145.42 $161.57 $158.35
8x4 __8308-4IPS $146.88 $164.85 $161.56
8x6 __83086 $155.26 $174.25 $188.52
8x8 __83088 $172.78 $193.92 $215.46

10x2 __83010-2IPS $209.02 $232.25 $224.53
10x3 __83010-3IPS $213.27 $236.97 $229.08
10x4 __83010-4IPS $232.10 $241.78 $233.74
10x6 __830106 $236.72 $252.05 $259.77
10x8 __830108 $261.01 $270.84 $282.38

10x10 __8301010 $265.79 $295.14 $323.13
12x2 __83012-2IPS $263.29 $292.55 $301.18
12x3 __83012-3IPS $268.64 $298.49 $307.30
12x4 __83012-4IPS $270.41 $304.55 $313.54
12x6 __830126 $277.93 $314.81 $336.14
12x8 __830128 $321.90 $351.32 $358.76

12x10 __8301210 $331.14 $357.91 $403.06
12x12 __8301212 $366.72 $400.99 $448.28
15x3 __83015-3IPS $425.49 $450.01 $538.45
15x4 __83015-4IPS $429.77 $454.53 $543.89
15x6 __830156 $435.35 $526.98 $578.50
15x8 __830158 $458.54 $536.13 $600.50

15x10 __8301510 $493.62 $550.17 $630.82
15x12 __8301512 $526.12 $598.28 $673.77
15x15 __8301515 $584.02 $712.40 $791.49
18.7x3 __83018.7-3IPS $557.37 $621.03 $694.53
18.7x4 __83018.7-4IPS $563.23 $628.25 $702.33
18.7x6 __83018.76 $603.79 $635.51 $767.88
18.7x8 __83018.78 $615.73 $763.09 $834.63

18.7x10 __83018.710 $684.96 $796.53 $901.98
18.7x12 __83018.712 $743.37 $847.59 $945.06
18.7x15 __83018.715 $777.00 $893.54 $1,010.43
18.7x18 __83018.718 $935.29 $1,088.34 $1,274.43

21x3 __83021-3IPS $864.89 $1,052.27 $1,152.08
21x4 __83021-4IPS $874.09 $1,063.70 $1,164.73
21x6 __830216 $882.33 $1,088.30 $1,187.50
21x8 __830218 $931.34 $1,145.24 $1,243.37

21x10 __8302110 $958.95 $1,161.69 $1,284.92
21x12 __8302112 $1,053.34 $1,231.93 $1,407.55
21x15 __8302115 $1,139.64 $1,281.21 $1,518.04
21x18 __8302118 $1,291.95 $1,547.25 $1,716.03
21x21 __8302121 $1,472.57 $1,814.48 $2,015.23
24x3 __83024-3IPS $2,278.72 $2,585.03 $2,936.44
24x4 __83024-4IPS $2,302.74 $2,611.46 $2,967.02
24x6 __830246 $2,350.90 $2,665.34 $3,027.95
24x8 __830248 $2,475.48 $2,762.99 $3,185.23

24x10 __8302410 $2,601.40 $2,813.09 $3,364.13
24x12 __8302412 $2,742.04 $2,886.07 $3,544.36
24x15 __8302415 $2,885.53 $3,009.69 $3,723.69
24x18 __8302418 $3,034.69 $3,156.16 $3,904.72
24x21 __8302421 $3,195.20 $3,356.62 $4,127.64
24x24 __8302424 $3,362.48 $3,504.33 $4,344.65
27x3 __83027-3IPS $2,852.31 $3,232.22 $3,700.60
27x4 __83027-4IPS $2,881.13 $3,264.88 $3,737.98
27x6 __830276 $2,939.62 $3,331.16 $3,813.88
27x8 __830278 $3,094.11 $3,503.12 $3,993.87

27x10 __8302710 $3,251.98 $3,701.78 $4,172.32
27x12 __8302712 $3,428.27 $3,898.78 $4,374.03
27x15 __8302715 $3,609.00 $4,096.19 $4,532.17
27x18 __8302718 $3,796.39 $4,317.72 $4,890.74
27x21 __8302721 $3,995.18 $4,541.81 $5,159.54
27x24 __8302724 $4,207.75 $4,739.36 $5,450.31
27x27 __8302727 $4,836.10 $5,551.24 $6,395.37

MALE X GASKET X SOLVENT WELD BELL

SDR 51: 80 
PSI

SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __8416-2IPS $118.70 $98.85 $118.18
6x3 __8416-3IPS $121.11 $107.27 $125.54
6x4 __8416-4IPS $122.33 $112.56 $129.03
6x6 __84166 $139.15 $122.46 $182.30
8x2 __8418-2IPS $142.42 $136.56 $183.94
8x3 __8418-3IPS #VALUE! $147.96 $188.77
8x4 __8418-4IPS $146.78 $164.85 $201.48
8x6 __84186 $156.82 $174.25 $209.60
8x8 __84188 $174.95 $197.24 $254.94

10x2 __84110-2IPS $196.49 $226.22 $264.47
10x3 __84110-3IPS $215.42 $235.26 $280.35
10x4 __84110-4IPS $226.50 $241.78 $292.32
10x6 __841106 $236.72 $264.89 $305.75
10x8 __841108 $246.21 $270.84 $317.04

10x10 __8411010 $255.33 $293.86 $372.96
12x2 __84112-2IPS $269.90 $274.39 $345.33
12x3 __84112-3IPS $279.23 $284.98 $351.33
12x4 __84112-4IPS $286.13 $294.80 $366.17
12x6 __841126 $294.70 $319.51 $409.38
12x8 __841128 $303.81 $343.19 $430.13

12x10 __8411210 $313.83 $368.52 $455.76
12x12 __8411212 $344.39 $393.70 $541.59
15x3 __84115-3IPS $339.40 $441.94 $590.00
15x4 __84115-4IPS $342.63 $466.10 $614.53
15x6 __841156 $369.08 $492.46 $637.62
15x8 __841158 $394.40 $516.54 $667.05

15x10 __8411510 $442.67 $514.09 $706.64
15x12 __8411512 $467.05 $616.45 $749.23
15x15 __8411515 $566.61 $688.85 $966.61
18.7x3 __84118.7-3IPS $502.28 $589.84 $881.81
18.7x4 __84118.7-4IPS $517.90 $616.43 $887.91
18.7x6 __84118.76 $543.12 $739.99 $915.61
18.7x8 __84118.78 $565.53 $838.02 $1,088.87

18.7x10 __84118.710 $615.39 $935.68 $1,302.39
18.7x12 __84118.712 $685.26 $1,035.10 $1,381.51
18.7x15 __84118.715 $715.94 $1,085.27 $1,466.50
18.7x18 __84118.718 $861.88 $1,133.48 $1,825.30

21x3 __84121-3IPS $747.96 $922.30 $1,481.35
21x4 __84121-4IPS $762.15 $936.27 $1,584.95
21x6 __841216 $771.31 $984.07 $1,622.32
21x8 __841218 $813.47 $1,109.23 $1,685.59

21x10 __8412110 $836.90 $1,355.82 $1,797.38
21x12 __8412112 $919.18 $1,480.43 $1,920.60
21x15 __8412115 $1,187.45 $1,577.93 $2,133.64
21x18 __8412118 $1,125.76 $1,675.60 $2,416.48
21x21 __8412121 $1,284.80 $1,972.24 $2,895.66
24x3 __84124-3IPS $1,912.18 $2,566.29 $2,917.00
24x4 __84124-4IPS $1,931.49 $2,592.20 $2,946.46
24x6 __841246 $1,970.71 $2,644.84 $3,006.28
24x8 __841248 $2,071.28 $2,792.08 $3,172.28

24x10 __8412410 $2,170.91 $2,930.92 $3,329.42
24x12 __8412412 $2,270.10 $3,037.99 $3,461.58
24x15 __8412415 $2,368.19 $3,246.84 $3,685.43
24x18 __8412418 $2,467.30 $3,433.36 $3,900.90
24x21 __8412421 $2,714.05 $3,608.59 $4,101.34
24x24 __8412424 $3,010.03 $3,746.29 $4,256.18
27x3 __84127-3IPS $2,826.55 $3,208.58 $3,644.56
27x4 __84127-4IPS $2,855.10 $3,240.98 $3,681.38
27x6 __841276 $2,913.07 $3,306.80 $3,756.12
27x8 __841278 $3,058.47 $3,491.00 $3,965.65

27x10 __8412710 $3,207.29 $3,662.54 $4,159.96
27x12 __8412712 $3,330.87 $3,795.94 $4,314.66
27x15 __8412715 $3,577.98 $4,054.04 $4,608.42
27x18 __8412718 $3,775.37 $4,291.42 $4,876.51
27x21 __8412721 $3,947.81 $4,510.58 $5,125.20
27x24 __8412724 $4,144.92 $4,683.18 $5,270.51
27x27 __8412727 $4,935.79 $5,618.87 $6,282.73
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PIPxPIPxIPS

FEMALE X FEMALE X FIPT 
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __8406-2IPS $83.71 $87.20 $104.12
6x3 __8406-3IPS $102.58 $106.86 $106.86
6x4 __8406-4IPS $111.47 $116.12 $136.71
8x2 __8408-2IPS $125.90 $131.15 $158.63
8x3 __8408-3IPS $137.57 $143.30 $143.30
8x4 __8408-4IPS $148.39 $154.58 $197.82

10x2 __84010-2IPS $172.95 $189.28 $230.21
10x3 __84010-3IPS $182.49 $208.09 $251.32
10x4 __84010-4IPS $197.82 $222.99 $266.65
12x2 __84012-2IPS $237.00 $266.07 $321.03
12x3 __84012-3IPS $246.55 $280.10 $338.23
12x4 __84012-4IPS $261.88 $299.91 $358.34
15x3 __84015-3IPS $369.76 $400.99 $513.79
15x4 __84015-4IPS $394.63 $420.66 $540.40

18.7x3 __84018.7-3IPS $665.05 $729.11 $955.42
18.7x4 __84018.7-4IPS $675.60 $749.07 $964.81
21x3 __84021-3IPS $1,009.95 $1,148.47 $1,463.88
21x4 __84021-4IPS $1,034.81 $1,192.44 $1,505.63
24x3 __84024-3IPS $1,409.35 $1,645.35 $2,047.66
24x4 __84024-4IPS $1,428.44 $1,665.46 $2,113.72
27x3 __84027-3IPS $1,773.48 $1,576.43 $2,515.46
27x4 __84027-4IPS $1,823.07 $1,620.51 $2,540.54

MALE X FEMALE X FIPT
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __8506-2IPS $79.13 $82.43 $99.35
6x3 __8506-3IPS $102.58 $102.44 $102.44
6x4 __8506-4IPS $107.03 $119.25 $119.25
8x2 __8508-2IPS $111.47 $116.12 $148.07
8x3 __8508-3IPS $137.57 $137.37 $137.37
8x4 __8508-4IPS $143.96 $155.49 $155.49

10x2 __85010-2IPS $158.63 $174.25 $197.82
10x3 __85010-3IPS $167.16 $182.17 $212.14
10x4 __85010-4IPS $171.06 $191.17 $232.23
12x2 __85012-2IPS $233.10 $241.78 $271.43
12x3 __85012-3IPS $241.78 $261.45 $296.15
12x4 __85012-4IPS $244.69 $270.84 $321.03
15x3 __85015-3IPS $326.90 $357.91 $429.49
15x4 __85015-4IPS $353.31 $386.97 $464.37

18.7x3 __85018.7-3IPS $675.34 $743.43 $930.06
18.7x4 __85018.7-4IPS $690.93 $749.07 $940.38
21x3 __85021-3IPS $1,038.58 $1,123.74 $1,444.96
21x4 __85021-4IPS $1,067.35 $1,133.29 $1,482.95
24x3 __85024-3IPS $1,453.32 $1,614.83 $2,018.01
24x4 __85024-4IPS $1,495.40 $1,662.70 $2,076.29
27x3 __85027-3IPS $1,773.48 $2,019.89 $2,523.56
27x4 __85027-4IPS $1,823.07 $2,068.77 $2,597.02
30x3 __85030-3IPS $5,767.27 $5,945.64 $6,837.48
30x4 __85030-4IPS $6,055.63 $6,242.92 $7,179.36

REINFORCED

FEMALE X FEMALE X FIPT
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __8406-2IPSR $127.25 $129.85 $150.63
6x3 __8406-3IPSR $155.98 $159.16 $184.63
6x4 __8406-4IPSR $169.66 $173.12 $200.82
8x2 __8408-2IPSR $191.54 $195.45 $226.72
8x3 __8408-3IPSR $209.35 $213.62 $247.80
8x4 __8408-4IPSR $225.74 $230.35 $267.20

10x2 __84010-2IPSR $276.36 $282.00 $327.12
10x3 __84010-3IPSR $303.74 $309.94 $359.53
10x4 __84010-4IPSR $325.62 $332.27 $385.43
12x2 __84012-2IPSR $388.61 $396.54 $459.99
12x3 __84012-3IPSR $409.10 $417.45 $484.24
12x4 __84012-4IPSR $437.88 $446.81 $518.30
15x3 __84015-3IPSR $585.64 $597.59 $765.53
15x4 __84015-4IPSR $614.39 $626.93 $805.06

REINFORCED

MALE X FEMALE X FIPT
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __8506-2IPSR $120.38 $122.84 $142.49
6x3 __8506-3IPSR $155.98 $159.16 $184.63
6x4 __8506-4IPSR $162.85 $166.17 $192.76
8x2 __8508-2IPSR $169.66 $173.12 $200.82
8x3 __8508-3IPSR $198.40 $202.45 $234.84
8x4 __8508-4IPSR $218.94 $223.41 $259.15

10x2 __85010-2IPSR $254.50 $259.70 $301.25
10x3 __85010-3IPSR $268.16 $273.64 $317.42
10x4 __85010-4IPSR $279.10 $284.79 $330.36
12x2 __85012-2IPSR $353.02 $360.22 $417.86
12x3 __85012-3IPSR $381.74 $389.53 $451.86
12x4 __85012-4IPSR $395.44 $403.51 $468.07
15x3 __85015-3IPSR $522.68 $533.35 $658.05
15x4 __85015-4IPSR $565.10 $576.64 $717.49

REPAIR STYLE

PIPxPIPxIPS

FEMALE X FEMALE X FIPT
SDR 51: 80 

PSI
SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __8006-2IPS $96.09 $101.15 $134.53
6x3 __8006-3IPS $117.05 $123.21 $163.86
6x4 __8006-4IPS $127.96 $134.69 $179.14
8x2 __8008-2IPS $144.53 $152.14 $202.34
8x3 __8008-3IPS $159.77 $168.18 $223.67
8x4 __8008-4IPS $170.34 $179.31 $238.48

10x2 __80010-2IPS $208.59 $219.57 $260.37
10x3 __80010-3IPS $206.07 $216.91 $288.49
10x4 __80010-4IPS $245.73 $258.66 $344.02
12x2 __80012-2IPS $293.21 $308.64 $410.49
12x3 __80012-3IPS $314.05 $330.58 $439.67
12x4 __80012-4IPS $330.50 $347.89 $462.70
15x3 __80015-3IPS $441.89 $465.15 $618.65
15x4 __80015-4IPS $463.57 $487.97 $649.00

18.7x3 __80018.7-3IPS $803.48 $845.77 $1,124.87
18.7x4 __80018.7-4IPS $825.47 $868.92 $1,155.66
21x3 __80021-3IPS $1,265.62 $1,332.23 $1,771.86
21x4 __80021-4IPS $1,314.07 $1,383.23 $1,839.69
24x3 __80024-3IPS $1,813.18 $1,908.61 $2,538.45
24x4 __80024-4IPS $1,835.33 $1,931.93 $2,569.47
27x3 __80027-3IPS $2,225.92 $2,343.08 $3,116.29
27x4 __80027-4IPS $2,253.32 $2,371.92 $3,154.65

Bold price = Molded Fitting
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§ Available in Larger Sizes. § Available with Dissimilar Outlets.

WYE

FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR 51: 80 
PSI

SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __9206-2IPS $157.87 $175.41 $190.35
6x3 __9206-3IPS $161.07 $178.97 $194.21
6x4 __9206-4IPS $82.56 $180.78 $196.18

6 __9206 $94.65 $193.09 $209.63
8x2 __9208-2IPS $191.47 $212.74 $229.35
8x3 __9208-3IPS $195.36 $217.06 $234.00
8x4 __9208-4IPS $126.14 $219.26 $236.37
8x6 __92086 $135.75 $231.75 $275.80

8 __9208 $178.64 $257.91 $315.22
10x2 __92010-2IPS $280.81 $312.01 $331.80
10x3 __92010-3IPS $286.51 $318.35 $338.54
10x4 __92010-4IPS $151.48 $321.56 $341.96
10x6 __920106 $171.51 $335.23 $380.04
10x8 __920108 $200.31 $360.22 $413.12

10 __92010 $261.43 $392.53 $472.73
12x2 __92012-2IPS $353.71 $393.02 $445.08
12x3 __92012-3IPS $360.90 $401.00 $454.12
12x4 __92012-4IPS $213.33 $405.05 $458.71
12x6 __920126 $257.73 $418.70 $491.77
12x8 __920128 $288.50 $467.25 $524.86

12x10 __9201210 $310.51 $476.02 $589.68
12 __92012 $424.94 $533.32 $655.84

15x3 __92015-3IPS $571.59 $604.53 $795.71
15x4 __92015-4IPS $577.37 $610.63 $803.74
15x6 __920156 $584.87 $707.96 $854.90
15x8 __920158 $616.03 $720.26 $887.41

15x10 __9201510 $663.14 $739.12 $932.21
15x12 __9201512 $706.81 $803.74 $995.68

15 __92015 $778.93 $964.53 $1,156.46
18.7x3 __92018.7-3IPS $741.62 $827.87 $1,017.91
18.7x4 __92018.7-4IPS $749.11 $836.24 $1,028.19
18.7x6 __92018.76 $802.59 $899.70 $1,125.31
18.7x8 __92018.78 $820.08 $1,015.68 $1,221.29

18.7x10 __92018.710 $912.02 $1,060.50 $1,317.26
18.7x12 __92018.712 $989.34 $1,125.31 $1,382.07
18.7x15 __92018.715 $1,034.14 $1,188.97 $1,478.05

21x3 __92021-3IPS $1,150.61 $1,400.23 $1,685.27
21x4 __92021-4IPS $1,162.23 $1,414.38 $1,702.30
21x6 __920216 $1,174.75 $1,445.54 $1,734.81
21x8 __920218 $1,236.86 $1,522.85 $1,818.27

21x10 __9202110 $1,275.52 $1,542.87 $1,876.74
21x12 __9202112 $1,399.95 $1,638.83 $2,056.39
21x15 __9202115 $1,515.75 $1,702.30 $2,216.97

21x18.7 __9202118.7 $1,714.81 $2,056.39 $2,506.24
21 __92021 $1,954.84 $2,408.93 $2,942.44

24x3 __92024-3IPS $3,029.72 $3,433.01 $4,291.07
24x4 __92024-4IPS $3,060.33 $3,467.68 $4,334.41
24x6 __920246 $3,122.46 $3,538.09 $4,422.42
24x8 __920248 $3,286.33 $3,668.87 $4,651.28

24x10 __9202410 $3,454.03 $3,735.03 $4,913.05
24x12 __9202412 $3,640.98 $3,831.13 $5,176.16
24x15 __9202415 $3,831.58 $3,996.80 $5,437.92

24x18.7 __9202418.7 $4,029.87 $4,192.40 $5,699.67
24x21 __9202421 $4,243.35 $4,455.50 $6,027.60

24 __92024 $4,465.69 $4,651.28 $6,341.48
27x3 __92027-3IPS $3,786.83 $4,291.07 $5,403.30
27x4 __92027-4IPS $3,825.08 $4,334.41 $5,457.88
27x6 __920276 $3,902.75 $4,422.42 $5,568.69
27x8 __920278 $4,107.38 $4,651.28 $5,830.65

27x10 __9202710 $4,318.36 $4,913.05 $6,092.42
27x12 __9202712 $4,552.04 $5,176.16 $6,387.26
27x15 __9202715 $4,791.11 $5,437.92 $6,617.28

27x18.7 __9202718.7 $5,038.84 $5,732.76 $7,140.81
27x21 __9202721 $5,304.43 $6,027.60 $7,533.54
27x24 __9202724 $5,584.09 $6,289.35 $7,959.16

27 __92027 $6,420.15 $7,369.47 $9,335.47

MALE X FEMALE X FIPT

SDR 51: 80 
PSI

SDR 41: 
100 PSI

SDR 32.5: 
125 PSI

Size PartNumber (14) (15) (16)
6x2 __8016-2IPS $95.15 $100.15 $130.12
6x3 __8016-3IPS $105.43 $110.99 $152.18
6x4 __8016-4IPS $110.97 $116.82 $160.19
8x2 __8018-2IPS $122.15 $128.07 $174.25
8x3 __8018-3IPS $135.35 $142.47 $193.08
8x4 __8018-4IPS $142.47 $150.03 $203.25

10x2 __80110-2IPS $166.31 $175.06 $236.56
10x3 __80110-3IPS $184.28 $193.98 $262.04
10x4 __80110-4IPS $193.98 $204.18 $275.83
12x2 __80112-2IPS $239.18 $251.78 $339.85
12x3 __80112-3IPS $265.02 $278.97 $376.58
12x4 __80112-4IPS $278.97 $514.49 $396.39
15x3 __80115-3IPS $340.01 $357.91 $441.49
15x4 __80115-4IPS $367.62 $386.97 $481.40

18.7x3 __80118.7-3IPS $706.26 $743.43 $929.69
18.7x4 __80118.7-4IPS $711.61 $749.07 $941.25
21x3 __80121-3IPS $1,067.56 $1,123.74 $1,441.89
21x4 __80121-4IPS $1,076.62 $1,133.29 $1,482.95
24x3 __80124-3IPS $1,534.09 $1,614.83 $2,018.01
24x4 __80124-4IPS $1,690.56 $1,779.54 $2,076.29
27x3 __80127-3IPS $1,918.90 $2,019.89 $2,523.56
27x4 __80127-4IPS $1,965.33 $2,068.77 $2,597.02

TEE
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ADAPTER
SURFACE X IPS

Female x Female
SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __1056-IPS $17.09 CF
8 __1058-IPS $21.44 CF

10 __10510-IPS $29.12 CF
12 __10512-IPS $36.08 CF

SURFACE X PIP

Female x Female

SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __1056-PIP $17.09 CF
8 __1058-PIP $21.44 CF

10 __10510-PIP $29.12 CF
12 __10512-PIP $36.08 CF

SURFACE X SURFACE

Female x Male

SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __1716 $33.14 CF
8 __1718 $41.14 CF

10 __1710 $50.56 CF
12 __1712 $96.53 CF

SURFACE X IPS

Gasket x Slip Bell
SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __1356-IPS NA $50.56
8 __1358-IPS NA $72.88

10 __13510-IPS NA $75.48
12 __13512-IPS NA $96.93

SURFACE X PIP

Gasket x Slip Bell
SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __1356-PIP NA $50.56
8 __1358-PIP NA $72.88

10 __13510-PIP NA $75.48
12 __13512-PIP NA $96.93

ADAPTER
SURFACE X SURFACE

Gasket x Slip Bell

SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __1356 NA $50.56
8 __1358 NA $72.88

10 __13510 NA $75.48
12 __13512 NA $96.93

SURFACE X SURFACE (Starter Coupling)

Female x Male

OAL

SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6x36 __171636 CF $56.64
8x36 __171836 CF $72.01

10x36 __1711036 CF $90.98
12x36 __1711236 CF $110.69
6x48 __171648 CF $66.07
8x48 __171848 CF $85.77

10x48 __1711048 CF $107.22
12x48 __1711248 CF $130.40
6x60 __171660 CF $76.35
8x60 __171860 CF $98.67

10x60 __1711060 CF $124.45
12x60 __1711260 CF $150.97

CAP
FEMALE    

SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __1906 $18.83 $53.17
8 __1908 $25.78 $69.55

10 __19010 $33.47 $90.98
12 __19012 $48.10 $121.85

COUPLING
Female x Female

SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __2406 $17.09 $50.56
8 __2408 $21.44 $72.88

10 __24010 $29.12 $75.48
12 __24012 $36.08 $96.93
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30 Degree

Female x Female

SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __3406 $34.07 $125.19
8 __3408 $48.44 $149.23

10 __34010 $59.92 $188.79
12 __34012 $98.17 $242.84

45 Degree

Female x Female
SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __3506 $34.07 $125.19
8 __3508 $48.44 $149.23

10 __35010 $59.92 $188.79
12 __35012 $98.17 $242.84

90 Degree

Female x Female
SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __3706 $62.00 $138.95
8 __3708 $76.34 $176.76

10 __37010 $121.93 $239.36
12 __37012 $160.02 $307.17

22 1/2 DEGREE

FEMALE X MALE
SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __4206 CF $109.82
8 __4208 CF $131.27

10 __42010 CF $166.48
12 __42012 CF $213.56

30 Degree

Female x Male
SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __4306 CF $109.82
8 __4308 CF $131.68

10 __43010 CF $166.48
12 __43012 CF $213.56

45 Degree

Female x Male
SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __4406 CF $109.82
8 __4408 CF $131.68

10 __44010 CF $166.48
12 __44012 CF $213.56

90 Degree

Female x Male
PartNumber SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __4606 CF $121.85
8 __4608 CF $155.32

10 __46010 CF $211.10
12 __46012 CF $270.22

ELBOW
22-1/2 Degree

Female x Female
SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __3306 $34.07 $125.19
8 __3308 $48.44 $149.23

10 __33010 $59.92 $188.79
12 __33012 $98.17 $242.84
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GASKET
SURFACE

SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __5316 NA $10.60
8 __5318 NA $15.96

10 __53110 NA $18.27
12 __53112 NA $28.25

PLUG
MALE

SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __5606 CF $40.28
8 __5608 CF $49.69

10 __56010 CF $61.72
12 __56012 CF $78.96

REDUCER
SMALL END BELL (SEB)

MALE X FEMALE
SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

8x6 __62086 CF $86.64
10x8 __620108 CF $105.48

12x10 __6201210 CF $127.80

LARGE END BELL (LEB)

FEMALE X MALE
SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

8x6 __64086 CF $86.64
10x8 __640108 CF $105.48

12x10 __6401210 CF $127.80

TEE
(Line Tee)

Male x Gasket x Gasket
SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __8306 NA $157.05
8 __8308 NA $197.34

10 __83010 NA $245.29
12 __83012 NA $330.35

(Field Tee)

Gasket x Gasket x Male
SDR 102/22 PSI

Size PartNumber Solvent Weld 
Bell  (01) 

Gasketed Bell 
(11)

6 __8356 NA $157.05
8 __8358 NA $197.34

10 __83510 NA $245.29
12 __83512 NA $330.35

PVC and Epoxy Aluminum Valves are 
also available. Call us for a quote 

today! 
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ADAPTER
FEMALE X MALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __1716 $49.69
8 __1718 $101.19

10 __17110 $114.31
12 __17112 $165.89
15 __17115 $267.16

18.3 __17118.3 $445.14
20.4 __17120.4 $557.79

OD

FEMALE X FEMALE

LINEGATE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __1396 $49.47
8 __1398 $56.62

10 __13910 $71.10
12 __13912 $62.04
15 __13915 $63.31

18.3 __13918.3 $63.95
20.4 __13920.4 $66.96

PIP X CONCRETE

FEMALE X MALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __1156 $24.69
8 __1158 $36.18

10 __11510 $55.77
12 __11512 $78.42

12x16 __1151216 $102.79
15 __11515 $118.73

15x16 __1151516 $120.80
18.3 x18 __11518.318 $140.40
20.4 x 20 __11520.420 $161.37

PIP x VALVE

FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __1386 $24.69
8 __1388 $30.91

10 __13810 $51.64
12 __13812 $77.45
15 __13815 $117.78

18.3 __13818.3 $149.06
20.4 __13820.4 $157.95

PIP X IPS

FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)
6x4 __1056-4IPS $23.27

6 __1056-IPS $25.82
8x6 __1058-6IPS $33.62

8 __1058-IPS $38.25
10x8 __10510-8IPS $52.03

10 __10510-IPS $59.91
12x10 __10512-10IPS $77.45

12 __10512-IPS $84.63
15x12 __10515-12IPS $123.83

CAP
FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __1906 $10.34
8 __1908 $17.52

10 __19010 $27.88
12 __19012 $43.34
15 __19015 $60.87

18.3 __19018.3 $111.56
20.4 __19020.4 $149.80

PLUG
MALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __5606 $14.25
8 __5608 $24.30

10 __56010 $43.13
12 __56012 $57.57
15 __56015 $85.06

18.3 __56018.3 $139.18
20.4 __56020.4 $186.90
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PIP: Lowhead PVC
SOLUTIONS
PVC
SOLUTIONS- 56 -

COUPLING
REPAIR 

FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __2206 $107.21
8 __2208 $125.65

10 __22010 $121.21
12 __22012 $129.75
15 __22015 $139.18

18.3 __22018.3 $143.31
20.4 __22020.4 $159.69

STOP

FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __2406 $16.57
8 __2408 $18.65

10 __24010 $25.82
12 __24012 $35.06
15 __24015 $62.00

18.3 __24018.3 $110.45
20.4 __24020.4 $136.26

REDUCER
FLUSH

IPS X PIP

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

4 __6054 $20.92
6 __6056 $30.36
8 __6058 $33.48

10 __60510 $48.07
12 __60512 $73.37

CROSS
FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)
6x4 __2606-4IPS $56.73

6 __2606 $65.02
8x4 __2608-4IPS $77.45
8x6 __26086 $81.59

8 __2608 $88.76
10x4 __26010-4IPS $77.45
10x6 __260106 $86.69
10x8 __260108 $99.12

10 __26010 $120.80
12x4 __26012-4IPS $101.19
12x6 __260126 $109.49
12x8 __260128 $118.73

12x10 __2601210 $143.59
12 __26012 $168.29

15x4 __26015-4IPS $153.79
15x6 __260156 $163.19
15x8 __260158 $175.61

15x10 __2601510 $207.66
15x12 __2601512 $249.90

15 __26015 $321.12
18.3x4 __26018.3-4IPS $284.00
18.3x6 __26018.36 $291.17
18.3x8 __26018.38 $299.45

18.3x10 __26018.310 $340.73
18.3x12 __26018.312 $361.40
18.3x15 __26018.315 $413.10

18.3 __26018.3 $515.25
20.4x4 __260120.4-4IPS $397.62
20.4x6 __260120.46 $406.88
20.4x8 __260120.48 $417.23

20.4x10 __260120.410 $447.19
20.4x12 __260120.412 $481.29
20.4x15 __260120.415 $503.93

20.4x18.3 __260120.418.3 $591.75
20.4 __26020.4 $678.45
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ELBOW
11-1/4 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __3106 $19.60
8 __3108 $27.88

10 __31010 $39.10
12 __31012 $55.77
15 __31015 $96.10

18.3 __31018.3 $168.29
20.4 __31020.4 $217.86

15 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __3206 $19.60
8 __3208 $27.88

10 __32010 $39.10
12 __32012 $55.77
15 __32015 $96.10

18.3 __32018.3 $168.29
20.4 __32020.4 $217.86

22-1/2 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __3306 $19.60
8 __3308 $27.88

10 __33010 $39.10
12 __33012 $55.77
15 __33015 $96.10

18.3 __33018.3 $168.29
20.4 __33020.4 $217.86

30 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __3406 $32.99
8 __3408 $48.44

10 __34010 $59.91
12 __34012 $98.16
15 __34015 $157.92

18.3 __34018.3 $279.84
20.4 __34020.4 $310.76

45 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __3506 /__3496 (Gsk) $32.99
8 __3508 /__3498 (Gsk) $48.44

10 __35010 /__34910 (Gsk) $59.91
12 __35012 /__34912 (Gsk) $98.16
15 __35015 $157.92

18.3 __35018.3 $279.84
20.4 __35020.4 $310.76

60 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __3606 $62.00
8 __3608 $76.33

10 __36010 $121.98
12 __36012 $160.01
15 __36015 $261.20

18.3 __36018.3 $452.30
20.4 __36020.4 $609.27

90 DEGREE

FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __3696 $62.00
8 __3698 $76.33

10 __36910 $121.98
12 __36912 $160.01
15 __36915 $261.20

18.3 __37018.3 $452.30
20.4 __37020.4 $609.27
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FLANGE
IPS X PIP

FLANGE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

6 __5306 $141.56
8 __5308 $207.78

10 __53010 $307.24
12 __53012 $461.15

16x15 __5301615 $1,114.48
18x18.3 __5301818.3 $1,729.07
20x20.4 __5302020.4 $2,652.18

FLANGE X MALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)
6x6 __52066 $107.44
8X8 __52088 $162.62

10x10 __5201010 $228.65
12x12 __5201212 $348.93
16x16 __5201616 $945.31

18x18.3 __5201818.3 $1,529.84
20x20.4 __5202020.4 $2,330.29

DISTRIBUTING GATE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)

2 __2762IPS $11.31
3 __2763IPS $15.44
4 __2764IPS $22.79

DISTRIBUTING GATE RISER
POT X RISER X SADDLE

(Gates not included)

SDR93.5:
 43 PSI

Size PartNumber (02)
8x4xpipe size __2758-4-pipe size $215.53

10x4xpipe size __27510-4-pipe size $264.85
10x6xpipe size __27510-6 pipe size $343.23
12x6xpipe size __27512-6-pipe size $64.98
12x8xpipe size __27512-8-pipe size $69.39

15x10xpipe size __27515-10-pipe size $86.52
18.3x12xpipe size __27518.3-12-pipe size $103.07

MECHANICAL VENT RISER
SDR93.5: 43 PSI

Size PartNumber (02)
6x4x2 __5466-4-2IPS $66.13
8x6x2 __546-8-6-2 IPS $71.24

10x8x2 __54610-8-2IPS $86.69
10x8x3 __54610-8-3IPS $103.27
10x8x4 __54612-8-4IPS $121.92

12x10x2 __54612-10-2IPS $111.56
12x10x3 __54612-10-3IPS $127.01
12x10x4 __54612-10-4IPS $144.54
15x12x4 __54615-12-4IPS $187.90

18.3x15x4 __54618.3-15-4IPS $242.72
20.4x18.3x4 __54620.4-18.3-4IPS $411.01

ORCHARD RISER
SADDLE X RISER

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)
6x4 __6986-4 IPS $29.31
6x6 __6986 $51.97
8x4 __6988-4IPS $29.36
8x6 __69886 $39.20
8x8 __6988 $72.34

10x4 __69810-4 IPS $30.91
10x6 __698106 $39.20
10x8 __698108 $53.69

10x10 __69810 $103.27
12x4 __69812-4 IPS $32.03
12x6 __698126 $39.20
12x8 __698128 $53.69

12x10 __6981210 $74.41
12x12 __69812 $144.54
15x4 __69815-4 IPS $34.15
15x6 __698156 $44.13
15x8 __698158 $60.87

15x10 __6981510 $84.63
15x12 __6981512 $116.67
15x15 __69815 $241.59
18x4 __69818-4 IPS $37.13
18x6 __698186 $45.53
18x8 __698188 $64.07

18x10 __6981810 $85.73
18x12 __6981812 $132.10
18x15 __6981815 $191.08
18x18 __69818 $362.42
20x4 __69820-4 IPS $39.20
20x6 __698206 $51.64
20x8 __698208 $77.45

20x10 __6982010 $120.80
20x12 __6982012 $146.61
20x15 __6982015 $215.94
20x18 __6982018 $265.35
20x20 __69820 $343.69
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SADDLE TEE
STUB STYLE

SLIP X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)
6x2 __7016-2IPS $20.57
6x3 __7016-3IPS $24.69
6x4 __7016-4IPS $28.84
8x2 __7018-2IPS $20.57
8x3 __7018-3IPS $24.69
8x4 __7018-4IPS $28.84
8x6 __70186 $34.09

10x2 __70110-2IPS $20.57
10x3 __70110-3IPS $24.69
10x4 __70110-4IPS $28.84
10x6 __701106 $34.09
10x8 __701108 $64.22
12x2 __70112-2IPS $21.66
12x3 __70112-3IPS $26.78
12x4 __70112-4IPS $28.84
12x6 __701126 $34.09
12x8 __701128 $45.53

12x10 __7011210 $59.91
15x2 __70115-2IPS $23.75
15x3 __70115-3IPS $26.78
15x4 __70115-4IPS $28.84
15x6 __701156 $36.18
15x8 __701158 $48.44

15x10 __7011510 $62.94
15x12 __7011512 $89.89
18.3x2 __70118.3-2IPS $23.75
18.3x3 __70118.3-3IPS $26.78
18.3x4 __70118.3-4IPS $30.44
18.3x6 __70118.36 $36.18
18.3x8 __70118.38 $51.64

18.3x10 __70118.310 $64.07
18.3x12 __70118.312 $104.38
18.3x15 __70118.315 $140.40
20.4x2 __70120.4-2IPS $26.78
20.4x3 __70120.4-3IPS $28.84
20.4x4 __70120.4-4IPS $30.91
20.4x6 __70120.46 $41.27
20.4x8 __70120.48 $84.06

20.4x10 __70120.410 $99.12
20.4x12 __70120.412 $118.73
20.4x15 __70120.415 $166.23

20.4x18.3 __70120.418.3 $202.40

SURFACE STYLE

SLIP X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)
6x2 __6996-2IPS $16.57
6x3 __6996-3IPS $17.52
6x4 __6996-4IPS $19.60
8x2 __6998-2IPS $16.57
8x3 __6998-3IPS $17.52
8x4 __6998-4IPS $19.60
8x6 __69986 $24.69

10x2 __69910-2IPS $16.57
10x3 __69910-3IPS $17.52
10x4 __69910-4IPS $19.60
10x6 __699106 $24.69
10x8 __699108 $28.84
12x2 __69912-2IPS $16.57
12x3 __69912-3IPS $17.52
12x4 __69912-4IPS $19.60
12x6 __699126 $24.69
12x8 __699128 $28.84

12x10 __6991210 $35.06
15x2 __69915-2IPS $16.57
15X3 __69915-3IPS $17.52
15x4 __69915-4IPS $19.60
15X6 __699156 $24.69
15x8 __699158 $28.84

15x10 __6991510 $40.31
15x12 __6991512 $53.69
18.3x2 __69918.3-2IPS $16.57
18.3x3 __69918.3-3IPS $17.52
18.3x4 __69918.3-4IPS $19.60
18.3x6 __69918.36 $24.69
18.3x8 __69918.38 $32.03

18.3x10 __69918.310 $41.27
18.3x12 __69918.312 $69.16
18.3x15 __69918.315 $89.89
20.4x2 __69920.4-2IPS $17.52
20.4x3 __69920.4-3IPS $18.65
20.4x4 __69920.4-4IPS $19.60
20.4x6 __69920.46 $27.88
20.4x8 __69920.48 $56.85

20.4x10 __69920.410 $76.29
20.4x12 __69920.412 $83.67
20.4x15 __69920.415 $114.58

20.4x18.3 __69920.418.3 $127.01
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SADDLE WYE
STUB STYLE

SLIP X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)
6x2 __7416-2IPS $51.75
6x3 __7416-3IPS $73.46
6x4 __7416-4IPS $59.13
8x2 __7418-2IPS $54.36
8x3 __7418-3IPS $73.46
8x4 __7418-4IPS $70.96
8x6 __74186 $92.91

10x2 __74110-2IPS $66.77
10x3 __74110-3IPS $73.46
10x4 __74110-4IPS $94.62
10x6 __741106 $108.14
10x8 __741108 $125.03
12x2 __74112-2IPS $66.77
12x3 __74112-3IPS $73.46
12x4 __74112-4IPS $134.31
12x6 __741126 $157.12
12x8 __741128 $174.88

12x10 __7411210 $188.40
15x2 __74115-2IPS $96.38
15x3 __74115-3IPS $106.84
15x4 __74115-4IPS $248.24
15x6 __741156 $261.04
15x8 __741158 $314.26

15x10 __7411510 $348.92
15x12 __7411512 $387.78
18.3x2 __74118.3-2IPS $157.43
18.3x3 __74118.3-3IPS $161.25
18.3x4 __74118.3-4IPS $440.99
18.3x6 __74118.36 $479.86
18.3x8 __74118.38 $517.89

18.3x10 __74118.310 $561.81
18.3x12 __74118.312 $607.43
18.3x15 __74118.315 $614.20
18.7x2 __74118.7-2IPS $157.43
18.7x3 __74118.7-3IPS $161.25
18.7x4 __74118.7-4IPS $440.99
18.7x6 __74118.76 $479.86
18.7x8 __74118.78 $517.89

18.7x10 __74118.710 $561.81
18.7x12 __74118.712 $607.43
18.7x15 __74118.715 $614.20

18.7x18.3 __74118.718.3 CF
20.4x2 __74120.4-2IPS $444.29
20.4x3 __74120.4-3IPS $465.24
20.4x4 __74120.4-4IPS $477.11
20.4x6 __74120.46 $498.50
20.4x8 __74120.48 $511.32

20.4x10 __74120.410 $591.15
20.4x12 __74120.412 $636.79
20.4x15 __74120.415 $690.01

20.4X18.3 __74120.418.3 $789.32
20.4x18.7 __74120.418.7 $841.13

STRAPS
STAINLESS STEEL

Size PartNumber (81)
4 __7554 $9.76
8 __7558 $11.46

10 __75510 $11.96
12 __75512 $14.46
15 __75515 $18.42
18 __75518 $18.93

TEE
FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)
6x4 __8206-4IPS $35.06

6 __8206 $39.21
8x3 __8208-3IPS $49.57
8x4 __8208-4IPS $56.73
8x6 __82086 $71.24

10x4 __82010-4IPS $64.07
10x6 __820106 $67.09
10x8 __820108 $77.45

10 __82010 $90.85
12x4 __82012-4IPS $86.69
12x6 __820126 $90.85
12x8 __820128 $98.16

12x10 __8201210 $107.41
12 __82012 $125.90

15x4 __82015-4IPS $139.44
15x6 __820156 $144.29
15x8 __820158 $160.01

15x10 __8201510 $178.65
15x12 __8201512 $208.61

15 __82015 $249.90
18.3x4 __82018.3-4IPS $257.07
18.3x6 __82018.36 $262.33
18.3x8 __82018.38 $266.45

18.3x10 __82018.310 $291.17
18.3x12 __82018.312 $321.06
18.3x15 __82018.315 $351.09

18.3 __82018.3 $434.76
20.4x4 __82020.4-4IPS $328.46
20.4x6 __82020.46 $338.66
20.4x8 __82020.48 $346.00

20.4x10 __82020.410 $383.12
20.4x12 __82020.412 $406.88
20.4x15 __82020.415 $436.83

20.4x18.3 __82020.418.3 $491.50
20.4x18.7 __82020.418.7 $511.04

20.4 __82020.4 $538.02
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TEE
MALE X FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)
6x2 __8306-2IPS $33.62
6x3 __8306-3IPS $34.30
6x4 __8306-4IPS $34.64
6x6 __83066 $38.74
8x2 __8308-2IPS $47.52
8x3 __8308-3IPS $48.49
8x4 __8308-4IPS $48.97
8x6 __83086 $56.07
8x8 __83088 $70.40

10x2 __83010-2IPS $61.43
10x3 __83010-3IPS $62.67
10x4 __83010-4IPS $63.31
10x6 __830106 $66.29
10x8 __830108 $76.52

10x10 __8301010 $89.77
12x2 __83012-2IPS $83.11
12x3 __83012-3IPS $84.80
12x4 __83012-4IPS $85.66
12x6 __830126 $89.77
12x8 __830128 $97.00

12x10 __8301210 $106.14
12x12 __8301212 $124.40
15x2 __83015-2IPS $133.69
15x3 __83015-3IPS $136.41
15x4 __83015-4IPS $137.78
15x6 __830156 $141.88
15x8 __830158 $158.11

15x10 __8301510 $176.53
15x12 __8301512 $206.13
15x15 __8301515 $249.31
18.3x2 __83018.3-2IPS $246.44
18.3x3 __83018.3-3IPS $251.44
18.3x4 __83018.3-4IPS $253.97
18.3x6 __83018.36 $259.19
18.3x8 __83018.38 $263.25

18.3x10 __83018.310 $287.68
18.3x12 __83018.312 $317.27
18.3x15 __83018.315 $346.87

18.3 __83018.3 $433.93
20.4x2 __83020.4-2IPS $314.91
20.4x3 __83020.4-3IPS $321.32
20.4x4 __83020.4-4IPS $324.56
20.4x6 __83020.46 $334.63
20.4x8 __83020.48 $341.89

20.4x10 __83020.410 $378.57
20.4x12 __83020.412 $402.04
20.4x15 __83020.415 $431.65

20.4x18.3 __83020.418.3 $485.67
20.4x18.7 __83020.418.7 $508.65

20.4 __83020.4 $531.63

WYE
FEMALE X FEMALE X FEMALE

SDR93.5: 43 PSI
Size PartNumber (02)
6x2 __9206-2IPS $45.15
6x3 __9206-3IPS $46.07
6x4 __9206-4IPS $46.53

6 __9206 $52.04
8x2 __9208-2IPS $63.84
8x3 __9208-3IPS $65.14
8x4 __9208-4IPS $65.79
8x6 __92086 $75.31

8 __9208 $94.57
10x2 __92010-2IPS $82.53
10x3 __92010-3IPS $84.20
10x4 __92010-4IPS $85.05
10x6 __920106 $89.05
10x8 __920108 $102.82

10 __92010 $120.60
12x2 __92012-2IPS $111.66
12x3 __92012-3IPS $113.93
12x4 __92012-4IPS $115.08
12x6 __920126 $120.60
12x8 __920128 $130.31

12x10 __9201210 $142.58
12 __92012 $167.13

15x2 __92015-2IPS $179.61
15x3 __92015-3IPS $183.26
15x4 __92015-4IPS $185.10
15x6 __920156 $190.61
15x8 __920158 $212.40

15x10 __9201510 $237.17
15x12 __9201512 $276.92

15 __92015 $331.74
18.3x2 __92018.3-2IPS $337.18
18.3x3 __92018.3-3IPS $337.84
18.3x4 __92018.3-4IPS $341.26
18.3x6 __92018.36 $348.23
18.3x8 __92018.38 $353.71

18.3x10 __92018.310 $386.53
18.3x12 __92018.312 $426.28
18.3x15 __92018.315 $466.06

18.3 __92018.3 $577.14
20.4x2 __92020.4-2IPS $423.07
20.4x3 __92020.4-3IPS $431.67
20.4x4 __92020.4-4IPS $436.02
20.4x6 __92020.46 $449.57
20.4x8 __92020.48 $459.30

20.4x10 __92020.410 $508.58
20.4x12 __92020.412 $540.11
20.4x15 __92020.415 $579.89

20.4x18.3 __92020.418.3 $652.47
20.4x18.7 __92020.418.7 $683.35

20.4 __92020.4 $714.22
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COUPLER

Female X Female

Size PartNumber Price
4 032404HA $12.90
6 032406HA $14.34
8 032408HA $22.71

10 0324010HA $33.55
12 0324012HA $43.87
14 0324014HA $58.98
15 0324015HA $68.24
16 0324016HA $72.12

ELBOW

22-1/2 DEGREE

Size PartNumber Price
4 033304HA $12.90
6 033306HA $18.06
8 033308HA $28.40

10 0333010HA $38.71
12 0333012HA $49.03
14 0333014HA $81.05
15 0333015HA $109.14
16 0333016HA $112.29

45 DEGREE

Size PartNumber Price
4 033504HA $12.90
6 033506HA $18.06
8 033508HA $28.40

10 0335010HA $38.71
12 0335012HA $49.03
14 0335014HA $81.05
15 0335015HA $109.14
16 0335016HA $112.29

90 DEGREE

Size PartNumber Price
4 033704HA $25.81
6 033706HA $38.71
8 033708HA $55.49

10 0337010HA $64.51
12 0337012HA $84.66
14 0337014HA $157.23
15 0337015HA $200.03
16 0337016HA $216.50

END CAP

Size PartNumber Price
4 031904HA $10.01
6 031906HA $12.90
8 031908HA $18.58

10 0319010HA $25.81
12 0319012HA $47.48
14 0319014HA $60.64
15 0319015HA $63.52
16 0319016HA $87.54

REDUCER

Size PartNumber Price
6x4 0366164HA $14.24
8x4 0366184HA $23.75
8x6 0366186HA $26.83

10x6 03661106HA $33.55
10x8 03661108HA $38.71
12x6 03661126HA $51.61
12x8 03661128HA $54.20

12x10 036611210HA $59.36

START COLLAR

Size PartNumber Price
4 035204HA $11.87
6 035206HA $16.52
8 035208HA $21.16

10 0352010HA $25.81
12 0352012HA $32.51
14 0352014HA $36.79
15 0352015HA $42.40
16 0352016HA $48.26

TAPERED REDUCER

Size PartNumber Price
6x4 0360064HA $20.65
8x6 0360086HA $26.83

10x8 03600108HA $30.96
12x10 036001210HA $38.71
14x12 036001412HA $54.20
15x14 036001514HA $64.54
16x14 036001614HA $68.24
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3 G ™  C O M P R E S S I O N  F I T T I N G S

Connect with the
Next Generation.

Engineered for Durability

Distributor in the United States for

TEE

Female X Female X Female     

Size PartNumber Price
6x4 0382064HA $39.23

6 038206HA $59.36
8x6 0382086HA $59.88

8 038208HA $74.32
10x6 03820106HA $85.84
10x8 03820108HA $93.96

10 0382010HA $111.26
12x6 03820126HA $115.11
12x8 03820128HA $132.16

12x10 038201210HA $140.92
12 0382012HA $140.76

14x6 03820146HA $137.83
14x8 03820148HA $151.27

14x10 038201410HA $168.08
14x12 038201412HA $181.55

14 0382014HA $213.59
15x6 03820156HA $154.87
15x8 03820158HA $167.26

15x10 038201510HA $184.29
15x12 038201512HA $201.33
15x14 038201514HA $234.90

15 0382015HA $263.27
16x6 03820166HA $162.62
16x8 03820168HA $176.05

16x10 038201610HA $193.58
16x12 038201612HA $211.66
16x14 038201614HA $264.31
16x15 038201615HA $349.49

16 0382016HA $346.34

SADDLE TEE

Size PartNumber Price
6x4 0369964HA $18.47

6 036996HA $40.89
8x6 0369986HA $21.08

8 036998HA $48.90
10x6 03699106HA $47.83
10x8 03699108HA $49.04

10 0369910HA $78.58
12x6 03699126HA $57.38
12x8 03699128HA $67.13

12x10 036991210HA $76.20
12 0369912HA $129.86

14x6 03699146HA $109.28
14x8 03699148HA $115.62

14x10 036991410HA $130.75
14x12 036991412HA $146.60
15x6 03699156HA $169.26
15x8 03699158HA $172.20

15x10 036991510HA $208.93
15x12 036991512HA $231.28
15x14 036991514HA $256.14
16x6 03699166HA $188.06
16x8 03699168HA $181.28

16x10 036991610HA $219.93
16x12 036991612HA $250.72
16x14 036991614HA $269.62
16x15 036991615HA $283.09
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INTRODUCING THE 
3G™ RANGE OF 
COMPRESSION FITTINGS.

 ittings is a distributor of hilmac  fittings for the nited tates.  
hilmac is a global leader in the design and manufacture of plastic compression fittings 

that provide the ultimate in pipe connection flexibility.  ustralia-based hilmac was 
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of premium products represents hilmac s most exciting generation of plastic 
compression fittings.

Incorporating cutting edge technology, hilmac  fittings are easy to use and 
provide 2 psi rated performance across the range. Importantly, all hilmac  
fittings have been manufactured from high performance, advanced thermoplastic 
materials so they are resistant to corrosion and have the strength and durability to 
provide a 50+ year service life.

ith the  range, the hilmac fitting line serves a common platform of fittings 
for all PE pipe applications in the North American market. 

nd the entire range of  fittings is fully approved for potable water, meeting 
NSF and CSA standards.

 ittings was founded in  and is based in ynchburg, irgina with 
company warehouses in inter aven, lorida allas, Texas and hoenix, ri ona.  

 has developed next generation fittings including first compact I  
fittings, and the first in ection molded gas eted  fittings in the  for I  si e 

 water pipe,    sewer pipe, and   water pipe.   
has developed numerous pipe fitting and valve innovations for the irrigation 
industry including swivel connection systems, nuc le restraints, clamshell restraints, 
and a line of I isolation valves.  
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Need an Easy Connection for HDPE? 

Philmac 3G Compression Fittings are available for:  
  • HDPE pipe and tubing sizes 3/4” to 2”
   • Various types of HDPE and/or Tubing

       • CTS Pex Tubing
      • IPS-OD Pipe or Tubing

       • IPS-ID Tubing

Call (360) 398-7700 for sizing or 
application assistance as well as 

for pricing and availability.

CAUTION: Philmac does not recommend or warrant the use of their 
Compression Fittings “inside the building” or for “hot water” applications.
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hilmac products are used in diverse applications, from rural well systems, cottage pumps, 
municipal water applications, irrigation water supply, and plumbing.

DIVERSE APPLICATIONS
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The Philmac 3G™ range of compression 
fittings is  and  approved for 
potable water use.

APPROVALS

THE 3G RANGE OF PRODUCTS

High performance

• Made from advanced thermoplastic 
materials:  I  eries compression 
fittings are manufactured from lightweight 
high performance thermoplastic 
materials which, unli e metal fittings, 
resist corrosion, therefore significantly 
minimi ing maintenance, repairs, and long-
term costs. The materials are non-toxic 
and taint-free and also offer outstanding 
impact, , and chemical resistance.

• Rated to 230psi: 3G™ compression 
fittings are pressure rated to 2 psi to 
meet the needs of high pressure systems.

• 50 year+ design life: uilt to withstand the 
toughest conditions to ensure longevity 
and durability,  compression fittings 
have a 50 year+ design life.

Complete coverage
• Wide range: The new 3G™ compression 

fitting range is comprehensive and 
includes straight and reducing oiners, tees, 
elbows, male and female adaptors and 
caps ranging from ½” to 2”.

CAUTION: Philmac does not 
recommend or warrant the use of 
3G™ Compression Fittings “inside 
the building” or for “hot water” 
applications.
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Flexibility
•	Universal	fitting:	The  I  eries 

compression fitting connects to I , I  
controlled pipe of I s , , and . . 
There is no need for dedicated fittings for 
different pipe so you can be sure you will 
always have the right fitting for the ob.

Fast and easy installation
• Insert assembly: Installation involving 

double ended products is made easy with 
 I  eries compression fittings, as 

the installer can simply hammer the insert 
in separately to each end of the pipe. 
This is far easier than other fittings which 
involve difficult manipulation of the barb 
assembly at one end of the connection.

• Easy disassembly: The  I  eries 
compression fitting enables the oint to 
be easily disconnected and reconnected. 
Simply by loosening the nut and taking the 
insert out of the body of the fitting, the 
pipe can be freed. This is a real advantage 
when the pipe is connected to a pump 
or other piece of equipment which may 
require relocation or disconnection. 

Complete coverage
• Wide range: The new 3G™ compression 

fitting range is comprehensive and 
includes straight and reducing oiners, tees, 
elbows, male and female adaptors and 
caps ranging from ½” to 2”.

ID SERIES  I  eries compression fittings represent the next generation of hilmac fittings for 
I  eries pipe. 

ffering complete flexibility, this one fitting connects to all types of I  eries pipe, thereby 
eliminating the need to carry dedicated fittings.

Installation is easy with a simple to use insert assembly, and the fitting allows for 
straightforward disconnection and reconnection.

The  I  eries plastic compression fitting is the product of hilmac s unrelenting 
commitment to continuous improvement and a culture based on innovation and ingenuity.

3G™ BENEFITS

CAUTION: Philmac does not recommend or warrant the use of 3G™ 

Compression Fittings “inside the building” or for “hot water” applications.
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Fast and easy installation
• Slide & Tighten™ technology:  3G™ 

compression fittings incorporate all 
the benefits of hilmac s uni ue lide 
& Tighten™ technology. No pipe 
preparation is needed and no force is 
re uired to push the pipe past the seal, 
so installation couldn’t be faster or easier. 
imply insert the pipe into the fitting until 

the first point of resistance is felt, and then 
tighten the nut. Assembly is so easy you 
can even do it under live conditions. lso, 
there is no need to disassemble the fitting 
before use because 3G™ compression 
fittings are supplied pre assembled and 
ready to use.

• Compact design: The si e of the new 
hilmac  compression fitting has 

been ept to a minimum, ma ing the 
fitting ideal to use in confined areas. In 
addition to making connections with 
minimal turns of the nut, the design 
and si e of the fittings means that in 
installations taking place between two 
fixed points, the manipulation of the pipe 
into the fitting becomes easy. 

• Easy disassembly: The fitting has been 
designed so the split collet is released 
as soon as the nut is bac ed off, ma ing 
disassembly easy.

Complete security
• Visual stop: The flange on the body of 

the  compression fitting provides a 
visual stop to indicate when the nut is fully 
tightened. This removes any uncertainty 
from the installation process and 
eliminates the ris  of over tightening.

• No loose components: If the nut is 
removed there is no danger of losing 
components, as the collet and seal 
ring are retained in the body of the 
fitting. osing components in the trench 
becomes a thing of the past.  

• Dynamic sealing method: The mechanical 
advantage of the nut thread compresses 
the seal into position, eliminating 
resistance when inserting the pipe into 
the fitting so there is no ris  of seal 
distortion or displacement.

• Designed to minimize pipe twist:  The 
fitting has been designed to minimi e pipe 
twist as the nut is tightened. aximum 
pipe twist is approximately a uarter turn 
compared to one and a half turns with 
many other fittings. ipe twist can impact 
on not only the connection you have just 
made but also on the connection at the 
other end of the line.

Complete coverage
• Wide range: The new 3G™ compression 

fittings range is comprehensive straight 
and reducing oiners, tees, elbows, male 
and female adaptors and caps ranging 
from 3/4” to 2”.

• Copper connection kits:  Philmac’s all 
new carborundum gripper design has 
been introduced into the 3G™ copper 
connection kit. With no steel components 
in the gripping mechanism, there is 
absolutely no risk of electrolysis.

CTS & IPS OD  compression fittings are not ust the new generation of pipe fittings for T , I   
 and  ipes  they are the next generation. The culmination of years of exhaustive 

research and development, utilisation of cutting edge manufacturing technology and stringent 
testing, this new range of premium products represents hilmac s most exciting generation of 
plastic compression fittings.

eaturing hilmac s uni ue lide  Tighten  technology,  compression fittings for T  
and I    ipes ma es installation easy  no insert is re uired and no force is needed 
to push the pipe in. And a visual stop reduces the risk of overtightening.

The  range of plastic compression fittings are the product of hilmac s unrelenting 
commitment to continuous improvement and a culture based on innovation and ingenuity.

3G™ BENEFITS

CAUTION: Philmac does not recommend or warrant the use of 3G™ 

Compression Fittings “inside the building” or for “hot water” applications.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR ID SERIES 3G FITTINGS

1. Cut Pipe Square
 Cut the pipe square. There is no need 

to prepare the pipe end. Chamfering or 
lubrication is not required.

4. Place Insert in Pipe
 emove the insert from the fitting and 

then place in end of pipe. 

7. Position Collet and Nut
 Slide collet up to insert shoulder and 

then engage nut on body of fitting and 
tighten by hand. 

2. Remove Nut Components
 Ta e nut off body of fitting and remove 

collet.

5. Insert Fully Installed
 Tap insert fully (up to the shoulder of 

the insert  into the pipe using a flat 
object. 

8. Tighten Nut with a Wrench
 The nut must then be tightened with a 

wrench.

3. Place Nut Components on Pipe
 Place nut and then collet on the pipe. 

Ensure the collet is placed with taper 
facing towards the nut.

6. Push Insert into Body of Fitting
 Push pipe with insert and seal ring 

assembly into the end of the central 
fitting. nsure the seal ring is correctly 
positioned on the insert. 

9. Fully Installed
 The fitting is fully installed when the 

nut cannot be tightened further with 
reasonable force.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR 3G CTS & IPS OD FITTINGS

1. Cut Pipe Square
 Cut the pipe square. There is no need 

to prepare the pipe end. Chamfering or 
lubrication is not required.

2. Ready to Use Position
 The fitting is pre-assembled and ready 

to use, however always ensure the nut is 
fully relaxed and 2 threads are showing 
before inserting the pipe.

3. Pipe Insertion
 Insert the pipe until the first point of 

resistance is felt.

4. Nut Tightening
 The nut should be tightened by hand 

and then firmly with a wrench. Tighten 
the nut all the way to the flange on the 
body of the fitting. 

5. Fully Installed
 Fitting is now fully installed.

6. Disassembly
 To disassemble the fitting simply loosen 

the nut using a wrench until 2 threads 
are showing. Pipe will be released and 
can simply be pulled out of the fitting.

Note: Philmac recommends the use of PTFE tape on NPT threads to ensure a positive seal.
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Having Trouble Connecting Two 
Different Style Pipes?

Universal Transition Couplings are available for:  
  • HDPE pipe and tubing sizes 1/2” to 2” 

   • Can be used on galvanized, copper, lead, ductile iron, PVC, 
and HDPE

 • Check sizing chart for proper sizing possibilities.

Call (360) 398-7700 for sizing or 
application assistance as well as 

for pricing and availability.

CAUTION: Philmac does not recommend or warrant the use of their 
UTC Compression Fittings “inside the building” or for “hot water” 

applications.
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INTRODUCTION

BENEFITS
Complete Flexibility
Universal Design: The Philmac UTC® 
is designed to accommodate a range of 
di�erent diameters on most pipe material 
(including copper, PE, PVC, lead, steel, 
galvanized steel, ABS, and stainless steel).

Large Seal: The large seal in the Philmac 
UTC® is particularly suited to out-of-round 
and pitted pipes.

Fast and Easy Installation
Slide & Tighten™ technology:  The 
Philmac UTC® incorporates all the bene�ts 
of Philmac’s Slide & Tighten™ technology.   

Simply witness mark the pipe against the 
�ange on the �tting, and then insert the pipe 
to the correct depth.  The nut can then be 
tightened using a wrench.  The UTC® is 
fully installed when the nut can no longer be 
tightened with reasonable force.

No special tools are required and the 
Philmac UTC® is supplied ready to use.

Easy Disassembly:  The design of the 
UTC® allows the pipe to be removed easily 
from the �tting once the nut is backed o�.

Complete Coverage
The Philmac UTC® range is 
comprehensive:  Con�gurations include 
“No Stop” Repair Couplings and Reducer 
Couplings. Inquire for other con�gurations.

Complete Security
Dynamic Sealing Method:  Tightening 
the nut compresses the seal into position. 
During assembly, the pipe does not have to 
engage the seal, so there is no risk of seal 
damage or roll outs.
* Pipes at the top end of the �tting tolerance 
may incur minimum resistance.

No Loose Components: The 
Philmac UTC® is fully contained with no 
loose components. There is no need to 
disassemble and separately handle a loose 
split ring, seal ring, or nut. All that is required 
is the insertion of the pipe and tightening of 
the nut. 

Approvals:  The Philmac UTC® holds 
a number of potable water approvals 
including NSF in the USA. The �ttings are 
manufactured to the highest standards 
in accordance with the company’s ISO 
9001:2000 Quality Endorsed status.

High Performance Materials
Made from advanced thermoplastic 
materials:  The Philmac UTC® is 
manufactured from lightweight, high 
performance polypropylene and acetal 
with outstanding impact, UV, chemical, and 
corrosion resistance.  The UTC® split ring 
contains hard stainless steel grippers which 
provide superior end load resistance. Seals 
are nitrile rubber.

High Performance Materials 
Rated to 200 PSI:  The Philmac UTC® is 
pressure rated 200 psi at 73ºF and 150 psi 
at 100ºF to meet the needs of high pressure 
systems.

Suggested Specification
Fittings shall be Polypropylene Compression 
Fittings that without disassembly or 
modi�cation will �t a range of pipes including 
polyethylene, PEX, PVC, copper, steel, 
stainless steel, ABS, and lead.  Fittings shall 
be long term rated for 200 psi at 73°F and 
150 psi at 100°F per ISO 14236 and shall be 
rated as “High Pressure” per AWWA C800.  
Fittings shall comply with NSF 61 and shall 
be “listed” by NSF.  “Bodies” and “Spacers” 
shall be Polypropylene.  Fitting “Compression 
Nuts” shall be Acetal or Polypropylene.  
“Split Ring” shall be of Acetal with Stainless 
Steel grippers.  Joint seal activation shall 
be accomplished solely by actuation of the 
Compression Nut.  Joint “Seals” shall not 
“interfere” with pipe insertion.  No beveling 
or lubrication of pipe shall be required.  
Fitting components shall not require 
disassembly prior to assembly on to pipe.  
Fittings shall be “UTC” with “Slide & Tighten” 
capability as manufactured by Philmac 
Pty Ltd. and as sold by The Harrington 
Corporation (Harco) of Lynchburg, VA (434) 
845-7094.

HARCO Fittings is a distributor of Philmac Universal Transition Coupling (UTC®) �ttings for the United States.  Philmac is a 
global leader in the design and manufacture of plastic compression �ttings that provide the ultimate in pipe connection �exibility.  
Australia-based Philmac was founded in 1929 and became part of the Aliaxis Group in Belgium in 2003.

The UTC® products are especially designed for connecting pipes that are made from a variety of di�erent materials, such as 
polyethylene, galvanized steel, PVC, copper, ABS, lead, and stainless steel.

In addition to winning an Australian Design Award in 1999 for innovation in product development, the UTC® has been embraced 
by water utilities in Australia, the UK, Europe, and North America.

The entire range of UTC® �ttings is fully approved for potable water, meeting NSF and CSA standards.

HARCO Fittings was founded in 1966 and is based in Lynchburg, Virgina with company warehouses in Winter Haven, Florida,; 
Dallas, Texas; and Phoenix, Arizona.  HARCO has developed next generation �ttings including the �rst compact DI MJ �ttings 
and the �rst injection molded gasketed PVC �ttings in the USA for IPS size PVC water pipe, SDR 35 PVC sewer pipe, and C900 
PVC water pipe.  HARCO has developed numerous pipe �tting and valve innovations for the irrigation industry including swivel 
connection systems, knuckle restraints, clamshell restraints, and a line of DI isolation valves.

CAUTION: Philmac does not recommend or warrant the use of 3G™    

Compression Fittings “inside the building” or for “hot water” applications.
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Compression Fittings “inside the building” or for “hot water” applications.

HOW IT WORKS

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION – UTC® COMPRESSION FITTINGS

Nut is tightened with a wrench 
�rmly to ensure proper installation. 
Some threads may be exposed, 
depending on the size of pipe 
inserted into the �tting.

Seal ring compression is achieved by 
exploiting the mechanical advantage 
of the thread.

Split ring with the stainless 
grippers bites into the pipe, 
providing end load resistance.

Thrust sleeve transfers pressure 
to the seal ring.

FULLY OPEN

FULLY CLOSED

Fitting is pre-assembled in 
the ready-to-use open position
with 3 threads showing.

Clearance between the 
pipe and �tting allows for 
easy insertion of the pipe.

Seal is in a relaxed position.

Split ring is in a relaxed position.

Pipe is inserted up to the �ange 
on the �tting.

1. Cut pipe to length 
 Cut pipe square and to 

length using the �ange 
on the central body as 
a guide.  Ensure end 
of connecting pipe is 
undamaged and clean.

3. Pipe Insertion
 Ensure the nut is backed 

o� and 3 threads are 
showing.  (Pipes at the 
top end of the �tting 
tolerance may require 5 
threads showing.) Insert 
pipe to the correct depth.

2. Prepare �tting
 To ensure adequate 

insertion depth, witness 
mark the pipe to the back 
of the �ange.  A marker 
pen can be used or use of 
a thumb is suitable.

4. Nut tightening
 Tighten the nut �rmly with 

a wrench. The nut will 
not butt against the body 
�ange when the pipe size 
is at the top end of the 
�tting tolerance.

5. Fully Installed
 The �tting is fully installed 

when the nut cannot be 
tightened any further with 
reasonable force.
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INTRODUCTION

BENEFITS
Complete Flexibility
Universal Design: The Philmac UTC® 
is designed to accommodate a range of 
di�erent diameters on most pipe material 
(including copper, PE, PVC, lead, steel, 
galvanized steel, ABS, and stainless steel).

Large Seal: The large seal in the Philmac 
UTC® is particularly suited to out-of-round 
and pitted pipes.

Fast and Easy Installation
Slide & Tighten™ technology:  The 
Philmac UTC® incorporates all the bene�ts 
of Philmac’s Slide & Tighten™ technology.   

Simply witness mark the pipe against the 
�ange on the �tting, and then insert the pipe 
to the correct depth.  The nut can then be 
tightened using a wrench.  The UTC® is 
fully installed when the nut can no longer be 
tightened with reasonable force.

No special tools are required and the 
Philmac UTC® is supplied ready to use.

Easy Disassembly:  The design of the 
UTC® allows the pipe to be removed easily 
from the �tting once the nut is backed o�.

Complete Coverage
The Philmac UTC® range is 
comprehensive:  Con�gurations include 
“No Stop” Repair Couplings and Reducer 
Couplings. Inquire for other con�gurations.

Complete Security
Dynamic Sealing Method:  Tightening 
the nut compresses the seal into position. 
During assembly, the pipe does not have to 
engage the seal, so there is no risk of seal 
damage or roll outs.
* Pipes at the top end of the �tting tolerance 
may incur minimum resistance.

No Loose Components: The 
Philmac UTC® is fully contained with no 
loose components. There is no need to 
disassemble and separately handle a loose 
split ring, seal ring, or nut. All that is required 
is the insertion of the pipe and tightening of 
the nut. 

Approvals:  The Philmac UTC® holds 
a number of potable water approvals 
including NSF in the USA. The �ttings are 
manufactured to the highest standards 
in accordance with the company’s ISO 
9001:2000 Quality Endorsed status.

High Performance Materials
Made from advanced thermoplastic 
materials:  The Philmac UTC® is 
manufactured from lightweight, high 
performance polypropylene and acetal 
with outstanding impact, UV, chemical, and 
corrosion resistance.  The UTC® split ring 
contains hard stainless steel grippers which 
provide superior end load resistance. Seals 
are nitrile rubber.

High Performance Materials 
Rated to 200 PSI:  The Philmac UTC® is 
pressure rated 200 psi at 73ºF and 150 psi 
at 100ºF to meet the needs of high pressure 
systems.

Suggested Specification
Fittings shall be Polypropylene Compression 
Fittings that without disassembly or 
modi�cation will �t a range of pipes including 
polyethylene, PEX, PVC, copper, steel, 
stainless steel, ABS, and lead.  Fittings shall 
be long term rated for 200 psi at 73°F and 
150 psi at 100°F per ISO 14236 and shall be 
rated as “High Pressure” per AWWA C800.  
Fittings shall comply with NSF 61 and shall 
be “listed” by NSF.  “Bodies” and “Spacers” 
shall be Polypropylene.  Fitting “Compression 
Nuts” shall be Acetal or Polypropylene.  
“Split Ring” shall be of Acetal with Stainless 
Steel grippers.  Joint seal activation shall 
be accomplished solely by actuation of the 
Compression Nut.  Joint “Seals” shall not 
“interfere” with pipe insertion.  No beveling 
or lubrication of pipe shall be required.  
Fitting components shall not require 
disassembly prior to assembly on to pipe.  
Fittings shall be “UTC” with “Slide & Tighten” 
capability as manufactured by Philmac 
Pty Ltd. and as sold by The Harrington 
Corporation (Harco) of Lynchburg, VA (434) 
845-7094.

HARCO Fittings is a distributor of Philmac Universal Transition Coupling (UTC®) �ttings for the United States.  Philmac is a 
global leader in the design and manufacture of plastic compression �ttings that provide the ultimate in pipe connection �exibility.  
Australia-based Philmac was founded in 1929 and became part of the Aliaxis Group in Belgium in 2003.

The UTC® products are especially designed for connecting pipes that are made from a variety of di�erent materials, such as 
polyethylene, galvanized steel, PVC, copper, ABS, lead, and stainless steel.

In addition to winning an Australian Design Award in 1999 for innovation in product development, the UTC® has been embraced 
by water utilities in Australia, the UK, Europe, and North America.

The entire range of UTC® �ttings is fully approved for potable water, meeting NSF and CSA standards.

HARCO Fittings was founded in 1966 and is based in Lynchburg, Virgina with company warehouses in Winter Haven, Florida,; 
Dallas, Texas; and Phoenix, Arizona.  HARCO has developed next generation �ttings including the �rst compact DI MJ �ttings 
and the �rst injection molded gasketed PVC �ttings in the USA for IPS size PVC water pipe, SDR 35 PVC sewer pipe, and C900 
PVC water pipe.  HARCO has developed numerous pipe �tting and valve innovations for the irrigation industry including swivel 
connection systems, knuckle restraints, clamshell restraints, and a line of DI isolation valves.

CAUTION: Philmac does not recommend or warrant the use of 3G™    

Compression Fittings “inside the building” or for “hot water” applications.
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HARCO Fittings is a distributor of Philmac Universal Transition Coupling (UTC®) �ttings for the United States.  Philmac is a 
global leader in the design and manufacture of plastic compression �ttings that provide the ultimate in pipe connection �exibility.  
Australia-based Philmac was founded in 1929 and became part of the Aliaxis Group in Belgium in 2003.

The UTC® products are especially designed for connecting pipes that are made from a variety of di�erent materials, such as 
polyethylene, galvanized steel, PVC, copper, ABS, lead, and stainless steel.

In addition to winning an Australian Design Award in 1999 for innovation in product development, the UTC® has been embraced 
by water utilities in Australia, the UK, Europe, and North America.

The entire range of UTC® �ttings is fully approved for potable water, meeting NSF and CSA standards.

HARCO Fittings was founded in 1966 and is based in Lynchburg, Virgina with company warehouses in Winter Haven, Florida,; 
Dallas, Texas; and Phoenix, Arizona.  HARCO has developed next generation �ttings including the �rst compact DI MJ �ttings 
and the �rst injection molded gasketed PVC �ttings in the USA for IPS size PVC water pipe, SDR 35 PVC sewer pipe, and C900 
PVC water pipe.  HARCO has developed numerous pipe �tting and valve innovations for the irrigation industry including swivel 
connection systems, knuckle restraints, clamshell restraints, and a line of DI isolation valves.

CAUTION: Philmac does not recommend or warrant the use of 3G™    

Compression Fittings “inside the building” or for “hot water” applications.
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HARCO Fittings is a distributor of Philmac Universal Transition Coupling (UTC®) �ttings for the United States.  Philmac is a 
global leader in the design and manufacture of plastic compression �ttings that provide the ultimate in pipe connection �exibility.  
Australia-based Philmac was founded in 1929 and became part of the Aliaxis Group in Belgium in 2003.

The UTC® products are especially designed for connecting pipes that are made from a variety of di�erent materials, such as 
polyethylene, galvanized steel, PVC, copper, ABS, lead, and stainless steel.

In addition to winning an Australian Design Award in 1999 for innovation in product development, the UTC® has been embraced 
by water utilities in Australia, the UK, Europe, and North America.

The entire range of UTC® �ttings is fully approved for potable water, meeting NSF and CSA standards.

HARCO Fittings was founded in 1966 and is based in Lynchburg, Virgina with company warehouses in Winter Haven, Florida,; 
Dallas, Texas; and Phoenix, Arizona.  HARCO has developed next generation �ttings including the �rst compact DI MJ �ttings 
and the �rst injection molded gasketed PVC �ttings in the USA for IPS size PVC water pipe, SDR 35 PVC sewer pipe, and C900 
PVC water pipe.  HARCO has developed numerous pipe �tting and valve innovations for the irrigation industry including swivel 
connection systems, knuckle restraints, clamshell restraints, and a line of DI isolation valves.

CAUTION: Philmac does not recommend or warrant the use of 3G™    

Compression Fittings “inside the building” or for “hot water” applications.
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HOW IT WORKS

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION – UTC® COMPRESSION FITTINGS

Nut is tightened with a wrench 
�rmly to ensure proper installation. 
Some threads may be exposed, 
depending on the size of pipe 
inserted into the �tting.

Seal ring compression is achieved by 
exploiting the mechanical advantage 
of the thread.

Split ring with the stainless 
grippers bites into the pipe, 
providing end load resistance.

Thrust sleeve transfers pressure 
to the seal ring.

FULLY OPEN

FULLY CLOSED

Fitting is pre-assembled in 
the ready-to-use open position
with 3 threads showing.

Clearance between the 
pipe and �tting allows for 
easy insertion of the pipe.

Seal is in a relaxed position.

Split ring is in a relaxed position.

Pipe is inserted up to the �ange 
on the �tting.

1. Cut pipe to length 
 Cut pipe square and to 

length using the �ange 
on the central body as 
a guide.  Ensure end 
of connecting pipe is 
undamaged and clean.

3. Pipe Insertion
 Ensure the nut is backed 

o� and 3 threads are 
showing.  (Pipes at the 
top end of the �tting 
tolerance may require 5 
threads showing.) Insert 
pipe to the correct depth.

2. Prepare �tting
 To ensure adequate 

insertion depth, witness 
mark the pipe to the back 
of the �ange.  A marker 
pen can be used or use of 
a thumb is suitable.

4. Nut tightening
 Tighten the nut �rmly with 

a wrench. The nut will 
not butt against the body 
�ange when the pipe size 
is at the top end of the 
�tting tolerance.

5. Fully Installed
 The �tting is fully installed 

when the nut cannot be 
tightened any further with 
reasonable force.
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SIZES
•¾” to 2”

CONFIGURATIONS
•  Compression ends
•  FNPT ends
•  Tee handle
•  Curb Stop handle
•  Others available

COMPRESSION END 
OPTIONS
•  IPS OD controlled PE, SDR
•  IPS ID controlled PE, SIDR
•  IPS PVC with appropriate                                                                        
   grip ring
•  CTS PE
•  Universal Transition limited
    sizes       
FEATURES
•  200 psi rating
•  2-way flow
•  Install in any orientation
•  Positive stop open-close
•  Visual indication open-close
•  Corrosion resistant
•  Impact resistant
•  UV resistant
•  Ratcheting Curb Stop handle
•  SIDR’s served: 11.5, 9 & 7

MATERIALS
•  Ball - Talc filled polypropylene
•  Seal Ring - polypropylene
•  Body - Glass filled nylon 
•  Tee Handle- Glass filled nylon 
•  Curb Stop Handle - Acetal
•  Cap - Noryl GTX/GF Nylon
•  Stem-  Noryl GTX
•  Stem screw-  316 SS
•  O-rings-  Nitrile

CALL FOR OTHER 
FEATURES AVAILABLE
•  MNPT ends
•  Locking handles
•  Color coded handles
•  Other sizes

STANDARDS 
•  AWWA C521

About Philmac Ball Valves

Philmac ball valves manufactured of advanced thermoplastic materials with 
self-restraining compression ends featuring “slide and tighten” design are available 
from HARCO. They are available for PE pipes to SDR IPS, SIDR IPS, and CTS 
standards in sizes up to 2”. They can be used with substitute grip rings on SDR IPS 
PVC pipe. Threaded ends are also available.  

Systems using PE pipe can be installed without fusion equipment or adapters 
for conventional valves.  This speeds installation, eliminates reliance on specially 
trained personnel, eliminates the inherent workmanship risk of fusion joints, and 
eliminates investment in fusion equipment. 

PRODUCT SHEET
HARCO 
F I T T I N G S

PHILMAC 
BALL VALVES
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U N I V E R S A L  T R A N S I T I O N  C O U P L I N G

The Universal 
Connection

Engineered for Durability

Distributor in the United States for

Need to Stop a 
Leak Quickly?

Call (360) 398-7700 for sizing or 
application assistance as well as 

for pricing and availability.

CAUTION: Philmac does not recommend or warrant the use of their 
UTC Compression Fittings “inside the building” or for “hot water” 

applications.



Specified Fittings 
Bellingham, WA
164 West Smith Rd.

Bellingham, WA 98226
PVC Fabrication

Specified Fittings 
Stevensville, MT

483 Stevensville Airport Road
Stevensville, MT 59870

HDPE Fabrication

HARCO Fittings 
Lynchburg, VA
3721 Cohen Place

Lynchburg, VA 24506
PVC & HDPE Fabrication

HARCO Fittings 
Lynchburg, VA
3721 Cohen Place

Lynchburg, VA 24506
HQTR, Injection Molding

HARCO Fittings 
Janesville, WI

2643 West Court Street
Janesville, WI 53548

PVC Fabrication

For all your AG Fitting needs, call (360) 398-7700. 

Visit us at: specifiedfittings.com

The Harrington Corporation




